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Do YOU own aRU6ER®Blackhawk
or Single·Six®revolver like Ihis?

Ruger 'Old MOdeI' Single-Action RevOlver
Manufactured 1953-1912

ThiS conversion will:
• Give you many of the convenience, durability, and safety features of the patented Ruger

New Model single-action revolvers made since 1973.
• Help prevent accidental discharges caused by a blow to the hammer if the user has failed

to take the basic safety precaution of keeping an empty chamber under the hammer.

We honestly believe this to be one of the most important firearms inventions
ever offered by our company. While we are proud of the over one and one quarter
million "old model" Ruger Single-Six, Blackhawk, and Super Blackhawk revolvers
produced from 1953 to 1972, we want to see them equipped with this valuable
improvement and offer to perform this simple conversion for our customers at no
cost.

To ensure correct fitting, this system must be installed at our factory. To re
ceive this free Conversion, write to us at the address below. We will provide you
with a shipping container and instructions. You pay only initial shipping charges to
our factory-the Conversion is free and we will pay return shipping costs. Do not
send your "old model" Ruger single-action revolver until you receive specific ship
ping instructions.

t_1 _1r

RUGER SINGLE-ACTION CONVERSION PARTS
(Patent Applied for)

"OLD MODEL" RUGER SINGLE-ACTION PARTS

11 so, Ruger wants to give you, and install FREE,
aunique new improvement ...

IIlh Ihe 101l0llno pariS remoyed: This conversion will nol:
• Alter the frame or other components of your revolver.
• Affect the external appearance of your revolver.
• Detract in any way from the basic simplicity and utility of these classic single-action

revolvers.

This offer may be withdrawn at our discretion by December, 1983

copyright 1982 by Sturm, Ruger & Company, Inc.
RUGER, SINGLE·SIX, and BLACKHAWK are U.S. registered trademarks

.,:
FREE CATALOGS AND INSTRUCTION MANUALS WHICH CONTAIN APPROPRIATE WARNINGS AND ADVICE
FOR THE USE OF ALL MODElS OF RUGER FIREARMS ARE AVAILABLE FROM THE FACTORY ON REQUEST

STURM, RUGER & ~ompany, Ine.
6 Lacey Place, Dept. OM
Southport, Connecticut 06490 U. S. A.
ALL RUGER FIREARMS ARE DESIGNED AND MANUFACTURED IN RUGER FACTORIES IN THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA



Bianchi's on theWagonl
The #1 Selling Holster in the World Today is BIANCHI, and He's Headin' for your Local Dealer with
a Wagon Load of the Best Quality Belts, Holsters and Shooting Accessories Money can Buy.
More than One Million Police Officers, the Military, and Shooters like you will buy BIANCHI
in 1982. Dealers inquire!

"The world standard by which all gunleather is judged."
100 Calle Cortez· Dept. AH-1182 . Temecula, CA 92390
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Get the whole Bianchi
Gunleather® story today by
sending $1.00 for a 64 page, full
color 1982 pocket edition or
$3.00 for the large standard size
catalog. Then buy the best -
BIANCHI!
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PRECISIONMADECARTRIDGES
FOR YOUR KIND OF SPORT!

BIG GAME-Whether it's acrafty bull elk or
distant pronghorn buck, here's ammunition
that will knock their socks off with its power
and accuracy! Compare PMC factory ammo
with Winchester, Federal or Remington and
you'll discover why more and more hunters
are switching to PMC.

TARGET OR VARMINTS-Silhouette or paper,
woodchuck, or coyote, PMC gives you the
advantage marksmen seek... factory loads
with the precision accuracy of custom loads.

2.

MILITARY BALL AMMO-The PMC Arsenal
line of modern military rifle and pistol ball
ammunition is the most complete line available
commercially, Police or military buff, here's
ammunition made to U.S. Military specifications.
Available in cartons, cases or cans.
Dealers Inquire.

Mail Coupon for Free catalog!

3.

1
------------

1PMC/Patton & Morgan Corp., Dept. AH-ll II 6 East 45th St.. New York, N.Y. 10017

1 Gentlemen: Please send me your FREE catalog. 1

1 My Name: 1

I Address' I
I City, State, Zip: I
~~~~~ .J

'Test pistol the way
it's going to be used'

I've been reading your fine Amencan
Handgunner magazine almost since It
started.

Let me take this opportunity to
congratulate you on being the best of
Its kind on the market. and add my
"two-cents" worth .

John Lawson's article about field
testing a newly-accurized 45,
(Pistolsmithing column, July-August
Issue) I thought was very poor If I
had bought an accuracy Job and had
all the problems he was talking
about. I would want my money back.

I think the subject matter was a
good one, but there are several areas
that could have been expounded
upon.

He sure takes a 45 apart the hard
way. All the bullseye shooters I know
who have been using tight-fitting,
accurized 45s, longer than most
people knew they existed, do it this
way:

Simply ease the slide back until the
take-down notch matches up with
the slide stop pin. While holding the
frame and slide together, push out
the slide stop pin. Ease the slide
forward as you wrap your fingers
around the recoil spring. (The trick IS
to do It slowly, and not let the recoil
spring buckle.) Remove the recoil
spring and recoil spring guide. Then
push the barrel forward to reduce
friction (as Lawson said) and remove
the recoil spring plug and barrel
bushing as usual. Just reverse the
procedure to assemble. It is much
faster and easier after you practice a
few times You will wonder why you
ever did it any other way.

I also don't agree with Lawson's
use of sandbags. They (or pistol
rests) are good for testi ng
ammunition performance, but not for
testing pistols. If you are trYing to set
your sights this way, you may find the
weapon. has a different point of
impact. offhand. When testing the
weapon, you are also testing the
shooter For example, one of the
most common malfunctions of a 45
is a smoke-stack Jam, which is
caused by the shooter breaking his
wrist and letting the pistol follow the
ejected case So, test the pistol the
way it's going to be used.

About Lawson's last two
COnlinued on page 10

PEAK
our

Uses
STANDARD

DIES.

Takes the
punishment •

out of
reloading

only $365.00

THE
DILLON
RL 450

DILLON PRECISION
PRODUCTS, INC.

7755 East Gelding Drive
Dept AH

Scottsdale, Arizona 85260

Progressive reloading at
an affordable price

This is a true progressive reloader
using four station rotary shellplate
to carry the cartridges through the
four die positions-producing a
loaded round with each stroke of
the handle.
Powerful compound linkage permits
reloading of both pistol and rifle
calibers
Complete for one caliber with
powder measure and primer feed
(except dies.) ""
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(2) After April 30, 1983, only hand
guns which have been registered
will be eligible for sale. All hand
gun sales must go through a li
censed dealer or the police depart
ment, and must be registered with
the Attorney General. Exceptions
are provided for law enforcement
and other carefully selected catego
ries. (This provision will put a lid
on the number of handguns in Cal
ifornia, which is currently esti
mated to be four million.)

(3) Mandatory sentences of at least six
months will be imposed for carry
ing an unregistered handgun with
out a license outside of one's home
or business, and one year for those
who engage in black market prof
iteering from the sale of illegal
handguns.

It will not take a genius to figure out sev
eral things from reading this; first, that it
will have no impact whatsoever on crime in
California; second, that as California goes,
so goes the nation. Whether you live in Los
Angeles, or Wheeling, West Virginia, the
impact of the' California initiative will
reach out and effect your ownership of
handguns; ifnot in 1983, surely in years to
come.

OPPONENT ARGUMENTS
(I) All handguns must be registered

with the Attorney General by
November 2, 1983. A handgun reg
istration card will be issued to the
lawful owner, provided that he is
not mentally incompetent or a
felon. Handguns not registered by
that date will be forever illegal in
California. Handguns may not be
brought into California from out
of-state.

As you read the following, keep in mind
two things. This is being offered to the
voters of California as an anti-crime bill,
and the majority of voters in California are
against crime and couldn't care one way or
another about handguns.

Put yourself in the place of the voter
who wouldn't know a handgun from a
broadsword, who is scared to death about
the ever-increasing crime situation, or who
will read only the title of the initiative-not
the text.

Here, then, are excerpts from the anti
gun faction. Read them carefully and
decide for yourself if this far-reaching leg
islation will pass on November 2.

(4) Civil liability will be imposed upon
any person who unlawfully trans
fers a handgun for the death or in
jury of any person wrongfully or
negligently shot with that handgun.

(5) The initiative does not in any way
impose restrictions. on the owner
ship or purchase of long guns. The

AMERICAN Hi\NDGUNNER . NOVEMBER/DECEMBER 1982

hearings chaired by Senator Thomas
Dodd, and the anti-gun hysteria following
the assassination of President Kennedy
know that, compared to the California ini
tiative, the Gun Control Act of 1968 is a
pussy cat.

It has been said that any pro-gun mate
rial published in this, and all other gun
magazines is useless, that we are merely
talking amongst ourselves, and that all of
us know the pro-gun arguments. There
fore, we are going to publish the anti-gun
literature! You must know the enemy
before you can engage him in battle.
Therefore, we believe that everyone
should read the following material, re
printed from literature being distributed
by an organization called "Californians
Against Street CriF./e."

Own the complete Hornady Collection on this limited edition
bulletboard ... the largest collection of one manufacturer's

sporting bullets ever assembled. It's a visual history of shooting
that can't be equalled, and is certain to become a collector's item.
A handsome decoration as well as an invaluable reference for the
serious shooter. Contains 118 hand-selected Hornady Bullets
permanently mounted on a wood-grained shield precisely repro
duced from an actual carving. It's perfect for your den, or a
special gift. Only $71.50 at selected shooting supply dealers.
(If ordering direct, you must include copy of Fed
Firearms Lie.) Hornady Mfg. Co.,

Box 1848, Dept. AH-ll
Grand Island, NE 68802-1848.
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THE LATE, GREAT HANDGUN STATE
OF CALIFORNIA: GUN INITIATIVE

Editor's note: The advertisement of the
Citizens Against The Gun Initiative in this
issue is being carried as a public service. It
has been placed in all copies of the Amer
ican Handgunner because we feel that the
passage of this law in California will have a
deleterious effect nationwide. We urge all
American handgunners to support the
efforts of this organization.

On November 2, 1982 there is a good
chance that the borders of California

will be closed to all handgun shipments.
The state's eight-million-plus voters will
be asked to decide if California will be off
limits to any new handguns; to quote the
proponents of this measure, "Any handgun
not registered by November, 1983, will be
forever illegal, and subject to confiscation."

Those of us who Fved through the anti
gun witch hunt of the 1960s, the endless

INDUSTRY INSIDER
JERRY RAKUSAN



-4dvantgge Grip System
competition proven by MICKEY FOWLER

to win Bianchi Cup IV

LEUPOLD'S LATEST

7

®
LEUPOLD

Performance starts on the inside

(illustrating and describing our 13
fixed-power and 9 variable power
scopes) from Leupold & Stevens,
Inc., P.O. Box 688, Beaverton,
Oregon 97075 U.S.A.

Photo: The 2X EER scope on the Ruger Red
Hawk .44 Magnum is secured by the new
Ruger mounting system. The 12X is
mounted on a custom Remington Model
700 short action.

P.O. BOX 828, WHITTIER, CA 90608 (213) 695-4134

Mickey said:"... at the Bianchi Match I can't afford to give up
a single point to equipment." How many points are you willing
to give up before you try the Advantage Grip System?

The 71fJ ounces of weight alone accounts for a 17% recoil reduction.
The thicker tapered grips provide a secondary recoil reductiQn by
distributing recoil forces over a larger area. It works. It can be
proven mathematically. But above all you can feel it when you shoot
it and you can see it. The external dimensions remain basically the
same. All your existing equipment can be used without any
modifications. A magazine loading ~hute is also incorporated into
the Advantage Grip System, and the right panel is milled to clear the
ambidexterous safety tang.

Complete Advantage Grip System with checkered
Walnut Stocks, S40.00-Add $2.00 for First Class
Postage. Calif. residents add 6% sales tax. Quantity
discounts available. Dealer inquiries invited. Write
for additional information and mathematical
calculations.•

The same grip system used by Mickey Fowler
win the Bianchi Cup Match is now available to
the serious competitor and features:

* Significant recoil reduction
* Improved shot to shot recovery
* Quicker sight picture alignment
* Thick tapered hand filling grips
* Distributes recoil forces better
0* Promotes a more consistent grip
* Built in magazine loading chute

Legislature is prohibited from
placing additional restrictions on
the ownership of rifles and shot
guns beyond those existing on
November 2, 1982, and is also pro
hibited from passing legislation to
ban ownership by law-abiding cit
izens of handguns registered pur
suant to this initiative.

IMPORTANT
QUESTIONS/ANSWERS

Q: What is registration and what will it
achieve?

A: Registration means that handgun
owners will have to provide the At
torney General with information
about themselves and their hand
guns. Registration creates a link be
tween owner and handgun, ensuring
that if a crime is committed with that
weapon, law enforcement officials
can track down the owner. Registra
tion also allows the Attorney General
to run a check on handgun owners
and purchasers to make sure they do
not have a criminal record or a his
tory of serious mental illness.

Q: What effect will the limitation provi
sion have?

A: The limitation means that the num
ber of handguns currently in circula
tion, about four million in
California, will not increase in the fu
ture. Any handgun not registered by
November 1983, will be forever ille
gal, and subject to confiscation.

Q: Doesn't the limitation mean that peo
ple won't be able to get handguns
after April 30, 1983?

A: No. People will still be free to pur
chase previously registered hand
guns.

Q: How will people be able to defend
themselves without handguns?

A: Experts uniformly agree that for pur
poses of self-defense, rifles and shot
guns are far more effective than
handguns. Even the NRA concedes
these facts. Handguns, on the other
hand, are most appealing to those in
tending to conceal their weapons.
Since the initiative will guarantee fu- Thirty-five years and many
ture access to long guns, law-abiding improvements separate Leupold's
citizens will still be able to purchase first "telescopic" rifle sight and the
firearms for self-protection. optical sights in our extensive 1982

Q: Won't criminals still have easy access line, which includes the scopes
to handguns through the black above. Driven by a determination to
market? produce the finest sights possible,

A: Black market operations will become Leupold has made many innovative
extremely risky. The initiative
provides mandatory prison terms for advances in scope technology. One
persons engaging in black marke't of the most dramatic was the first
profiteering. truly efficient fog-free system.

Q: Will people be able to bring handguns Today, Leupold scope owners enjoy
into California from out-of-state? a reliability and security never

A: No. After November 1982, importa- before possible.
tion of handguns"{exceptby law en- If you haven't yet discovered
forcement personnel) ~ Leupold performance, see your
will be prohibited. ~ dealer, or write for a free catalog

AMERICAN HANDGUNNER . NOVEMBER/DECEMBER 1982



Double Aetion Revolvers

Music wire or stainless steel
coil springs are used through
out the Ruger double action
revolvers.

The transfer-bar ignition sys
tem provides that the ham·
mer blow can be transmitted
to the firing pin only when
the trigger is pulled all the
way to the rear. This Is a
positive internal safety fea
ture designed to prevent fir·
ing if the revolver is dropped
accidentally, or if the ham
mer spur receives a sharp
blow.

The spring-loaded firing pin
is enclosed in the frame.
Note: With the trigger re
leased and transfer-bar with·
drawn below the firing pin,
the hammer nose rests di
rectly on the frame and can
not contact the firing pin.

The barrel, sighting rib, and
ejector rod housing are a
rugged, integral unit, made
of heat-treated stainless or
chrome molybdenum steels.
The rear sight provided on
Security·Six models is ad
justable for windage and eie·
vation.

,
These are the revolvers created by Ruger engineers who
started with a fresh sheet of paper and an unlimited
budget! There is nothing in the design of these Ruger
double action revolvers which is there simply because
"it has always been done that way"; nothing which re
flects a commitment to outmoded production methods
or obsolescent factory facilities. Representing a signifi
cant improvement in design, these revolvers incorporate
creative Ruger engineering, sophisticated manufacturing
techniques, and superior materials.

The Ruger design philosophy of strength, simplicity,
and ease of maintenance has been applied throughout
the design of these revolvers. Composed of a series of
integrated subassemblies, the Ruger double action re
volver can be field stripped to its basic components in
seconds, without the use of tools. The entire lock mech
anism is installed through the bottom of the grip frame
as a unit, permitting the use of solid frame side-walls
which contribute to the great strength of these revolvers.
The complex milled-out frames and delicately fitted side
plates of other double action revolvers, and the difficul
ties of maintenance and weaknesses inherent in older
designs are eliminated entirely.

The finest materials are used in Ruger double action
revolvers. Music wire or stainless steel coil springs are
used throughout and frames, cranes, cylinders, and barrels
are of heat-treated stainless or chrome molybdenum
steels. Most of the small internal parts: of all models of
Ruger double action revolvers are made of stainless steel.

In addition to traditional Ruger quality and dependable
performance, the shoot~r enjoys the advantages of the
durable stainless steel mechp.nism parts, even in standard
blued models.

Ruger Security·Six Revolver in
357 Magnum caliber with rear
sight adjustable for windage
and eievation. Choice of 23/4",
4", or 6" barrel in blued fin
ish or stainless steel.

Ruger Police Service·Six Re·
volver in 357 Magnum, 38 Spe
cial, and 9 mm parabeJlum
(blued model only) calibers with
fixed sights. Choice of 2'li!" or
4" barrel in blued finish or
stainless steel.

Ruger Speed·Six Revolver with
compact round butt in 357 Mag·
num, 38 Special, and 9 mm
parabellum (blued model only)
calibers with fixed sights.
Choice of 23/4" or 4" barrel in
blued finish or stainless steel.

RUGER, Security-Six, Service-Six, and Speed·Six are registered U. S. trademarks

FOR YOUR COPY OF A FREE ILLUSTRATED CATALOG OF ALL RUGER FIREARMS, WRITE DEPT. AH

STURM~ RUGER & Company~ Ine•.
Southport~ (;onneetieut 08490 U.S.A.
ALL RUGER FIREARMS ARE DESIGNED AND MANUFACTURED IN RUGER FACTPRIES IN THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
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Taurus Beretta Colt
Large-Frame X X X

semi-Automatic
Used by the Military X X X

World Wide
9MM Parabellum X X X

Cartridge
Plastic or Wood X X X

(extra) Grips
Double Action X X
Lanyar~Style Hammer X X
15-Round Magazine X X

Capacity
Chamber-Load X X

Indicator
Combat Trigger Guard X
Rear Sights X

Adiustable for
Windage/Elevation

You can bet your life on the
performance of your Taurus pistOl,

and it costs substantially less.
Two models-PT-92 (fixed sights,

thermo plastic resin grips) and PT-99
(walnut grips, adjustable rear sight),

Compare three top combat pistols
the Colt Government Model,

Beretta 928 and Taurus PT-92/PT-99.
You'd want all of them on your

side. Big, tough, they pump out the
rounds during the most

miserable field conditions, But
Taurus is the only one that's

a perfect 10-a slim margin over the
nearly-identical Beretta, but

a perfect 10 makes the difference.
Check these 10 important points.

The
PERFECT

TENI
...",..........

On a
Scale of

1 to 10,
Taurus

Is the
Combat

Pistol
That Scores a 10.

For
further
information
contact:

International
Distributors
Inc.'p. o. Box 557566

Miami, Florida 33155 Phone: (305) 264-9321
Cable: Intdist.

Indications of revolver wear may be
seen in gap, chamber misalignment.

returned to duty; ,but the damage patterns
were interesting in that they represented
inevitable wear, rapidly accelerated.

NYCLADS: 'DISAGREEABLE'
When I tested + P velocity range com-I'

mercialloadings recently, I used a Colt
Python and a Mk III Trooper with a four
inch barrel and a M28 Smith with a six- 'j
inch tube. Tests were routine, until we fired Ii,

the S&W Nyclad .357 cartridges. Where
other brands of hyper-ammo were stiff, the I

Nyclads were disagreeable: Flash was
greater and unburned powder granules
and other small particles assailed the
shooter's face.

The Python and Trooper, both zeroed-in
at 50 yards with 158-grain JSP Sierras
ahead of 16.6 grains of 296, grouped an

inch-and-a-half low and 23 inches to the
right at 50 yards. The M28 impacted the
Nyclads in nearly the same position it had
been sighted for. Then, on the 46th car
tridge, the shooter noticed that the Python
cocked about three times as hard as nor
mal and jammed solidly at full cock. No
amount of tension would release the trig
ger from the hammer notch. We pulled the
side plate to unload the cylinder and re
lease the action.

Investigation showed that powder gas
escaping from the gap and muzzle had
bounced from the shed roof, sending a cas-

.cade of unburned granules, fine sand,
volcanic ash and other de bris in to the
shooter's face and past the cocked hammer
into the revolver's action, accounting for
the jam.

The nylon coating adds a bit ofweight to
the 159-grain bullet, being .005 inch thick

Continued on page 18

JOHN G. LAWSON

H yper-velocity cartridges for revolvers'
are overloads falling somewhere be

tween the maximums stipulated by load
ing manuals and pressure proofcartridges.

Since all commercial brands tested
cause rapid wear and eventual unser
viceabiliiy of the test weapons, our present
area of exploration is to find methods by
which that inevitable wear can be
monitored and kept within bounds during
occasional use of heavy loads.

Firing a diet of hyper-velocity rounds
only hastens the inevitable; mid-range
loads will eventually take the same toll on
the revolvers under consideration.

My notes for 1954 tell me that, while
helping to set up one of the first PPC
courses, I fired 500 rounds of mid-range
ammo a week. During that year, I wore out
three MIS Smiths, making their normal
life expectancy (in my hands) about 8,500
rounds. All three Fevolvers were traded-in
on new weapons, repaired and sold to new
owners.

My off-duty weapon and my partner's
MID did not fare so well; they were the re
cipients of some early, but unintentional,
hyper-velocity loadings.

An intended .38 Special load of 3.8
grains of Unique behind a 143-grain cast
SWC was thrown as a five-grain overload,
due to problems with a newly-acquired
used powder scale; over maximum for a
.357. As always, Jerry (my partner) was
quietly sipping coffee while I dove head
long into the consequences. Another
shooter had borrowed his MID and I
loaded a brand new Detective Special with
his poison pills. Recoil, let me tell you, was
something more than I had anticipated.
The little Smith let go with a memorable
flash and clap of thunder, the white hot
shrapnel whizzing past my face after strik
ing my glasses. After we had taken turns
berating my stunned partner, we sifted
through the wreckage for clues.

The differences in design between the
.41 frame Colt and the lighter frame Smith
were evident: The MIDs barrel had frac
tured where it protrudes from the frame,
and the cylinder had cracked. Held by the
extractor rod fast in the barrel lug, the cyl
inder did not spring the crane. The little
Colt held together, but the crane was hang
ing out "galley-West," due to lack of this
critical support. Barrel and cylinder were
sound. Both weapons were repaired and

AMERICAN HANDGUNNER· NOVEMBER/DECEMBER 1982

CONSTANT FIRING OF HYPER-VELOCITY
LOADS WILL TAKE TOLL ON GUN'S LIFE

PISJOlSMirHING



•PAT.PEND W

Lee
Echols

)'.45 Nat'l Trophy Winner 1941
Send $6.00 to Lee Echols, 1640

Maple Dr., Unit 68, Chula Vista, CA
92011 . CA buyers add 6% sales tax.

A low profile fixed rear sight for all Colt
Government Model and Commander, G.I.
issue 1911 and 1911-A1 and the Browning
Hi-Power. Shrouds the rear of the slide
affording a clean, combat sight picture.
Adjusts for windage and requires some
filling. Comes with complete instructions
for installation.

The original patented Swenson Ambidex
trous safety, for use on all Colt Government
Models, Gold Cup, Ace, National Match,
Mark IV Series, Commander and USA G.I.
issue 1911 and 1911-A1, plus all copies of
these firearms. Easily installed with some
fitting required and converts t"e thumb
safety to lefthand operation. Comes with
complete instructions for easy installation.

For use on the
above models and
simply replaces
the issue or fac
tory thumb safety.

RIGHT HANDERS

sometimes use my finger to spread
it. Close the action and put some oil
on the barrel hood and the part of
the barrel exposed by the ejection
port. This is an Important and often
neglected area. (I hope you are doing
all this with an empty weapon.) Next.
cycle the pistol several times and
wipe off any excess oil. Now. you are
ready to go shooting.

Keep up the good work at the
American Handgunner.

Jim Moore
Orange Park. Florida

Wins Detonics .45 auto
in the AH 'Sweepstakes'
I want to thank you for the
opportunity to participate in the
American Handgunner Sweepstakes
last year.

As a result. I was fortunate to win
a beautiful Mark VI "Detonics" .45
Automatic which. after I fulfilled all
the legal requirements regarding
handguns. is now in my possession.

It is particularly gratifying to be
able to win your prize. even though I
am not a subscriber to your fine
magazine (as soon as some of my
other subscriptions terminate. I will
subscribe to yours).
Bill Stasick
Boulder. Colorado

Continued on page 66

SPEAK OUT

paragraphs: Rig is the best rust
inhibitor that money can buy. I've
been in Florida for eight years and
thanks to Rig I've had no rust
problems

I use what IS called a Rig-rag, a
piece of terry cloth that I have
saturated with Rig. When I handle a
weapon. I just wipe off the finger
prints with my Rig-rag and put it
away Just remember, it is a rust
Inhibitor. not a lubricant.

Now let's talk about the most
Important subject concerning the .45
auto: lubrtcation.There is nothing
worse than to see a guy wiIh a brand
new weapon and listen to bare metal
gall against bare metal. That is like
bUying a new. high-performance car
and running it without oil.

Without going into how a pistol is
accurized and what is tight fitting.
and why it is that way. I am going to
tell you where to lubncate. Be sure
to use a good grade of gun oil There
are just three areas to lubricate.
First. lock the slide back and run
some oil down both rails of the slide.
Next. oil the outSide of the barrel. Be
sure to get all the way around It. I

Continued from page 5

THE HANDGUN
THAT ALTERED
THE GAME!

Accuracy and
down range per

formance Is where
it's at in Hunting or

Silhouette and Contender offers
an abundance of both. Its unique
interchangeable barrel system
coupled with a wide selection of
meaningful calibers has extended

the range of the hunting handgun to over 200 yards,
Contender has taken all types of North American big
game. The first "out of the box" production pistol to

shoot a perfect score in Metallic
Silhouette, Contender is now rack
ing up. trophies by the truck load.

IF YOU'RE SERIOUS ABOUT
HANDGUNNING write for our new
free 34 page catalog.

THOMPSON/CENTER ARMS

CoNTENDEii'
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Buy One IDEUI Book, Get One Free!
Buy OBI Books Locally - Or Order By Mail

#GL8036

$1095

~TlllMiJ"S
GUSTRATEOILL
1983 : /.

1

All-new articles plus a 24-page 4-color
section of guns and gun-related items!
Some of what's in store: a technical analy
sis of the effects of shooting on the human
ear; a review of the best loads and loading
techniques for the 357 Magnum; discus
sion of the Biathlon, the rifle marksman
ship/skiing competition; a round-up of
what's available in double action .45
autos; coverage of the latest line of rifle
scopes from manufacturer Carl Zeiss;
testfire reports on the new Llama Omni
pistol; the latest Weatherby shotguns
and the WWII MP-40 Schmeisser sub
machine gun, plus much more. And our
extensive catalog of guns and accesso
ries with current retail prices and specs.
344 8%" x 11" pages.

1983 GUNS ILLUSTRATED
15th Edition ~~~'\
Edited by Harold A. Murtz ~

---~

!!!!d!i~~ DIGEST ~'\
Edited by Ken Warner ~~
This edition is the best yet, with great new
articles and 24 additional pages of
guns and accessories in full color!
Leon Day picks holes in turn-of-the-cen
turytheories on handgun stopping power;
Roy Dunlap waxes nostalgic with "How It
Was In The Medium-Good Old Days"
when $15 bought a Colt single-action;
Don Simmons examines the Sauer 38H;
A.B Pedersen explains how shotgun
choke works; John T.Amber describes an
unfamiliar rifle, a combination 22 Hornet
and 357 Magnum; much more. We've
added coverage of shotshells and black
powder to our regular sections and up
dated our catalog section of specs, illus
trations and prices on all U.S. and import
ed firearms. 472 8%" x 11" pages.
(Inc!. 24-4-color pages.).

#PR5936

#EX9336

Much is new in handguns and
accessories since the 2nd edition was
published. Grennell reports on the
state of the art and recent trends.
Surveys scopes and sighting systems.
Evaluates terminal ballistics; variable
factors and their effects. Discusses
the characteristics of available pow
ders. Compares the performance of
various factory loads,Covers reloading,
both at bench and in the field, How to
teach someone to shoot a handgun,
A look at combat competition, plus
what to collect and how to protect
handguns from thetland other hazards,
288 8W'x 11" pages,

The 3rd edition has been greatly
expanded to include over 470 firearms
from Astra to Zoli - handguns, rifles
and shotguns, both modern and col
lector's, Among the many additions are
new drawings from Marlin, Interarms,
Weatherby and Savage; the Charter
AR-7; the UZI submachine gun, to
name a few. Each firearm is depicted
in exploded or isometric view, each
part is clearly identified. There's also
a directory of importers, distributors,
manufacturers and suppliers of parts
and tools. 480 8W'x 11" pages.

Edited by Harold A. Murtz

PISTOL AND
REVOLVER DIGEST 'i\~
3rd Edition
Edited by Dean A. Grennell i 11II'11I R

\~&R.I 31dfjlllJoll

i!~
I

.'

8995

#BM9526

Using ordinary workshop tools, Wood
teaches gun owners how to replace
and repair broken parts without weld
ing; tighten shotguns and revolvers;
repoint firing pins and auto pistol strik
ers; makesimplegrips,and much more.
Simple small-shop procedures perfec
ted during his 30 years of gunsmithing
are explained with step-by-step photos
and illustrations. For the gun owner
without sophisticated equipment, the
shop operator without a resident gun
smith, the collector and professional
without available parts.
288 8W'x 11" pages.

GUNSMITHING: THE TRICKS
OF THE TRADE 'i\~
ByJ. B. Wood

By Sam Fadala'
Major chapters are devoted to the
importance of the patch, loading
metallic cartridges and shotshells, with
a special section on shotgun loads
and patterns. Other chapters cover
black powder propellants, their varia
tions and pressures; how to load for
accuracy orfor power; how rate of barrel
twist affects load and much more. Fully
a third of the book is devoted to load
table data on the most popular black
powder guns, organized into easy-to
use, readable tables. This section alone
is worth the price of the book! 224
8W'x 11" pages.

GUN DIGEST
BLACK POWDER 'i\~'\
LOADING MANUAL

12 USE COUPON ON OPPOSITE PAGE TO ORDt:R NOW!



Buy One IDBII Book, Get One Free!
At Your Dealer Or From This Ad!

13

C
Send These

FREE!
$

Book # Book #

$
Book # Book #

$
Book # Book #

Column "B" Total $

PLUS postage,
insurance and
handling fee ($2.00
for each FREE book) $

Buy one of the 0 BI books shown in this ad and get
another OBI book FREE!
(a) Buy any book(s) in this ad at retail price.
(b) For each book you buy, you may select a

second book from this ad of the same price
or less FREE!

(c) Please include $2.00 for each FREE book you
order to help us cover postage, insurance,
packing and handling.

(d) If you buy OBI books from your local dealer,
send genuine dealer sales slip showing which
boOks in this ad you bought and where. Same
FREE book offer applies, including $2.00 pos
tage, insurance and handling fee for each
FREE book.

(e) OBI Bookswill be the final judge on the accept
ability of proof-of-purchase.

A B
I'm Buying Retail

These Price

Name _

City, _

Address _

TOTAL ENCLOSED $
OR

Enclosed is genuine proof-of-purchase (dealer
sales slip only) for OBI book(s) bought locally.
Send FREE book(s} listed in Column "C" above.
I've included the $2.00 processing fee for each
book.
TOTAL ENCLOSED $

1o-DAY MON EY BACK GUARANTEE.
ALLOW 4·5 WEEKS FOR DELIVERY.

OBI BOOKS, INC. Dept. S383
One Northfield Plaza, Northfield, IL 600~3

ABC'S OF RELOADING
2nd Edition

By Dean A. Grennell
Step-by-step instruction on
powders, shells, shot and
loading density. Covers
handgun, rifle and shotshell
procedures. New ballistic
1Ofo and reload testing tech
niques. 288 8W' x II" pages.

#AB5636 $9.95

..--., CARTRIDGES OF THE
WORLD 4th Edition

By Frank C. Barnes
Completely up-dated, this en
cyclopedic work covers the
dimensions, performance para-

~ meters, physical characterist-
i 'I ics for over 1,000' different
, cartridges in one, well-organ-
~ izedbook.3848Yz"x II"pages.

. #CW5046 .... $1 0.95

BLACK POWDER GUN THE COMPLETE
DIGEST 3rd Edition BLACK POWDER

Edited by Jack Lewis HANDBOOK
All-new articles on black By Sam Fadala
powder shotgunning and loads. Every-thing from proper lubes
Whitworth original/replica and nfling twist to do-it-your-
comparison, round ball de- s'elf accessories. Plus surefire
formity, improving shooting loading methods, ballistics,
skills. Make a powder horn, safety~ successful shooting
rifle cover, customized rifle. tips. j20 8Yz"x II" pages.
256 8Yz"x II" pages.
#BP9446 $9.95 #BL8326 $9.95

HANDLOADER'S DIGEST
9th Edition

Edited by Ken Warner
Loaded with all-new how-to
articles on every aspect of
loading rifle, yistol and
shotgun ammo. Covers tools,
techniCJ.ues and materials.
Extensive directory of com
ponents. 320 8W'x II" pages.

#HA2096 $9.95

METALLIC CARTRIDGE
RELOADING Edited by

Robert S.L. Anderson
How-to articles by experts,
plus over 200 pages of load
table data on approx. 70 rifle
and pistol calibers. Emphasis
on modern rifle & handgun
cartridges, selected obsolete
ones. 320 8W'x II" pages.

#M02706 ..... $10.95

~I~~~:~~:::~~~LY/ PART I: AUTOMATIC PART IV: CENTERFIRE
DISASSEMBLY PISTOLS RIFLES

By J. B. Wood #FP8616. . . . . $9.95 #CR8646 $9.95
Field-stripping and complete PART V: SHOTGUNS
takedown and reassembly of PART II: REVOLVERS
20

h
l populdar fireadrms 'bw.ith #FR8626 $9.95 #SR8656 $9.95

p otos an text escn 109 PART VI: LAW
each step. Each book con-
tains 288-320 8W' x II" PART III: RIMFIRE ENFORCEMENT
pages. • RIFLES WEAPONS
ORDER INDIVIDUALLY #RR8636 $9.95 #LW8666 $9.95

GUN DIGEST BOOK OF GUN DIGEST BOOK OF
, PISTOLSMITHING GUNSMITHING TOOLS...

By Jack Mitchell AND THEIR USES
Covers smoothing, tuning, By John E. Traister
timing, joining, metal temper- Introduction to virtually every
ing, rebarrelling, troubleshoot- professional junshop tool.

. ing, accurizing, installiniUal- Hundreds of informative,
tering sights, making reprace- explanatory photos. Covers
ment part!!'. Kits for a 45 auto all the fundamentals plus State Zip,_7"""::-::-:-----:-
rebuildin* ajunker pistol. 288 many tips for the expert. 256 u.s. &Canada only 2 for 1 offer expires in 60 days'
8Yz"x II ' pages. SYz"x 11" pages. Check or money order must accompany order.

'-- # P S.;,.9;;,.546 .;,. $.;;;..;;9 ...;9 5;;..."j ._G_T_S_8_1_6_.._._.._._._S_8_0_9_5_._L.~:.a~e.. ~_n~t.-s':~d_C~~;;, ~
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PISTOLS OF THE MILITARY LL A THE MPL
WORLD Revised Edition OF THE 20TH CENTURY TO GAME CARE AND
Bylan V. Hogg &John Weeks Bylan V. Hogg & /o!f:nw:~~~ COOKERY By Sam Fadala
Fully revised authoritative Fully revised comprehensive Fadala's unique approach
encyclopedia of over 2000 illustrated encyclopedia of covt: rs everything froJ!! har-
handgun descriptions and 600 small caliber arms used by vestmg and preparation to
illustrations covering every the world's armies today, cooking and serving. Learn
model worthy of note intro- . d to butcher, bone, can, smoke,
duced since 1870. 304 8 1L " those used 10 twoworl wars, a~e, but, best .of all, enJ·oy.

" and those sure to be used in
x II" pages. the '80's. 288 8W'x II" pages. ~ 2 8 8W'x II" pages.

1- ,;;..#P:...W;,;,.8;;;;:2;,:;2;:,.6.;..;.'..;.;'';.;.'.;:;$..:,1.=2:.;..9=.5=--+- .;;,.#M=E;;..:91:..;.4;:,.6...;.;'''-'-',:,,:'$::;.1,.:..0.::.:.:.9:.;5:-
ir

~~~:51~:....:. ;,:.;.!~.: ~,!)_
GUN DIGEST BOOK OF FLAYDERMAN'S GUIDE TWO BOOKS FOR PRICE
M~~~~i:~:y~:~~~:WiS ~~~~~~~n~MT~~:~AN OF ONE! HERE'S HOW!
Expanded to include all non- Values 2nd Edition
military guns introduced in the All the basic tools for iden-
U.S. between I 900 and 1975. tifying, valuing and collecting
Thousands oflistings andover antique American guns. Over
ISOO photos. Current market 3400 models described. 576
values, full specs and descrip- 8Yz" x I I" pages.
tions. 3S4 8W'x II" pages.

$9 95 #FG5426 ..... $15.95
#MG5S36...... •



If you've had your eye on pro
gressive loaders- but found them
out of your range-the Good OI'Boys
at RCBS have one you can set your
sights on. The new Green Machine
progressive loader.

Now, you can turn out upwards
of 600 rounds per hour with the
Green Machine. And it's priced right
around $500. So it makes high vol
ume production of reliable, accurate
pistol ammunition available to a lot
more shooters.

The Green Machine comes all
set to load .38 Special ammo. But
you can convert it to .357 Magnum
in minutes.

Head down to your RCBS
dealer toda-y. See the Green
Machine in action. And
check out its new tubeless
primer feed, carbide size die
and window bullet seater.
Once you do, we're sure
you'll discover there's a whole

new shootin' match in
handloading.

Produces up to
600 rounds/hour,

priced around $500. The Green Machine opens
up a whole new shootln' match to a whole lot
more shooters.

~
~

GET TIiE WHOLE SHOOTIN' MATCH
FROM TIiE GOOD Or: BOYS.

CCI. Speer. RCBS & Outers

©1982 Omark Industries
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SIGHT SEn'INGS
LUCY CHAMBLISS

TRAVELING WITH HANDGUNS EASIER
TODAY, IN SPITE OF BAD G,UN LAWS

'" ''7" ou don't know the half of what we One of the officers of the NRA objected
.1 go through; write more about gun to my suggesting, in an earlier American

laws;' a reader from New York wrote me Handgunner column, that people request
after my column describing handgun law directories to help better know their direc-
aggravation during last year's Sports Fes- tors and committee members; so, I may
tival in Syracuse. hear from him on this suggestion.

I have worked against, talked against It was not six months after he and I
and written against bad gun laws for about exchanged letters on my feelings that
35 years, but they are not specifically my members had a right-and an obligation-
field. There are many non-shooting law- to know all they could about the NRA,
yers who can take that subject apart better that another director succeeded in getting
than 1. the directors' addresses published in the

From time to time, however, we can all American Rifleman. No hard feelings, gen
share information about how to survive tlemen, but keep letting all that good
and thrive under the restrictive gun laws information trickle down, which those
some states have. I have traveled by car, dedicated NRA staffers work so hard put
plane and train to shoot in 19 states, from ting together for all of us.
California to New York. I don't plan to I would say call the NRAs toll-free 800
shoot in that state again. I'll miss the phone number and request the pamphlet;
hospitable people who live there, and I but when I tried the two that were pre-
certainly admire their American ingenuity viously available, they were no longer in
and determination to keep fighting gun service(only the one for membership ques~

law red tape-and winning. The New tions answered). Being able to call toll-free
Yorkers' battle against state bureaucracy is is a helpful service for quick information,
an inspiration to us more fortunate Amer- rather than having the NRAs staff answer
icans in other states. It has always amazed correspondence. "The mills of the Gods
me what well attended, prestigious grind slowly ..." so maybe the 800 lines
matches New Yorkers continue to hold, in will be back in operation by the time you
spite 9f the most prohibitive gun laws in read this column.
the nation. Flying with firearms, particularly hand-

I think the atmosphere generally is bet- guns, is not difficult. So don't let the air
ter now for handguns than it was when I lines bluff you. The long gun people have a
started traveling to pistol matches in 1950. bigger problem with theft than we hand
The reasons for transporting two .45s, two gunners do, because of the large and con
.38s and two .22s, along with about 1,000 spicuous cases they must use. I put my
rounds of ammunition, were often misun- pistols in zippered, padded cases, or foam
derstood. rubber-lined hard cases, and then wrap,

Thirty years ago, the general public pad and pack clothes around them inside a
thought no one but criminals would be regular hard suitcase. This way, they are
carrying such an arsenal. Who ever heard not noticeable to baggage handlers. Up to
of competitive shooting, or Camp Perry? now, no agent has questioned my word
Now, firearms are better known and that they were unloaded; all he wanted to
owned by many who used to think the do was unlock the suitcase, toss the "Fire
world was so peaceful they didn't need a arms" label inside, have me lock it and get
handgun for self-defense. They may also out of his sight as quickly as possible.
have just begun to know a little about the I try to avoid "curbside" check-in, al-
international sport of handgunning. though at 4 a.m. or so you have no choice.

The entry program packet this year for My experience has been that when you say
the U.S. International Shooting Cham- the suitcase you are handing them has
pionships in Phoenix, Arizona contained a firearms in it, they freeze, set it down and
pamphlet entitled Interstate Transporta- all of a sudden-an inside agent appears on
tion of Personally Owned Firearms, pre- the scene. I pack my handguns carefully, to
pared by the NRA. Write for one. If you avoid any damage. But they have no pro
want a quantity for a gun club or gun shop, tection against being lost.
or law enforcement agency, inquire as to Fortunately; many of my matches
cost. I think it contains excellent informa- except for Phoenix-are ones I drive to.
tion and a concise run-down on states with From the looks ofjammed interstate high
particularly prohibitive gun laws. Continued on page 19
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THE MINI-14 EXOTIC WEAPONS SYSTEM
Calling all Mini-14 owners! Convert your Mini into a full-auto, silenced SWA T-type

weapon with this all-new home workshop guide! The Mini-14 Exotic Weapons Sys
tem presents complete machinist's drawings, forty close-up photos, and full-scale
templates needed to convert your Ruger into an awesome selective-fire weapon
capable of field-clearing firepower. Note that this conversion process requires no
machining or special tools. Once completed, it takes just five minutes to drop in the
Automatic Connector (the book's secret!) or remove it as needed. It's that simple!

Created by the author of Home Workshop Silencers and The AR-7 Exotic Weapons
System, this book is without doubt the finest selective-fire conversion manual that
Paladin has ever published. If you own a Mini-14, don't delay. Order nowl 9 x 12,
softcover, machinist's drawings, photos, full-scale templates, 72 pp.
ISBN 0-87364-250-3. $12.00

TRAINING THE GUNFIGHTER
by Capt. Timothy}. Mullin

Shotguns. rifles, handguns. sub
machine guns and silenced coun
tersoiper rifles are detailed in this
collectors' volume on the combat
application of firearms. 120photos
illustrate this study, which covers
the merits of grips. sights. holsters
and body armor. A must tor law
officers and legally-armed citi
zens. 8'h x 11. hardcover. photos.
240 pp. $24.95

UP YOURSI
by George Hayduke

All-new. advanced revenge tech
niques and original dirty tricks
from the author of Get Even. Here
are the meanest. nastiest pranks
for snakelike salesmen. nagging
relatives. nosey neighbors. and all
those people you love to hate.
Read Up Yours! and start getting
even today! 51,7 x 8'f.., hardcover.
175 pp. $12.95

FIGHT FOR YOUR LIFE!
The Secrets of Slreetfishtins

by Dr. Ted Gambardella
Beat street-wise punks at their own
deadly game with the help of this
all-new practical manual. Over 200
dramatic photos demonstrate
lethal fighting strategies. escapes
and counters. knife and club de
fenses, rape defenses, and much
more. A no-nonsense guide to
fighting for your life when there is
no second place winner! 5'h x 81,7,
soflcover, illus. 120 pp. sa.OO

FIGHTmm
~
... TF.DCA.......nr.' \

RHODESIAN 5.A.5. COMBAT MANUAL
Obtained from a member of the Rhodesian S.A.S. Squad
ron. this scarce combat manual is now available to
Paladin readers. Thi's is the principal guide used to con
duct the enormously successful operations-counter
guerrilla ops. air ops. ambushing. and notable attackS'on
terrorist base camps-during the Rhodesian antiterrorist
war. Contents include: Standard Security Terminology.
Communication, Rural Ops. Ambushing of Insurgents.
Movement by Road. Land/Air Ops. and First Aid. 8'h x 11,
softcover. diagrams. charts 110 pp, $12.00

THE GERMAN SNIPER 1914-1945
by Peler R, Sen;ch

The complete story of Germany's
sniping arms development through
both World Wars. Presents over
600 rare photos of Mauser 98s.
Selbstladegewehr 41 sand 43s. op
tical sights by Goerz. Zeiss. etc..
plus German snipers in action. An
exceptional hardcover collector's
edition for serious German his
torians everywhere. 81,7 x 11, hard-
cover, 660 photos, 468 pp. $49.95

SPECIAL FORCES RECONNAISSANCE HANDBOOK

Successful reconnaissance depends on the motivation
and training of the recon team. This new Paladin reprint
details proven U.S. Army reconnaissance techniques.
and patrolling methods that help bring your men back
alive from the bush-where anything can happen.
Scouting tactics. insertion and communication tech
niques, team organization. composition. equipment. and
patrol planning are covered in depth. Special attention is
devoted to air infiltration and exflltration. tracking. and
use of human senses to obtain combat intelligence. A
must for the beginner. A refresher for the old-timer. 8 1

-'; x
11. sotlcover. charls. 122 pp. $12.00

THE PERFECT CRIME
and How 10 Commil II

by Dr. P. Jekel
Reveals tales of unsolved Crimes
and dispels the myth that Crime
doesn't pay. ArSOnists. shoplifters.
lewel thieves. murderers. and top
CrimlOallsts contributed to thiS
startling expose of Crime and Crim
Inals. Dr Jekel dissects and ana
lyzes Crimes of fraud. forgery.
arson. and of course-murder 5'.
x 8' .. hardcover. 208 pp $14.95

UNARMED AGAINST THE KNIFE
by Oscar Diaz-Cobo

Not a rehash on general knife fight
ing, Unermed Agelnst the Knlte
combines street savvy with close
combat martial arts to give you
practical knife-fighting and dis
arming techniques. Includes illus
trated methods for gaining
physical and psychological advan
tage over your attacker. 5'h x 8'h.
softcover. photos. 88 pp. sa.OO

HOME WORKSHOP SILENCERS I

Fantastic. large-format guide to making an smg or pistol
silencer in the home workshop. Over 50 9" J: 12" wortdng
machinists drawings are presented. all of superb quality.
Shows step-by-step construction for three different fire
arm silencers. all of very advanced design. Improvised
materials and machming techniques are suggested. and
the text is written clearly and concisely. An excellent
addition to your silencer bookshelf! Note: Home Work
shop Silencers I is for entertainment and historical pur
poses-only 9 x 12. softcover. illus.. 72 pp. $12.00

THE AR-7 EXOTIC WEAPONS SYSTEM
A comprehensive home workshop guide forthe gun buff
and hobbyist machinist. Over fifty working machinist's
drawings. photos, and full-scale templates show exactly
how to convert the AR-7 .22 survival rifle into a full-auto
silenced machine pistol or rifle. Step-by-step instruc
tionsdetail how to modify the weapon's original receiver.
fabricate new sear and safety. as well as make a simple.
efficient silencer group assembly. 91,7 x 12. softcover.
machinist's drawings, photos. full-scale templates.
72 pp. $12.00

HOT CARS!
An Inside Look at Ihe
Auto Theft Industry

hy ,\1JrctI' WJVtl(> RJf/ed~f'

A look at the methods of profes
Sional car thIeves Former car thief
Ratledge reveals what thieves
know and don't know -about
fakmg papers and serial numbers
on stolen cars. trucks. motor
cycles. boats, and planes Learn
how to aVOid beIng taken for a ride
by thIeves 5. x 8. softcover.
photos. 136 pp 55.95

THE DEATH DEALER'S MANUAL
hy Br,IIII('\ Stp;flt'r

Tells the true story of how profes·
Slonal killers go about their bUSI
ness Of special Interest IS a com
plete Dun Mak anatomy chart With
time reference gUide. published
here In EnglIsh for the first lime
Contents Include Vital pOints
edged weapons. handguns. and
unarmed killing techniques For
mformatlOnal purposes only' 5 x
8'. softcover IIlus. 112 pp $10.00

OTHER FASCINATING TITLES

DEALER INOUIRIES INVITED

Automallc & Concealable
Firearms II $1200

Great Survival Resource
Book..... $19.95

Home Workshop Guns l' The
SubmachlOe Gun ..... S1000

Home Workshop Guns 11
The Handgun. .510 00

~Iash & Thrust. . . .S 8 00
The Revenqe Book. S 8 00
KIll Or Get KIlled $19.95
SWAT Team Manual. .$1200
Complete Book of

Karate Weapons 524 95
Special Forces Operational

Techniques ' $14.95

. $1495
$ 695
$ 600
$ 8.00
$11.95

Combat Survival
Care & Feeding of Tenants
Don t Become the Vichm
Special Forces Handbook
Get Even
Everyman's Guide To Better

Home Security. . ..... $ 7.95
Get Even 2. $11.95
How To Kill I ........ •.•. ...$ 8.00
How To Kill II. . .... $800
How To Kill III . $ 800
How To Kill IV $ 800
How To KIll V. . $ 800
, No Volume In the How To KIll Se"es

avaIlable In Canada)
Deal The First Deadly Blow. . S1295

p------------------I t PALADIN PRESS S.nd S~~U~~'I PO BOX 1307-BAHE ("ATALOG.

BOULDER, CO 80306 ~~ ("".Iog h••I Pnone130J) 44J-7250 __~ wltnorder.

I Call TOLL FREE for credit card orders: Hloo'824-7888; A,k for Operator #249.I in California. 1-806-852-7777; Alaska & Hawaii. 1-800-824-7919.

I Ple~ send me the following titles:

1-------- --------1
1 - 1
I 8i11 my: 0 VISA 0 M~terC.nd Exp. Dale--- I
I Card No. SUBTOTAL ----I

ME
PI{"a<;(> mciudE'

I NA S2~ag(>
ADDRESS and h.mdhng. 1

I CITY STATE ZIP___ TOTAL _I...................................-------------------_..
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Precision
AirgunPr-.ets

GET AGRIP
ON LOW-COST
SHOOTING
WITH RWS PRECISION
AIR PISTOLS

SIlUD'AS
PHIUP C. BRIGGS

SILHOUEnE SHGOnNG GROWTH
STYMIED BY NRA RULE CHANGES

After your initial investment into the world of
Precision RWS Air Pistol shooting, savings are
paid back by way of ... low cost per
round pellets, gas savings, availability
of shooting areas (backyard), and
sharpened skills that pay
off when tested in the field
or on the range.

A straight forward de
signed single piston air

pistol that combines field-use
ruggedness and informal target

accuracy .. _that all adds up to a
plinker's delight at a reasonable
price.

An excellent choice for
the individual who is seri

ously considering entering formal
matches, but still wanls an all
around air pistol. The Model 6 G
is capable of muzzle velocities ex-

ceedioq 450 Lp.s., and incorpo
rates many features often found only in the more ad
vanced, expensive models. These factors alone make the
RWS Model 6 G one of the most popular air pistols avail
able to the U. S. consumer.

RWS Models 6M&. 10
Rounding out the RWS family of Air Pistols are two
models of "match·grade" level. The Model 6 M was de
signed to fill a gap between field/target, and competi
tion air pistols. While the Model 10 is our top of the line
when it comes to match·winning accuracy.
RWS produces a full line of quality air gun pellets that
were each designed and
engineered to fill a specif
ic roll in air gun shooting.
To bring out the full poten
tial of your air pistol, ask
your dealer for these
brands ... RWS Hobby,
RWS Superpoinl, RWS
Standard, and multi-medal
winning RWS Meister
lcugeln Match (Rifle & Pis
tol) Pellets. For complete
information on RWS Preci
sion Air Pistols, Air Rilles,
Pellets, Scopes, and Accessories, talk to your local
dealer today. Or send Sl.oo to the address below
for our fully illustrated catalog.

(I.~
Dqnamil Nobel

DYNAMIT NOBEL OF AMERICA INC.

105 STONEHURST COURT NORTHVALE, N. J. 07647
201·767·1660

Other products manufactured and distributed
by Dynamit Nobel are ...

RWS: Rimfire &. Centerfire Cartridges. Percussion
&. Musket Cops. Primers &. Components.
ROTTWEll: Competitive-Grade Skeet &. Trap Guns.
Shotgun Cartridges including the Roflwell
Brenneke
GECO: Pistol &. Revolver Cartridges I
Components

L etters keep drifting in to my POB, in
response to my request for comments

on the NRAs 1982 changes in its long
range shooting rules.

Richard Gilmore of Fremont, Califor
nia, a newcomer to the sport, wrote ~hat he
was wondering ifhe'd made an investment
in a sport that "changes at the drop of the
hat." Silhouette shooting is a growing
sport, he observed, but it won't continue to
grow if the rules keep changing. "If the
NRA wants to make the sport more diffi
cult for the expert, then it should have ex
pert class rules, and leave the novice rules
alone;' he said.

Richard Pickering of Decatur, Georgia
is a match director at his local gun club. He
said his club shoots IHMSA (International
Handgun Metallic Silhouette Association)
matches only, because of the problems the
changes in other forms of shooting have
caused. The new rules, he added, make it
hard on the clubs and the new shooters. He
closed by pointing out that the number of
entrants in the two sanctioning organiza
tions' national matches-I,500 for IHMSA
vs. 200 for NRA-says it all.

Ed Curtis of Sandy, Oregon said NRA
silhouette shooting is quickly becoming
the expensive eqUipment race that all
other NRA-sanctioned events already
have become. "The NRA Silhouette Com
mittee needs to get away from 1904 think
ing and start thinking 1982;' he added.

So you don't get the impression that all
my mail was in opposition to the changes,
-I'll summarize a supporting letter.

J .K. Chester of Kansas City, Missouri is
a rifle shooter who feels that because pistol
shooters regularly take 40 silhouette tar
gets the game is too easy. "I don't know if
the changes are an improvementor not;
however, I believe silhouette pistol targets
are too big."

The NRA itself, in effect, admitted the
rule changes are causing the clubs a hard
skip when it provided special dispensation
to allow all host clubs to hold unsanc
tioned Conventional Freestyle and Un
limited (standard-size targets) events,
along with sanctioned events (standing
position, on the big targets).

One of the local NRA clubs is doingjust
that, and has maintained its shooter par-

ticipation. The other club is changing over;
its attendance (which wasn't much to be
gin with) isn't very high.

I think it's a shame the NRA Silhouette
Committee has decided to make silhouette
shooting tougher for the few participants
who clean the course-and a lot harder for
most of us who don't. Cutting shooters'
scores is not the way to bring new competi
tors into the fold, or keep the beginning
ones we have. We need all the pistol
shooters supporters we can get. If the NRA
Competition Committee thinks its ap
proach is the way to cure a problem,
they've tossed out the baby with the bath
water.

NEW PRODUCTS
A couple of issues back, I described

some specialty products targeted to the sil
houette shooter. There have been many
evolutionary (and a few revolutionary)
new products in the six years since hand
gun silhouette shooting started; but these
recent releases-narrowly focused on the
sport-indicate new levels of interest by
members of the firearms industry. So, now
that we have their attention, it's time to ask
for even more goodies. What the hell, it
never hurts to ask!

Send me your wants and I'll report them
here. Write to me at POB 22074, Phoenix,
AZ 85028.

Now, I'll lead off with a few wants of my
own-in no particular order.

The .357 Magnum is becoming popular
once again-primarily in the single shots
although Allen Kirchner of Aiken, South
Carolina shot a 40X40 with a Colt Python
in IHMSAs Revolver class this spring. He
used the Speer 180-grain FN bullet to im
prove the little Magnum's down-range
performance. A lot offolks are loading this
bullet and heavy .35 caliber rifle bullets in
both their single-shots and revolvers. What
we need is a selection of spitzers in 150-,
180- and 21O-grain weights, designed for
handgun velocities.

Many of us do our load development
with scopes, to help eliminate sighting er
rors. The few 4X pistol scopes that are
available are just too feeble to discriminate
between various loads at ·various ranges.
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Firs] lesson reveals secret that Increases hunting accuracy

Now Approved for
GI and VA Benefits!

Your friends won't believe their eyes when they see how your
shooting improves. A simple, easy-to-understand chart

Included in your first lesson gives you new
accuracy. Send for r..ulta of survey .how·

11111 .......oyment oucceu of our groduol".

Write for FREE "Gun Pro Career Kif'!

....
Learn at Home, Spare-Time!

HOW TO MAKE
MONEY With GUNS!

~~~o~~o ) BE YOUR OWN GUN EXPERT We sho';
~ fO~ s you how to bUy and sell guns cus-
~~"~f\"l\ lomize, repair and accurize them fit

• and finish stocks. learn all about bal-
listics .. black powder .. how to

;.;;~:.~.~.=.~ - import guns.
Graduation from this course does not insure that you
will get a job, To find out how our graduates have done,
send for our job plac~ment record.
We Show You How To Apply lor a Federal Firearms
License Buy and sell guns, ammunition and accessories while you
are still a student at North American. Start making extra cash almost im
mediately - order guns for others on cost-plus basis with no investment.

1O#r
-, ~..," -- ..I ~_. "Training for the Future through Home Study" I
1Korth American School of Firearms, Dept. NHOA2
14500 Campus Drive, University Piaza, Newport ~each. CA 92660 1
1Rush me info'rmation telling how I may become a GUN PRO, 1

No Salesman will Call.l
1NAME AGE__ I
IADDRESS 1
~: ~~~ ~ d

contraptions marketed, but they're either
ill-fitting leather pouches on sloppy straps,
or some Dirty Harry undercover knockoff
shoulder rig. .

Who needs a strap to chafe your shoul
der, while the pouch flaps at your side
when you move. What handgun hunters
need is a holster that offers good
concealability and speed as its prime de
sign, rather than comfort and a secure
carry, or one that ties your shoulders and
waist together, so as to impede your flex~

ibility.
We need a shoulder holster that carries

the big guns out of the way, doesn't fasten
to your belt, protects the pistol, and
provides ready accessibility.

Add a belt holster for the more compact
single-shots that does the same, and you'll
have my vote. And my dollars.

What do you think? Am lout of line, or
would you open your billfold and let the
moths flap out for new products ......
like these? ' ~'

INFO 'QUICKIE'
It's a "partridge in a pear tree," es

pecially at Christmastime.
But it's a Patridge front sight, as dif

ferentiated from a narrow blade.
The broad Patridge sight is the best

for target shooting.

(Once you lay down with a 4X-scoped
handgun and try to take a few 200-meter
chickens, you'll be even more impressed
with those who can do it regularly-with
iron sights.)

I've shot lOG-yard groups with a bolt-ac
tion gun topped by my custom-built 6X
that are a third the size of those shot with
the same gun mounted with a 2X scope.

Take your favorite bolt-action afield
after varmints or big game and you'll find
you need a lot more power. I've been told
by some marketing types that we don't
need higher power, that scopes of greater
magnification would be too big to be usa
ble. Bull! The guns we use are far more
accurate than the scopes, so why worry
about compact scopes on 4Y2 pound, 15
inch barrel pistols.

If you do plan to take that production
gun afield, you'll find that there really are
no satisfactory 7mm or .30 caliber bullets
for use on big game. What we need are
moderate- to heavy-weight bullets, con
structed to expand at velocities attainable
from handguns. Varmint bullets in these
calibers are too light, and lose velocity
rapidly; too, they lack the necessary
punch. What we really need are thin
skinned ISO-grain spitzers.

Should you try to head out ~ith that
scoped single-shot or long-tubed revolver,
you'll find there's not much available in
the way of holsters. Sure, there are leather
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COMBAT ACCESSORIES
Wilson Combal Commander Style Hlmllers,.. '" $16,95
Coli Factory Ambidextrous Safelys, , S28,95
SAW Triner GUlrd Shle, squares trigger
guard, Installs/rp.mnves in seconds S12.95
SAW Recoil Spring Guide Assembly. for 1911
type autos. Includes 18'12# spring, . , , , S19.95
SAW .45 Magazine 8ase Pads. 6 pack ... , . , . , S5.95
SAW ENTENoEo 8UTToN Magazine re-
lease, complete" . , ,. , " " S21.95
HKS Speed Loaders. all. . .. , . S3.60
SAW VloEKI NATIONAL MATCH TRIGGERS ... S12.50

Beeman's FWB 65 Mk II
-for every shooter
, who appreciates

..~: the best
" ..~•• ,Short barrel version

Beeman's FWB 65 Mk II
World's only recoilless air

pistol that can instantly
switch to a recoilling
firearm trainer. Prac

tice for less than
-Recoilless " 1 cent per shot.

mode can
be blocked to
simulate a
centerfire pistol

-Trigger pull can
instantly switch
from 17.6 oz.
to standard 42 oz.
firearm pull

-Match grade
accuracy; capab'le
of 5-shot groups
5/100" c-t-c

-Small game hunt
ing velocity of
525 fps

Send for 92-pg. Adult Airgun Catalogl
Guide, $2.00 or FREE with mention of code
HGN. Add $1 for first class mail.

WE CARRY A
FULL LINE

OF
JACKASS
LEATHER
300;0 OFF

Retail
on

Complete Line
Wallet Hulster for Hi-Standard derringer,
Barrettla Jetfire & Minx. . S13.98
SS II ShOUlder Holsler Syslem for .45's &
39/59 and other small aulas. . . , , , . , S48.95

Send SOt for brochure, we carry many other shooling supplies

at DISCOUNT PRICES!!!
SAWlnc.

P.O.Box 140845
Nashville, TN 37214
Phone (615) 889-3597

COD & Credit Card orders taken 24 hours a day. Mall In orders. Ma
or certilled checks. personal & buSiness checks held lor clearance All

pTlces FOB Nashvllle,TN.lnclude suffiCIent postage & handling & Ins

TN reSIdents add sales lax MAil ORDER ONLY

DONALD K. JUDD. INC.

TARGETICOMBAT PISTOLSMITHING THE 45 ACP

.,. GUARANTEED ACCURACY AND PERFORMANCE
COLT ... S&W ... RUGER

LONG SASE FOR DESCRIPTIVE PRICE LIST

P.O. BOX 50366 915-694-1766
MIDLAND. TEXAS 79701 NRA LIFE MEMBER

DON JUDD 45 ACCURACY JOBS

Continued from page 9

PISTOLSMITHING

and quite brittle. Knurling on the soft lead
antimony core seems to effectively keep it
from stripping. The wide difference in
point of impact, then, would have to be the
result of difference in barrels. The Smith
has a .3575 bore with a 1:18.75 inch twist
and the Colts have .355 inch tubes with a
1:14 inch twist.

We did not evaluate hyper-loads in
-light-frame .38 Special revolvers of sec
ondary manufacturers. A vintage Detec
tive Special and a Chiefs Special digested
a half-dozen cylinders of the hot .38s with
out incident. Muzzle flash was intense. Felt
recoil seemed less with brass cases than
with nickel-plated ones.

It is important to remember that + P .38
Special loads in large numbers must not be
fired in a .357. The ring of hot gas behind
the slowly accelerating projectile badly
cuts the cylinder ahead of the short case,
eventually causing pits and subsequent
hard extraction of longer .357 cases that
expand into the pits.

The method I evolved to test revolvers
for wear requires an ordinary leaf thick
ness feeler gauge and a range rod. The
Python's cylinder gap was carefully
gauged, reading .008 inch go and .0085
inch no-go at the beginning of the shooting
session. The reading was identic~l on both
sides, indicating that cylinder cant, or tilt,
was zero.

After firing fewer than a box of the
hyper-velocity loads, it read .008 inch on
the right (strong) side and .0095 inch on
the left (open) side. This is as fine a readirig
as can be taken by a feeler gauge. The
range rod slid into each chamber in turn,
indicating that although there was some
misalignment damage, it was slight. As
long as it is less than the depth of the
rifling, there will be no spitting or shaving.

Colt revolvers with extractor rods un
supported at the front are more susceptible
to crane spring than the S&W system. This
"crowbar effect" will rapidly misalign any
alloy frame revolver, so it is advised that no
hyper-velocity loadings be fired in them,
and that they be used only .....
sparingly in the heavier frames. ~

HODGDON POWDER COMPANY
7710 West 50 Highway
Shawnee Mission, Kansas 66202

o Please send me __shooting
caps at $4.50 each.

Name

Address _

City

When you only
get on~ chance
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SIGHT SETTINGS

Del
You don't have to shout. Joe's
wearing Sonic WM Hearing
Protectors.

They protect his hearing from
gun blasts. But he can hear nor
mal sounds.

They come with their own carry
ing case and have been used by
shooters for over 25 years.

Joe knows what he's doing
all right. Except when it comes to
shooting. Oops! Sorry, Joe.

1----- I
I I
I I
I I
1 I

I I
I Look for Sonic II Hearing Protectors at your favorite I
I gun shop. If not available. order by mail. I
I Please send me pairs @ $7.85 pair I
I (plus 50¢ postage and handling). Enclosed is my I

check or money order for $ ._ (Calit.
I residents add 6% sales tax) I
I I
I Name I
I Address I
I City I
I State/Zip I
I I
I """""", I
IMIi/IIIiJJiI I
I NORTON COMPANY I
I SAFETY PRODUCTS DIVISION I
I Dept. AH-11/82, 16624 Edwards Rd. I
!_ Cerrito~ CA~70~ 1

19

Continued from page 14

H
1/3 MOON CLIPS

Use .45 acp ammo in place of .45 auto rim.
For Colt 17, saw 25 and saw 55 revolvers.
Allows storage in ammo belts & std. boxes.
Reusable indefinitely. For a FREE sample, send
a self-addressed. stamped en....elope. (We now
make Ruger 9mm clips.)

Clip Prices: 25 tor S3.95; SO for S6.95 ppd.
RANCH PRODUCTS. PO. Box 14S. Malinta. OHIO 43S3S

ways, I'm not the only one eliminating
every airline trip I can. The tragic loss of
our experienced air traffic controllers
seems to have turned the U.S. air system,
once the best in the world, to one now very
expensive and apparently not wholly
trusted by many Americans.

While driving from Florida to Pennsyl
vania to shoot, I can't be sure whose
Morton Grove law I am violating. I'm only
too happy to comply with Kennesaw's. I
keep my target guns in the back of my
station wagon, and take them into my
motel room with me.

Traveling with my two dogs, I do not
leave the room. I either carry in my supper,
or call for room service, so as not to leave
the dogs or guns in the motel unattended.

The two-inch revolver I carry in my car
is loaded, in a zippered case in the back
seat (until some circumstance warns me to
bring it on the front seat with me). Of
course, I take it into the room with me at
night.

The NRA pamphlet I referred to
reminds me of my constitutional protec
tion against certain types of searches and
seizures, and against self-incrimination.

I understand the wording of laws, such
as those in Florida, are designed to protect
the police officer who stops you for some
traffic violation. If a firearm is visible in my
car, I keep my hands very still-on the
steering wheel. I explain I, too, am a police
officer, traveling to a pistol match. I believe
a cool, calm head on the handgun owner's
part at such a time can, to put it mildly,
prevent some hard feelings and bother
some delays.

If I'm flying, I put my air pistols in my
luggage, and don't say anything to anyone.
As I understand federal laws, air pistols are
not firearms, because they do not propel a
projectile by means of an e?lplosive.

Next year's Sports Festival is scheduled
to be held in Colorado Springs. Hope to
see some of you there. If you haven't
already heard, the next Olympic Games
will be held in Los Angeles July 28-August
12, 1984. There will be more and different
shooting events featured than in any pre
vious Olympics; so plan to be there to
cheer our shooters
to 'victory.

$2795

RETAIL
lor up to 4" BBl

revolvers, small and
med. lrame auto·s.

$29.95 lor 5" & 6" BBl re
volven and large auto's.

IlLITE. NEWS
Ir•• lela.UI

1/5 scale N.R.A. Small Bore rifle silhouettes ..
1 set... . .$9.98

3'8 scale IHMSA .22 pistol silhouettes. 1 set. .. .$.17.80

SWMS manufactures standard or custom scaled
silhouettes for your range. for more Information.
send 25' and a self·addressed en .... elope to:

Southwe.t Metallic Silhouette.
P.O. Bo. 471> Uvalda. Ta.a. 71101

Or Call: (S 12) 271-S454 or (S 12) 271-3217

One aet con.lah ot 4 animal •.

MANUFACTURED TO
LATEST IPSC SPECIFICATIONS &

APPROYED FOR USE BY LEADING GOY'T. AGENCIES

THUMB BREAK SCABBARD
• Highly concealable
• Rides high-angled

for easy access
• Special reinforced

thumb break
• Covered trigger,
yet still allows a

ready combat grip
• Molded sight track

• Custom molded
for individual gun
• Double bonded

nylon cord slllching

Fine
Metallic Silhouettes

Full scale long lasting Jolloy 360 long range pistol and
high powered rifle silhouettes.. . .$.269.99

State make. model. BBL and whether right or leN-handed.
Add 53.00 per holster for handling and shipping. New York
residents add appropriate sales tax. Foreign orders - add
15% shipping. U.S. funds only. Send money order or certified
check. MasterCard &Visa-give expiration date-accepted.

DeSantis manufactures a complete line of
holsters creatively designed to fill the·
specific needs of gun enthusiasts and law
enforcement personnel. Mail $2 for"our
'complete 12-page) full color catalog.
Dealer inquiries invited-call or write.

--.flJnlls-
Holster and Leather Goods Co.
Dept. AHll, 155 Jericho Turnpike

Mineola. NY 11501 • (516) 742-7900



Fowler named to
panel of experts

As a member of the Stoeger panel,
Fowler will be using, in selected
matches, the Llama single-action auto
and the Omni, a new double-action
auto. Stoeger is the exclusive importer,
from Spain, of Llama handguns.

Fowler, 35, lives in Glendale, Cal
ifornia. He owns a display manufactur
ing firm near Encinitas, and heads-up
International Shootists, Inc'., a school
that teaches handgunning skills (POB
5254, Mission Hills, CA 91345).

Other members of the panel are J.D.
Jones, a nationally-known handgun
hunter, writer and ballistician, and J.B.
Wood, an expert on automatic pistols.
Jones is a regular contributor to the
American H andgunner.

M ickey Fowler, three-time winner
of the prized Bianchi Cup, has'

been named by Stoeger Industries to its
three-man panel of shooting experts.

Described by many as "the Jack
Nicklaus of handgunning," Fowler
probably is the finest combat pistol
shooter in the world; he holds many
course and match records in both na
tional and Southwest Pistol League
competitions, and was U.S. team cap
tam at the 1979 World Matches in South
Africa.

At Last! A Shirt for Gunlovers
Wear this top quality

T-Shirt with a full color
screen print of a Colt .38
Special "Packed into your
belt".
• Will not fade, peel. crack. or

discolor.
• 50% Polyester for strength

and easy care. 50% Cotton
for comfort and absorbency.

• Full color, blue steel. walnut
gripes, "Nickel" trim, Ruger
Eagle.

• Light blue shirl. Navy Blue
trim.

Only 6.95 plus 1.00
postage & handling You II Feel Comloriabie

Save Nowl Qrder 2 or Please ~n;e~~~; ~al~,.a~~~ size
more and we pay postage. Sm .. Med.. Lg .. and Ex. Lg.

Innovative Products Co
Our Trusted Money P.O. Box 595 H-9

Back Guarantee Deerfield Beach, FL 33441
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For further information
contact your dealer or write:

30016 SOUTH RIVER ROAD
MT. CLEMENS, MICHIGAN 48045

(313) 469-6727
Canadians write for

Mag-Na-Port"'o! Canada

A Mq.Na.Ported@ Firearm:
• does not reduce velocity
• does not affect inherent accuracy
• does not raise the noise level

Eagle Grips f.""i::.®
HANDGUNNERSl WI ~
Get A Grip On Beauty, Accuracy, Value.

Custom grips at affordable prices

Rosewood. Pearl. Ivor)' • Grey and Black Horn· Ebony & Stag

World Famous Eagle Grips are handcrafted from tested designs.. using only
finest available exotic materials, for uncompromising quality and fit. With
smooth or high-relief carving available. Rosewood styles include popular
Wraparound Finger Position, Oversize style and Regular style. Retail price
from: $20.95 to $35.95.

Send $1.00 for new full color catalog:
MASTER CHARGE & VISA ACCEPTED

A gun to count on when
you need it. A lifetime
warranty says it all.

Available in the compact
Enforcer or standard Match
Master. Stainless or any
standard finish. One price.
Send $2 for color brochure to:

~-;\;\~ Safari Arms
--:; , : P.O. Box 23370

Phoenix, Arizona 85063
(602) 269-7283

, Mall·Na.Portin8:@
• does reduce muzzle lift
• does reduce perceived recoil
• does increase the value of a firearm

Art Jewel Enterprises Ltd.
Dept. AH, 421 (rmen Drive, Addison, IL 60101
Orders only, call: TOLL FREE (800) 323-6144
Dealer inquiries welcome.
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MAKER OF CUSTOM
LEATHER PRODUCTS FOR THE
PRACTICAL PISTOL SHOOTER

GWM DAVIS
P.O. Box 446. * Arcadia * CA 91006

Many new
products for both
autos and revolvers.
Send $1 for new '82 Catalog.

Special Shirts
for Shooters

NEW800KS

INFO 'QUICKIE'
Primers: the heart of all ammo.
Essentially, they come in two basic

types.
Berdan primers (such as the ones

used in CCIs new Blazer ammunition)
usually cannot be reloaqed.

Boxer type primers can be reloaded.

*Gold on Royal Blue
*Hand screened on Hanes T-shirt
*Men's sizes S, M, L. XL
*Sattsfaction Guaranteed

*Just $7.50 plus $1.25 postage

IPSC, PPC 6 SERVICE GUNS
tailored to your needs

W. R. MOORE
P.O. Box 17252

Pittsburgh, PA 15235
(send sase for prices)

You Can't Miss, by John Shaw and
Michael Bane; introduction by Massad
Ayoob. Published by Shaw/Bane, Mid
South Institute of Self-Defense Shoot
ing, 503 Stonewell, Memphis, TN
38112. $9.95, including postage/
handling.

As an old, one-hand bullseye shooter
on Marine Corps teams at Camp Perry,
I found this book well done and ex
tremely informative-worth the
relatively high price for a 149-page
paperback.

The thrust of You Can't Miss is IPSC
(International Practical Shooting Con
federation)-style shooting, although
many of the book's chapters contain
useful tips that can be applied to other
forms of handgun marksmanship.

There are chapters on reloading,
"The Practical Rifle" and "The Combat
Shotgun," plus a four-page listing of
suppliers and their addresses.

The paperback is well-illustrated
with more than 100 excellent
photographs.

It's a must-buy for the dyed-in-the
wool handgunner wanting to improve
his scores in any of the sports in which
pistols and revolvers are used. (L.D.)

~3 LrIftD~VWtUJ
Box 55045 Dept. A Little Rock, AR 72205-----------

Please send Colt shirts in size .I Enclosed 15 $7 50 plus $1 25 postage per shut I
Name _

I Address I
~ City State__ Zip 1

~---------.,

For your Dunk-Kit, send $12.95 plus $3.00
for postage and handling to: ."

Larson Industries,lnc.
P.O. Box 393
Fremont, Ne. 68025

DUNK-KIT
A NEW CONCEPT IN
GUN CLEANING!!

~ no C.O.D.'s. Send street address for
U.P.S. delivery. Dealer inquiries invited.

e Dunk-Kit, the fast, easy way to clean and
protect your guns is used and endorsed by
gunsmiths, pistol shooters and police.

e Dunk-Kit cleans, oils, and displaces mois
ture all in one easy operation.

eDunk-Kit comes in a large 3/, gallon pail, is
reusable, and should last for years.

eDunk-Kit is also ideal for cleaning and
protecting small parts, reels, cycle chains or
almost anything!
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STAINLESS STEEL DERRINGER .45 AUTO
• .45 Colt • .45 Auto • .44 Mag •.41 Mag. 9mm

• .44 Special •.38 Special •.357 Mag •.223
For Free Literature send Stamped envelope.
AMERICAN DERRINGER CORPORATION

P.O. Box 8983-Waco; Texas 76714

l:l\ '
\\\~~\~

~ \~~~
FURY .45 AUTO

SHOULDER RIGS
MODEL 5-4 for all large frame autos
similar to Colts Govt. Mod. 45, also
AMT45, Crown City, Brownings 9mm
Hi Power, Star & S&W Mod. 39 & 52.
MODEL 5-4XL for extra large frame
autos Brownings BOA 45, Beretta
Mod. 92 SandS&WMod.59.lndicate
make and model when ordering.
All rigs are jet black and individually
hand tooled in basketweave design
on 8 oz. top grain cowhide.
To order send $34.95 (Certified check
or Money OrderONLY). Handling, Ins.
& shipping included. 10 to 14 days
delivery. Left hand models available.
Dealer inquiries should include two first
class postage stamps & FFL copy.

FURY LEATHER-AH
2204 NIAGARA STREET

NIAGARA FALLS, N.Y. 14303

Mickey Fowler ill
write column for AH

T he American Handgunner is proud
to announce that beginning in its

January-February issue it will
introduce a new column
Combat Shooting-by Mickey Fowler,
three-time winner of the Bianchi Cup
match'.

Fowler's shooting credentials are
listed elsewhere in this issue.

Many shooters describe Fowler as
"the best combat handgun marksman
in the world."

Close associates of Fowler say he not
only is a superb shooter, but also a fine
sportsman, always willing to help
others who are less experienced.

If you have any questions about
combat shooting, send them to the
American Handgunner, and we will for
ward to Fowler. He will try to answer as
many as possible in his new column.

CUNFICHTINC

AT HOME

AND

RELATED

SUBJECTS

A TEXTBOOK BY E. ~. FENJOH
ABOUT THE PROPER USE OF A
HAND GUN TO DEFEND A HOME

AND ITS OCCUPANTS

HARDCOVER
ILLUSTRATED

SEND

$4.95 PLUS 77 ¢ POSTAGE
TO:

GOLD STAR PUB. CO.
DEPT. AH-ll, 90 CRICKET AVE.

ARDMORE, PA 19003

Quinetics Comments
Concerning Handloading

(Number Four in a Series)

ASK YOUR DEALER ABOUT
The New Quinetics
POWDER MEASURE

San Antonio, Texas 78229P. O. Box 29007

• Volume Adjusting Screw adjusts unit for all charges-all powders.
No need for extra components.

• Patented feature provides superior degree of handloading
accuracy.

• No spill; no contamination. Use with pistol or rifle powders.

• Special design of spring-action
mechanism eliminates
shearing of powder grains.

• Saves space-Requires
only 18" x 14"
table area for
entire operation.

• Saves money-Complete
Powder Measure

only $24.95

Quinetics Corp.

But your time is worth money. so reloading is
more worthwhile when you are efficient at it. You
should be able to reload 100 rounds per hour. In
our 30.06 cost example, you save $44 per hour of
time invested, not counting your initial reloading '-- _
equipment cost.

Quinetics makes inexpensive products de
signed to help you reload efficiently.

If you shoot a lot but don't reload and savings of
S40-plus per hour sound good, consult with your
reloading equipment dealer.

If you already reload. but do' less than 100
rounds per hour, get your dealer's aevice on latest
equipment.

Shooting, like most things. takes practice for you
to become really good. But shooting practice can
be expensive. For example. a 30.06 cartridge now
runs about 63¢.

Therefore, many shooters reload their own
ammunition. saving brass from spent rounds and
buying bullets. powder and primers for reloading.
The total cost of these components will run about
19¢ per reloaded 30.06 round ... a 44¢ savings.
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p·········11· " ',.
: COLU~~IA
• HUNTER •
• HOLSTER •• •
• fawr~ •· - .
• For revolvers with 4" or and flower design at deal· •

•
longer barrels. the holster e~s or by mail. • .'

, is fully lined. is designed for Write for Free Catalog for '

•
rugged durability and can all details on complete •
be installed thru belt slot in Lawrence line of over 100

• 3 different positions, Avail· holster styles and other •
able in plain. basketweave shooting accessories,

• THE GEORGE LAWRENCE CO. •I.D.A.'•••11•.• gig.rlll
M~OO CHRONOC~}\PH

.VELOCITY TEST GAJYOUR RELOADS , ' _._ _ _ •

.FROM $79 .~" • .:~:.:
-WRITE FOR FREEl ',11' .'__~~-'

TEST REPORT:
Cust. Chr. Co. Box 1061 Brewster WA 98812

Pistolsmiths: send
for new -.1 catalog

A 432-page catalog of precision
tools for pistolsmiths is available,

at no charge, from Fred V. Fowler Co.,
Inc.

The catalog-called the Encyclopedia
of Tools-describes and illustrates
precision inch and metric shop tools
and instruments.

A special feature of the new catalog
is its wide range of digital readouts,
electronic calipers; micrometers and in
ternal, vertical, horizontal and linear
measuring tools.

The catalog details more than 5,000
precision tools, electronic measuring
tools, optical measuring instruments,
cutting tools, machine tool accessories,
work-holding tools, reference books
and conversion charts, and toolmaker
aids.

Inch/metric specifications are
provided for all appropriate tools and
instruments.

The digest-size catalog is carefully
indexed and cross-referenced for easy
comprehension and selection.

For a free copy, write the company at
POR 48, (Dept. AH), Newton, MA
02166.

I
I

payable to: I
ny limited. 'PO. Box #70 (AH) I
PA 15102

_~ .J
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Ideal for mobile homes. campers.
boats or almost any vehicle.

Rig is designed with special
made clamps so that it will not
scrape or ruin the gun finish. Revo
lutionary design guaranteed against
defects in workmanship for ten
years. can be moved frDm car to
car. Complete money-back guaran
tee if not satisfied within 30 days.r------------.,

HIDE-A-{JUN $~
I lIMitionalorder(s) @ ea. $ 22.95 I

Postage & Handling $ 2.00
I Pa. residents add 6% sales tax S__ I
I Amountfu:losro $__ I
I 5endto: I7$'--__

I I
I I'
I I
I I
I

HIDE-A-GUN rig. In additi to
installation in car, HIDE-A-a~<:an
be installed under almostany~
surface such as desks. tables, etc.patentpem.
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. The fifst absolutely fool-proof,

Nowyo, ur concealable gun rig ever devised.
, Designed specifically for sale to law. 'I' . . , enforcement agencies. Its pri-

mary function is to concealpersona weapon, ahandgun, either revolver

IS' ascia. as or automatic, under the dash in
. ' any foreign or American car. Easily

vour'car ~nstalled in minutes. HIDE-A-GUN ThI

IS guaranteed to completely conceal
. weapon and hold it firm.

ntional means ofconcealing
ndgun in glove compart

or trunks are clumsy,
for children in the

pity



• Ideal for home
gunsmiths and
hobbyist alike

• Used by many
competitors in National
Matches.

• Reduces trigger pull on
Single Action, Double
Action and Automatics
upto45%.

• Look for this display at
your Local Dealer.

____ AVAILABLE
NOW! ~
at your

Local Dealer-,~

Call orWrite for further Information.
Bullseye Shooting Aids
18717E.14MileRd.

Fraser, MI 48026
(313) 792-0133

a division of Trapper Gun, Inc.
24

BUllSEVE
SIfOOTt1G AI)S

V
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On November 2, 1982, Californians will vote on a gun initiative
which could have serious consequences for gun owners
throughout the United States.
This gun initiative is like a forest fire that threatens to
rage throughout the country.

The California gun initiative will:
CONFISCATE .. , Virtually no one can register more than one handgun purchased between

January 1, 1982 and April 30, 1983. If an individual purchased more than one
handgun during this period, he or she must dispose of them and there is no
provision for compensation,

REGISTER, .. The initiative requires that all handguns of law-abiding citizens be registered
by November 2, 1983 or be forever illegal.

FREEZE ... The number of legal handguns will be frozen at present levels.
PROHIBIT. .. Forbids the sale of any additional handguns after April 30, 1983-forever.

FORCE. .. Anyone moving to California must surrender their handguns to the police within
45 days and there is no provision for reimbursement or compensation.

FORCE. .. Non-residents participating in competitive matches, hunting, or in transit through
the state must surrender Their handguns to the police within 48 hours.

Oh, there's a lot more to this initiative but you get the idea,
We've got to put this fire out now.
Make no mistake. The anti-gun forces throughout the nation are using California as
their test case. If they succeed in California, they'll be everywhere, This is your fight.
Citizens Against the Gun Initiative is a coalition made up of such groups as
California Wildlife Federation, National Rifle Association, Gun Owners of California,
California Rifle and Pistol Association, Citizens Committee for the Right to Keep
and Bear Arms, and the Southern California Arms Collectors Association, But we
need your help too.
Polls show that if the election were held today we would lose. But we can win this
fight with your help.
Use the envelope Insert In this magaZine to send your contribution to Citizens
Against the Gun Initiative. Corporate contributions are legal and there is no limit on
the amount that may be given.

• Political Advertisement.
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Address .........••........••

o DIRECf: Pleo,. ~ndt~1lIed
order for

o CREDIT CARD: P.,
Ct AmeriC8JI Expr... 0

CanlNo .

Silneture .
_ Solid S_lIIt $175 et.
__ J.....eler'. Bfonze ot $1

Nome .........•........••••

EDmON LIMITS

about Jesse James than any other figure
in history before or since!

Now, 100 years later, the prestigious
National Association for Outlaw and
Lawman History commemorates this
anniversary by issuing a strictly limited
edition collector's Buckle in your choice
of Solid Sterling Silver or antique
finished jeweler's Bronze.

Each is 'individually minted like a fine
coin from hand cut, hard steel dies for
depth, brilliance and detail by master
craftsmen of The Historic Providence
Mint.

A lasting commemorative of an en·
during American legend ... but you'll
have to hurry to be sure of getting yours. Ciry ..............••. State .••••

I FOR FASTER SERVI
Call T011F~ ... 1·800-54

(O~r8tor '224JCh.rge Ord....
Antiqued Jewelers Bronze 15,000 buckles AI,•. p1...e have credit card a..'

Solid Sterling Silver. . . .. 1,500 buckles ©THPM 1982 !i!i 'Fine C.UtctIbla. Since 1!/07

AMERICAN HANqGUNNER . NOVEMBER/DECEMBER 1

in Solid Sterling Silver or Antiqued Jeweler's Bronze

Jesse James, the most popular Ameri
can bandit-hero ever, blazed his way into
history during the turbulent years follow
ing the Civil War.

Known as a fearless, hard·riding
soldier for the South, he was near·fatally
wounded at the close of the war while
attempting to surrender his detachment
under a white flag to Northern troops.
Most historians agree he was forced into
living as a bandit by politics and preju·
dices of the times.

It is a fact that he actually committed
few robberies but was falsely accused of ._
thousands more. In April, 1882, he was
shot in the back and killed by a trusted
"friend" who had been well paid by
government officials. Great newspapers
coast to coast condemned those officials
and public outcry forced them from
office. More ballads have been written
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CHOOSE A WINNER

MODEL92SB
~

Smaller. lighter sister to
92SB's reliable design.• Same
straight blow-back action and
features as 92SB • 13-round
staggered magazine. Weight:
31 oz. II Barrel length: 4.29."

At your sporting arms dealer.
or call o.ur toll-free number.
800-638-1301 (in Maryland.
301-283-2191). Monday
through Friday. 8 A.M.to 8 P.M ..
Eastern Time. for the dealer in
your area.

(8~ Beretta
~" u~~,. Beretta U.S.A. Corp.

~t1a t 760 1 Indian Head Highway
Accokeek. Maryland 20607

1

CLASSIC
BERETTABILITY

.~ BEAUTIFUL CONTROL ~
z ~

8 [For Colt .45. Oetonics. Smith & Wesson Models 39 & 59.) ~

I I
...J You will solve Ihe problems of slippage and inconsislanl hold by Simply installing a pair of n
~ Bullshoolers" Fingergroove Grips on your .45 aula. ~

!Z Your scores will improve automatically as the fingergrooves insure proper hand placement ilJId iJ
o totally eliminate ,hifting of the weapon especially during rapid fire. 0

'I These features, combiQed with the natural pointing and handling characteristics give the advantage I"
...J you need in hunling or compelitive shooting. n
o 0
~ z
~ ~z ~

o 0
o I
I n5 0
~ z
~ ~

8 ~f(,~ ~~f(,f(, ~
~ "\\) \)~"\\)\,v~\&.t g
~ tJ~\'\'~..~t~" ~
8 y~ ~
I I

...J n
~ SUPERIOR CONTROL ~
!Z DOESN'T HAVE TO BE UGLY. iJ8 Now you can have beautiful control in Cocobolo. Zebrawood. Rosewqod. or other unusual exotic ~
I woods. like the exhibition grade Bacote illustrated above. Ouality engineered. finely finished. your I

...J new Bullshooters' Fingergroove Grips will give you positive. beautiful control. n
~ Relail Prices Colt Oetonics S&W 39 & 59 ~

!Z Walnut 824.95 $24.95 533.00 iJ
o Standard Grade Exotics 539.95 535.00 545.00 ~
~ Exhibition Grade Exotics . . . . . 570.00 570.00, 570.00 J,
~ For more information and complete list of exotic woods, send S.A.S.E. ~

!Z Dealers write for discount information on all Sullshooters' products. iJ
yC5C. . BULLSHOOTERS' SUPPLY ..f
5 V1S4 Dept. AH/1241 East Prince Road/P.O. Box 13446 .' . 'g
:: -' Tucson, Arizona 85732/602-298-6924 ~

8 Bullshooters' Supply is a division of the B.E.W.B. Corp. ~
I Copyright, 1981, SEWS CORP. I

NEWMODEL
92SB 9I\ItM
A6.RABELWM.
Meticulous Beretta engineer-

ing in one highly reliable.
superior firepower double
action pistol. • Straight blow
back action. 15-round stag
gered magazine II Barrel
length: 4.92" • Weight: 34112
oz. (magaZine empty) • New
checkered walnut or plastic
grips. Extractor with cham
ber loaded indicator. Ambi
dextrous safety with inertia
firing pin block. New. im
proved sights. Improved
magazine catch/release
reversible for left-handed
operation.

l Hand crafted. lully
lined. leg & haml'[ler
tie downs. 24 loilps.
Prompt Shipment.
$59.95 p.p. Cashier's
check or money or
der. Please add $2.00
"extra for 7Y2" bbl.

Specify waist
size Gun make,
bbl. length &
caliber.

Crosman Air Guns has
three new products

Send $1.00 for complete catalog.
Dealers, please inquire.

AMERICAN SALES & MFG.
BOX 677 AH LAREDO, TX 78040

Match-grade pellets in both .177 and
.22 caliber have been introduced by
Crosman Air Guns.

Its new Challenger ammo is said to
shoot one-inch groups at 33 feet and
"improve the performance of any air
pistol:'

The ammo is packaged in Belt-Pak
cartons that slip on a belt for quick, easy
loading.

the .177 pellets are available in
packets of 250, the .22 pellets, in packets
of 175.

Crosman also has introduced a bullet
trap for metallic silhouette targets for air
pistol shooters.

Made of durable plastic with three
curtains of material inside to stop BBs
and pellets ':\'ith no ricochets, the trap
(Model 850) has a metal back-plate
angled to deflect ammo downward. The
plate slides out for easy cldlning.

The front of the trap is made of
cardboard and can easily be placed.

Complete with five targets, it retails
for $17.

Crosman's new metallic silhouette
targets-chicken, turkey, pig and ram
are sized for air pistols and come four to
a card. Official rules and range
information are printed on the back of
each card, which retails for $5.

For more information on Crosman's
three new products, write the company
at 980 Turk Hill Road (Dept. AH),
Fairport, NY 14450.
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Customize your own gun with the
famous M·S Safari Arms components

At M-S Safari Arms, we are constantly developing cus
tom components for the average shooter/sportsman as well
as the true professional. We developed the .45 caliber auto
matic Enforcer® and MatchMaster® pistols and now, those
same custom features are individually available for your own
handgun. These parts are designed and priced so that you can

customize your Browning, s&W, or Colt automatic easily and
inexpensively with the same professional features that were
once only attainable through custom gun mechanics.

All components are supplied in satin finished stainless
steel or high luster blue ready for yourr, :M!L.
local gunsmith's installation. ®rn~Urcer

------$--
------$--
------$--
------$--
------$--

------$--

------$--

------$--
------$--
------$--

A Ambidextrous Safety Set for
S&W Models 39 & 59. A must for
the serious combat shooter, police
officer and left handed shooter.
$39.95 Also 400 & 500 Series

... Combat Magazine Base Pads. Available
for all CaJt, S&W Model 39, S&W Model 59,
Browning High Power automatics.

A Adj'ustable Rear Sight Set. Includes
front sight. Gives the proper light gap
between front and rear sights. Provides
shooter with optimum flat sighting surface.
Designed for fast sight/target alignment.
Blue or stainless steel. Will fit S&W K
frame. Standard: $29.95 Dove tail front:
$34.95

• The Enforcer (3.8" barrel)
or The MatchMaster (5" ba rrel
Deadly accurate, .45 caliber
combat pistols. Loaded with cus
tom features. Available in
Armaloy, blue, alloy, or stainless
steel finishes. Send 1$2.00 for fully ~

illustrated catalog and ordering
information.

VISA

Alaska & Hawaii
1-800·824-7919

Manufactured under pat. =3492748

• Magazine Chute pro
vld.es the fastest possible
reloading under combat or
match conditions. No fitting
necessary. Includes 2 base
pads. $9.95

~------------MAIL TO: M~S Safari Arms· Dept. AH-1182

I P.O. Box 23370 • Phoenix, AZ 85063 Ma'"
Please enter mr order for: Quantity: Quantit~~)(g)ri.~ng I .

I 0 Fixed Rear Sight Set Sta'nl.., Blue (e) Colt . Total,
o Standard $14.95o With front sight ready for insert $19.95 $ __

I 0 Ambidextrous Combat Slide Release Set $29.95 -- ----$-
o Ambidextrous Combat Safety Set

I
0 Browning $39.95 0 S&W $39.95o Colt $34.95 .. . .......•.

o Hammer (Stainless only) $14.90 .

I 0 Browning Hi Power Hammer $19.95 •........
o Combat Magazine Release $19.95 ..•.••..•..
o Beavertail Grip Safety $18.95 ..

I 0 Extended Combat Safety
o Browning $19.95 0 Colt $16.95

I
0 Extended Combat SI ide Releaseo Browning $19.50 0 Colt $17.50
o Adjustable Rear Sight Set

I
0 Dove Tail Front $34.95 .o Standard $29.95 .

o Magazine Chute $9.95 .

I 0 Combat Magazine Base Pads $1.95
o Browning 0 S&W 39 0 S&W 59o Colt, H.K.; 0 P9, 0 P7, 0 VP 70 $ __

SAFARI
' B~~~f.I~~eg:M~ ~~i:I~~r~2.00 ....•.•..•••... Shipping & Handlin$g $2.00

I Date Card Exp·__D My Check 0 My Money Order is enclosed .. TOTAL: $--

ARMS '::::ss-----------------------I Cily state Zip _

24 HOUR TOLL FREE ORDER DESK
Master Charge

Visa
C.O.D. Only

Call
Operator 758

'" Ambidextrous Combat Slide Release Set.
Now full control of the .45 automatic with
the left hand. $29.50

'" Ambidextrous Combat Safety Set.
Full position control with right or left
hand. Get the most from your automatic.
A must for combat shooters, police
officers, and all left handers. Browning
High Power: $39.95 Colt: $34.95·

... Hammer. Stainless steel
commander style. Designed with
enough metal for correct fitting
of the sear engagement. $14.95
Combat Style Hammer for
Browning High Power, Blue or
Stainless. $19.95

... Beavertail Grip Safety. Provides
better control of the weapon by
spreading recoil over a larger area of
the shooter's hand. This reduces
apparent recoil and eliminates hammer
pinch. Requires minimal frame
contouring for a perfect fit. $18.95

A Extended Combat Safety. Match proven design assu res
positive control of safety without having to shift or
reposition grip. Browning High Power: $19.95 Colt $16.95

•

'" Fixed Rear Sight Set. No-nonsense front and rear sights
designed for fast target acquisition. Provides the proper light
gap bet"';een front and rear sight. Melted full radius style. Blue
or stainless steel. Rear sight fits standard dove tail. $14.95

National California only
1-800-824·7888 . " . " 1-800-852-7777"

~ Combat Magazine Release.
Designed for rapid use. No
drilling or tapping required for
easy installation. Blue or
Stainless. $19.95

Dealer Inquiries Invited

A Extended Combat Slide Release. Now the same technology as
applied to the Enforcer parts provides for one hand control
during reloading leaving the left hand free to insert a fresh
magazine. Browning High Power: $19.50 Colt: $17.50

M-S Safari A~ms • P.O. Box 23370. Phoenix, AZ 85063 • (602) 269-7283
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456
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MODERN PRACTICAL and
DEFENSIVE SHOOTING

is being taught at the CHAPMAN
ACADEMY OF PRACTICAL SHOOTING.
Courses are now available for pistol,
rifle and shotgun. The courses hqve
been attended and praised by world
class competitive shooters as well as
law enforcement and military person
nel. For information write:

CHAPMAN ACADEMY
P.O. BOX 7035 • Columbia, MO 65205

(314) 696-5544

ADVENT SALES CO., DEPT. AH, P.O. BOX 11795, FT. LAUDERDALE, FL 33339

~O~U~3:\
sut'l''I,
S\'1\eS '

·440 Stainless Blades· Full Tang· Leather Sheaths with Belt/Boot Clip·
0408 Survival/Combat Knife 12", Serrated 7" Blade, Non-slip Black Aluminum Handle-$22.95
0416 Not Shown, Same as 408, except Blade has serrated tip-$22.95
o 373 The Force 12", Double-edge Blade, Handle of Stainless Steel and Leather

Spacers-$22.95
0407 The Force 9'1.", Same as Above-$21.95
0384 Double-edge Blade, 8%" Overall, Non-slip Black Aluminum Handle-$19.95
o 415 Not Shown, Same as 384, except Blade has one edge serrated-$19.95
o 435 Mini Boot Knife, 7", Non-slip Black Aluminum Handle-$13.95
o 437 Genuine Stag Handle, 9'14", Double-edge Blade-$27.95
o 436 Genuine Stag Handle, 7", Double-edge Blade-$23.95
0477 New! Mini Diver's Knife, Double-edge, One Touch Sheath-S22.95
0456 T-Handle Push Dagger, 6", Double-edge, Non-slip Handle-$15.95
0473 New! Boot Knife, Bronze engraved Handle, 6%" Overall-$13.95
0474 New! WALLET KNIFE, All Stainless, 3", Credit Card Case-$12.95

• Add $2 Shipping-Checks, M.O., or C.O.D. Accepted (FL add 5% tax) •
• NEW COLOR Catalog, $2.00-FREE with Order! • (305) 561-5410 •

Pistolsmithing
r-------------MAIL TO:
I GUNS BOOKS-DEPT. 61-A
I 591 Camino de la Reina. San DIego. Ca. 92108

Every detail of the pistolsmithing I
craft is thoroughly covered by I NAME__ ---- ----·----1

one of Guns' top writers, Maj. I ADDRESS __--'-__

George C. Nonte. Everything from
basics to the most complicated I CITY -- ----~----------I

problem is included. $15.95+$1.50 I STATE_ Ca residents aJ~P6-%-s-a-lest~x--
POSt.

The~~Coliectionfrom ADVENT

A new, portable bullet trap for the
.22LR cartridge is being offered by
Laminations Corporation.

Without using wood or steel, it stops
.22LR ammo in 111 inch pea gravel held
in place by a super-dense fiberboard
baffle system.

The target area measures 18 inches
square.

For more information, write the
company at POB 469 (Dept. AH),
Neenah, WI 54956.
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Portable bullet trap
uses no wood or steel

New spoHing scope is
lightweight, compact

A lightweight, compact spotting scope
for viewing targets from 10 feet to
infinity is offered by Jason/Empire, Inc.

H has macro-micro wheels for accurate
focusing, fully-coated optics for fine
clarity and glare reduction, and l7-power
magnification (with 60mm objectives) for
bringing distant objects into view.

A rubber, fold-down eye piece
protector is said to provide maximum
comfort, with or without eyeglasses.

The new scope (M334) comes with a
collapsible, sturdy, lightweight metal
tripod.

For more information, write the
company at 9200 Cody (Dept. AH),
Overland Park, KS 66214.
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COMPENSATING DEVICE
F·OR .AiS' AUlD'S-j\-cc-U---C-o-m-p-S-¥-s-te-m-'~-e-ta-n-ds-,-n-ed-'-'re-c-ts-

~ recoil; results in seemingly less Ikick:

At height of recoil, it can be seen that the muzzle is only about an inch above
the initial blast, attesting to Accu-Comp's ability to dampen muzzle rise.

By Greg Moats

I nternational Practical Shooting Con
federation (IPSC) competition has

spawned several refinements designed to
make life easier for the "practical" shooter,
such as the Weaver Stance, the ambidex
trous safety and magazine basepads. The
latest and most popular of the refi nements
are compensating devices for semi-auto
matic pistols.

Compensating devices retard, redirect
and otherwise confuse the reaction of "re
coil," resulting in seemingly less "kick."
Readers of this magazine are not strangers
to the name Bill Wilson, so it will come as
no surprise that Bill is leading the way in
producing and marketing a compensating
device that is said to be second to none in
the industry. At the 1981 IPSC Nationals,
four of the top sixteen shooters in the man
on-man shootoffwere using Bill Wilson
modified .45s-compleie with
com pensating devices. When 25 percent of
our nations top practical shooters use a
particular piece ofequipment, it deserves a
closer look.

The Bill Wilson "Accu-Comp System"
has its roots buried in the Jimmy Clark
"Pin Gun" and the Williams "Quick
Comp." Initially, both of these
modifications involved barrel systems that
were not one piece; that is, the barrel and/
or compensator were soldered, brazed, or
otherwise attached to a .45 ACP chamber
and fitted to a slide and frame.

While these systems produce a noticable
decline in muzzle rise, Bill wanted a system
that utilized a one-piece barrel and
avoided the financial drawback of built
on, normally expensive, six-inch barrels.
The result is a system which looks at a
glance like a "Pin Gun" or "Quick Comp,"
but in reality is a standard length barrel
with an expansion cham ber at the muzzle.

When the projectile exits the barrel, the
gases that propel it quickly expand. When
the expanding gases hit the interior wall of
the expansion chamber, they are re
directed quickly, which supposedly gives
the velocity of the projectile a little more
"umph."

Although Bill doesn't advertise the fact,

he has gotten slight hikes in velocity from
his Accu-Comp over a six-inch barrel
using the same ammunition. How this sud
den expansion/contraction of gases
reflects itself in less muzzle rise is
something I don't understand; however, I
do know that a BM-62 (.308 rifle with an
expansion chamber) is more pleasant to
shoot than an MIA (.308 rifle sans expan
sion chamber).

Bill starts the process of building an
AClW-Comp by turning down the outside
diameter of the barrel to .5625': He then
cuts tapered-threads with a lathe. The fit
ting of the locking lugs and cham ber hood
are very critical, since the Accu-Comp uti
lizes no barrel bushing to help index the
barrel position when the slide is closed.

For this reason, Bill prefers to use the
KART National Match barrels; the recess

between the chamber and the first locking
lug is manufactured slightly shallow. This
allows Bill to cut it to the correct depth to
insure proper barrel positioning. The com
pensator is machined out of 4140 bar stock
and heat treated to Rockwell 38-42.

Initially, the com pensator looks like a
rectangle with a long, narrow cone on top
of it. The interior diameter of the "cone" is
threaded to fit over the outside diameter of
the barrel and fits the entire length from
the front locking lug to the muzzle. The
outside diameter of the cone is fitted to the
interior of the slide, requiring no barrel
bushing. ,

The expansion chamber is fitted up
against the front of the slide and finished
with the same outside dimensions of the
slide, for esthetic pu rposesand to aid in
holster fit.
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Bill Wilson's compensating device on this customized .45 auto, shown in closed
position, features smooth 'ines and makes for some mighty smooth shooting.
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Here is the Accu-Comp system on a Co't Combat Commander; it makes the gun
same overall 'ength as a standard Government Mode' .45; frame is Nik'ad finish.

The front sight is mounted to the front
of the compensator, adding a highly desir
able inch of sight radius. Since the front
sight blade is stationary during function
ing, it's not subject to the constant slam
ming and shearing action that a slide
mounted front sight receives. Therefore, a
removable front sight blade can be utilized

with' greater confidence. With the recent
popularity of night sights, this could be
quite an advantage.

The early versions of the Accu-Comp
were fitted with a standard length spring
guide. Since the Accu-Comp does not uti
lize a barrel bushing, a special recoil spring
plug has to be threaded, along with the in-

tenor portion of the slide where the spring
plug usually fits. To utilize a standard
length, solid recoil spring guide, it meant
drilling a hole in the middle of the new
oversized plug; it also required a special
tool to disassemble the pistol. Being sub
ject to unusual creativity, Bill designed a
special two-piece recoil spring guide that
extends the full length of the compensator.

By utilizing an extended recoil spring
plug with a hole drilled through it, dis
assembly was made much easier. By
loosening an Allen head screw and using a
round punch to unscrew the plug, the
pistol can be disassembled easily and
quickly. The extended plug also gives the
pistol a "longslide" look, which many
shooters will appreciate.

The stationary, added weight at the end
of the barrel causes the decrease in muzzle
rise. Some of the energy that would nor
mally come slamming back at the shooter
is absorbed in the unlocking process.
While this slows the unlocking process,
this phenomenon is only noticed on a slide
rule. It is that imperceptible.

The slowed unlocking and the added
weight out front combine to decrease the
muzzle rise and produce a more linear,
"straight-to-the-rear" recoil. While a long
slide also decreases the amount of muzzle
rise, the [elt recoil is great, due to the in-

Continued on page 75
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.ow in praduBlian...

•45 AUTO

All stainless steel and
redesigned, this new target pistol
features light recoil and smooth

slide action. The first of 50
are expected to be available shortly.

By Bert Stringfellow .
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The Sokolovsky .45 auto, first seen in
the American Handgunner (Novem

ber-December 1980), has been redesigned
and the pistol is now in production. By
early next year, the first of 50 are expected
to be available.

Paul J. Sokolovsky has built three pre
production prototypes of his latest design,
which is reduced in weight and the grip
frame made smaller, approximating the
frame size of the venerable Colt Ml911.

His latest design also incorporates an
improved slide lock, a solid bolt that is
pushed by the magazine follower up inside
the frame to block the slide's return to
battery.

As an added feature, Paul redesigned his
safety, so that now it locks the slide in the
battery position when engaged. The gun
cannot be discharged by dropping it.
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The first thing you notice when picking
up Paul's pistol is the absence of pins and
screw heads. The pistol is clean and
smooth, with no protrusions. All the
functions-safety, slide stop and magazine
release-are mounted inside the trigger
guard, along with the trigger. The maga
zine catch also serves to unlock the barrel,
for easy takedown.

After examining number three of the
pre-production prototypes, Paul, Don
Stoops and I went out to the Sunnyvale
(California) Rod and Gun Club range to
test-fire the Sokolovsky .45, and compare it
with a Colt Gold Cup .45 we had taken
along for control purposes. Our test am
munition consisted of Remington and
S&W 185-grain factory target loads.

Don Stoops, an IHMSA (International
Handgun Metallic Silhouette Association)

champion, took Paul's new prototype
pistol and, from the Weaver position, shot
the black out of a couple of 25-yard
targets.

With the pistol warmed up, I fired it
from a sandbag, because I'm not about'to
compete with Don in the standing posi
tion. I fired a FI4-inch, 25-yard group. After
firing this excellent group with Paul's
pistol, I picked up the Colt Gold Cup and,
using the same loads, fired a two-inch
group on an adjoining target.

FLAWLESS FUNCTIONING
So much for accuracy. It appears that

Paul's pistol will compete with anything
sold across the counter. We then fired the
pistol rapid fire, slow fire and 100 rounds
from a two-hand combat position; for a
total of 200 rounds, to see if the pistol



Here is a field-stripped Soko/ovsky .45.
Compare with government model auto. De
sign features a&ser- of unsightly pins and
screw heads. Pistol is clean, smooth.
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IHMSA champion Don Stoops is shown shooting the Soko/ovsky .45 from the
Weaver stance. Bullet has just left the barrel. Note the low level of recoil.

17-4 ph stainless steel
Blowback, pneumatic
slide decelerator
.45ACP
6"
91;4"
Millett
Ramp
Six-shot
Empty/3.5 lbs.

Caliber:
Barrel:
Sight radius:
Rear sight:
Front sight:
Magazine:
Weight:

Material:
Action type:

SPECIFICATIONS FOR
SOKOLOVSKY .45:

would continue to function properly. It
did, flawlessly.

The pistol is made of 17-4 ph (the ph
stands for precipitation hardening stain
less steel). After we had fired several more
rounds, and were sure that the lubricant
had been spread thinly, I disassembled
Paul's pistol and examined it to see ifthere
was any sign of galling, a problem\vith
some stainless steel guns; there was not.

The machine work on these pistols is as
near flawless as anything I have ever seen.
They are extremely well made and tightly
fitted together. Number three showed no
indication of binding, or any other type

Continued on page 59
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Shooting from behind a barricade is important; it takes special skills.

JOBin.:
Portraito!
aWinner

By Michael Bane

Six years ago he was
plinking at tin cans;
in 1981 he earned

more than $30,000
as a pro shooter.
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I t's become almost a cliche on the IPSe wife and young daughter to support, he
circuit to refer to reigning national was in no position to throw himself full

cham pion John Shaw as, "that southern time into shooting. But Shaw reasoned that
boy who talks slow ..." ifhe wanted to win badly enough, and was

He might talk slow-although to those of willing to spend every spare minute prac
us from south of the Mason-Dixon Line he ticing (and reloading like crazy), he could
talks normal-but he shoots [ast, fast someday be the champ.
enough, in fact, to become U.S. IPSe Na- "At my first match, I went up to the line
tional Champion twice in a row (1980- and forgot to load the gun," he says
1981), Captain of the IPSC world cham- ruefully. "Then I shot at the wrong target:'
pion U.S. team (1981) and winner of the First he concentrated on PPC shooting,
"Steel Challenge" pistol tournament but found himself more and more inter
(1981). ested in the .45 automatic and IPSe. With

When he does talk, a lot of what he says his typical single-mindedness, Shaw prac
ought to raise a few hackles and hopes in ticed, observed, and asked questions, en
the com bat shooting fraternity, because tering every IPSC match he could afford.
John Shaw is one of the rarest of He finally built enough ofa local reputa
sportsmen-the self-taught expert who tion to get a coveted invitation to the
appeared apparently out of nowhere and Bianchi Cup Match. That was in 1979,
rose quickly, very quickly, to the top. when he placed in the top 20 shooters. (He

"I used tojust go half-way in things," placed sixth in 1980 and in 1981 again
says the 28-year-old Shaw in the comfort- placed in the top 20.)
a ble den of his Mem phis, Tennessee, "I shot for a month, 10,000 rounds, be-
home. "Half-way in football; half-way in cause I wanted it (the Bianchi Cup) so
baseball. I decided that shooting was the bad," he says. "Then I got the shakes. I was
thing I was going all the way on." ready to go home. It was the most misera-
. In only six years, Shaw went from plink- ble four days of my life."

i'ng at tin cans with a .22 automatic to the Last year, Shaw earned more than
national championship, leaving one $30,000 on the shooting "circuit," and is
flustered competitor to remark recently, well on his way to his goal of becoming the
"Three years ago I beat Shaw all over the first professional shooter in the sport.
place. Jeez! What happened to him?" His outlook on shooting-and the way

What happened was, plainly and simply, he wins matches-remains unchanged
his will to win. His trade was buying, then from his first days in the sport, and the se-
fixing up and renting houses, and with a cret is so simple h: can't believe it.
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SHAW'S SCHOOL OrrlBS
TWO SHOOTIII COUBSIS. .
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ing at moving targets, shooting at night,
point-shooting techniques; firing with
the weak hand, secrets of a smooth,
quick draw and learning-to run an as
sault course.

MISS training stresses mental condi
tioning, both for competition matches
and for actual combat confrontations.
The secret of winning-or surviving
lies in mental conditioning, and it may
be one of the most overlooked aspects
of practical shooting, according to
Shaw.

Under his watchful eyes, you'll also
learn such basic skills as how to clean
your weapon, how to zero-in for a cer
tain type of ammunition, physical con
ditioning for the shooter, and a good,
workable practice regimen to follow

Shaw cuts through misjnformation
and third-hand knowledge on modify
ing your handgun for combat or com
petition. He tells you what works-and
what doesn't-what is absolutely
necessary, and what is pure junk, with
no punches pulled.

The basic course is a five-day "Intro
duction to Pistolcraft." It is aiJTled at the
plinking-level shooter and teaches
safety, marksmanship and familiarity
with handgun operation generally.
Shaw then concentrates on marksman
ship improvement and speed, using all
the latest techniques from WSC com-

Continued on page 63

By Michael Bane

Simply owning a gun isn't enough. To
truly protect yourself and your

loved ones, or take advantage of the
tremendous recreational aspects of
shooting, you must know how to use
that gun-and use it well.

To that end, the Mid-South Institute
of Self-Defense Shooting (MISS) is
dedicated.

At MISS you'll have the rare oppor
tunity to learn gunhandling from one of
America's foremost experts, John
Shaw.

At MISS, Shaw will guide you from.
the beginning bases of good shooting
sight picture, trigger control, stance and
grip-to the super-sophisticated, super
effective techniques of modern practi
cal pistol shooting.

What sets MISS off from many other
shooting academies and schools are the
unique abilities of Shaw, both as a
shooter and a teacher. He is completely
self-taught from plinking at tin cans to
winning national championships-in
only six years.

Whether for protection, recreation or
hunting, the skills taught at MISS will
provide the basis for a lifetime of confi
dent shooting.

Beginning with the basics ofhand
gun marksmanship and gun safety,
training advances to shooting tight
groups, increasing speed of fire, engag
ing multiple targets, speed loading, fir-

"A match is 90 percent
mental conditioning,
10 percent shooting.
The average shooter

isn't good, because he
.can't handle the

pressure of
competition;'

what can be done. Don't be afraid to ask
questions. And don't be afraid to make
mistakes."

As to equipment, Shaw has continued
his winning ways with a Jim Clark (Rt. 2,
Box 22-A, Keithville, LA 71047) "BOWling
Pin" combat special, a long barrel Govern
ment Model .45 with a minim um of modi
fications, something he recommends
strongly. "Basically, you must have a gun
that's going to shoot groups under four
inches at 50 yards;' Shaw says, "There's no
sense spending $1,000 or more on stuff you
just don't need. A good Government
Model with Bomar-type sights is your
basic weapon."

His leather comes from G. William
Davis (P.O. Box 446, Arcadia, CA 91006), a
cross-draw rig he's used for two years.

Initially, his biggest investment was nei
ther guns nor leather. Instead, he sunk big
bucks into a Dillon progressive reloader, a
decision ·he's never had cause to regret.

Shaw also runs against prevailing winds
in his disdain of hardball ammo. "I use five
grains of231 with a 200-grain Henslex_ and
Gibbs bullet as a good light-to-medium
lo~d," he says. "When you get into a
match, or hunting or a combat situation,
you're not going to notice the powder
charge, and there's no sense in fighting re
coil when you don't have to."

Continued on page 62
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"Mental concentration and getting the
fundamentals down is all it takes;' Shaw
says. "The main thing I want in a match is
my confidence, and for my gun to work:'

Shaw says "a match is 90 percent mental
conditioning, 10 percent shooting. The
average shooter isn't good, because he
can't handle the pressure of competition."

The very first thing the combat shooter
must learn is basic shooting, according to
Shaw.

"You've got to learn how to shoot;' he
says. "Then you get faster. Do it all, strong
hand, weak hand. Get in good physical
shape first. You've got to have everything
100 percent right, from the start."

The second thing the novice s'hooter
should do, he says, is attend as many
matches as possible. "Don't just go to
watc~ yourself shoot. Watch the other
shooters, and see what they do, and what
can be done. That's important, knowing



Part II

BANDGUN ITO
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Editor's note: One oflhe moslJrequenlly
asked questions from readers-bolh
civilian and law enjorcemenl-is "Which
bullel / load caliber has the besl stopping
power?"

There are Iheories; studies have been
made, and we have Ihe so-called experl
opinions. Those that are credible have
some basi~~ either in fact or experimenta
lion. The question, howevel; is so impor
lanl Ihal we felt il imperative to publish
some solid thoughts on the subject.

Here, then, is PART TWO of our ex
clusive multi-parI discussion ofhandgun
slOpping power.

To those who may be unfamiliar wilh
the history of modern stopping power
Iheories, we include a thumbnail descrip
lion. Space restrictions make it impossi
ble 10 delailthe various methods of
IheOly developmenl or lolal resu/(s, bUI
references will be made 10 each in Ihis
special series.

(I) Thompson/ LeGarde Committee.

By Massad Ayoob

Back when I was a young puppy hand
gunner, no one doubted that bigger

and fatter bullets hit harder and knocked
bad guys down quicker.

The lore of the "Peacemaker" proved it,
the abundance of fresh-in-the-memory
combat anecdotes from two world wars
proved it, and if anyone had any doubts as
to why, they could just look at the basic sci
entific information that existed on the sub
ject: The Thompson-LaGarde studies of
1904, and the subsequent learned writings
of the late General Julian Hatcher.

But by the mid-1970s, it had become de
rigueur to assume that anyone who as
cribed to those "outdated" theories was
just a stubborn old fossil. The new tests
were being done with computers and slide
rules, in test mediums of ballistic gelatin,
duct sealants and modeling clay that sup
posedly duplicated the resistance of
human flesh to bullet impact, complete
with panels of Bakelite to simulate human
bone.

The new tests im plied that the .38 Spe
cial round nose and .45 ACP hardball were
about the same, and that the full-jacketed
9mm Para bellum cartridge was superior to
both. Autopsy surgeons and pathologists
were being asked to advise police on loads
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Report issued in 1904, aper much ex
perimenlation; it Slated thaI no pislOl
smaller Ihan .45 caliber should be con-

• sidered for military service.
(2) Hatcher's [ormula [or Relative

Slopping Power. First offered in 1927 by
General Julian Hatcher, asfollows:
RSP = E.A .y; where E = kinetic energy
allhe muzzle, A = cross sectional area of
bullet in square inches, and y = a shape
faclOr which favors blunt-nose bullets
and penalizes round-nose projectiles.

Halcher, in 1934, confessed that his
formula unduly favored the velocily
factor, since energy is a function of Ihe
square of velocity. His new formula
for relative stopping power was:
RSP= M. V.A.y, where M is the mass of
Ihe bulle!, V its velocilY, A is the cross
sectional area of the bullet, and y is the
shape factor.

(3) LEAA program. In 1973, Ihe u.s.
go vern mel1l, Ihrough various law en
forcemenl agencies, had Aberdeen Prov-

with good stopping power, and they were
increasingly recommending lightweight,
high-speed bullets of .38 caliber with
expanding-nose designs.

If you try to argue this, you are very
quickly pooh-poohed by the new breed of
experts. "We can prove, that you're wrong:'
they'll say. "We have the computer
printouts and the slide rule formulae to
demonstrate it for you, right here. The old
Hatcher and LaGarde theories have been
discredited:' .

It was a formidable argument. There
was only one thing wrong with it: It didn't
relate to what was actually happening in
the streets, and on the battlefields.

True, the "Hatcher formula" did not
take into account the modern expanding
handgun bullet technology that was begun
with James Harvey's experiments in the
1950s, came to fruition with Lee Jurras'
Super Vel in the mid-1960s, and which is
now considered state of the art by many of
us. But, in one sense, the street-proven suc
cess of these high-speed, hollow-points re
inforces what Hatcher taught.
.,. True, you can cut the weigh t of a .357
pill from 158 to 125 grains, shape it scien
tifically into a semi-jacketed hollow-point,
launch it from a revolver at 1,400 or 1,500
fps and have more reliable stopping power
than you'd get on the street with a
230-grain jacketed .45 hardball slug mov
ing out at 830 fps.

ing Ground conducl a study ofpolice
handgun ammunilion. A summary re
pOri of Ihe findings was published in
1975, and a revised report was issued in
1980. This mullifaceted study was done
10 delermine ricochel factors and, mOSI
imp0rlanlly, a Relative Incapacitation
Index (relalive SlOpping power). The
study used ordnance gelatin 10 determine
Ihe temporary wound covity of each
round, and a compUlerized model of the
human anatomy in three dimensions, de
signed to plot wound trajectories.

In this American Handgunner series,
we have enlisted Ihe talents of several
knowledgeable wrilers; they will explore
1101 only the three Iheories and studies
mentioned above, bUl will delve into the
praclical aspecls of handgun stopping
powel; based on aClUal experiences of
law enforcemenl agencies.

Your commenlS will be welcomed.

"Sure, that's true;' Col. Charles Askins
Jr., once told me. "But when you apply the
same principle to the .45, it comes out on
top again." Askins was a World War II
combat soldier in the ETO and a Border
Patrolman during the most violent period
in that agency's history. He killed a lot of
men with handguns in shootouts. And he's
the sort of guy who tests a new rifle car
tridge, not by running it through a compu
ter or firing it into Duxseal, but by going to
Africa with it and killing many head of
large game. The proof, Askins believes, is
in the ultimate use; and when Askins car
ries a gun for defense today, it's a .45 auto
loaded with 190-grain Super Vel JHP at
1,000 fps.

REAL BULLETS, REAL FLESH
That's because Askins doesn't look at

computer printouts for input on what
works when bullet meets flesh. Instead, he
goes on what works between real bullets
and real flesh. That approach to reality,
when you apply it to handgun stopping
power, again and again swings back in
favor of the larger bore pistols that
Hatcher and Thompson and LaGarde rec
ommended. Like Askins, they worked with
real flesh-living animals and human
cadavers-and with observations of actual
gunfights, as seen through the eyes of the
participan ts.
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U.S. Department of Justice studies of
1975 and 1976 used hundreds of thousands
of dollars of taxpayers' money to correlate
kinetic bullet energy lost in gelatin with the
"relative incapacitation index" (RlI) on
what it called its "computer man." Among
other things, it found that with standard
loads, the .38 Special (l58-grain RN L) had
an RII of 5.0; the 9mm hardball delivered
an RII of 13.8 (Remington 124-grain
FMC), and {he Remington .45 hardball
only 6.7 RII.

Yet, this information flew in the face of
the great body of knowledge that had been
accumulated among soldiers and police-

The "old way" still
computes; and General
Julian Hatchers theories
were "on the money:'

men who had actually been in thousands
of gunfights with those rounds. Accounts
of World War I trench warfare indicated
the 9mm ball load to be an indecisive man
stopper, at best, while the .45 hardball had
earned an awesome reputation for instant
one-shot stops. Street cops, likewise, found
that a hit with a .45 FMJ usually decked
the opponent; but round-nose .38 slugs
were, at best, only 50 percent effective.

The Justice Department studies also in
dicated that by simply going to a Keith
style semi-wadcutter bullet, the .38 esca
lated to an RII of 14.3, more than twice
that of the .45. A nice theory. But when I
talk to the cops who have to carry this .38
SWC load, as in ew York, I find that peo
ple they shoot in the torso are often run
ning around like rabbits.

I was once given carte blanche to go
through several years of NYPD shootout
reports, and found that in all but one case,
shootout participants hit solidly with .45
hardball dropped right out of the fight. In
that one case, an officer hit in the groin fell
immediately, but returned fire without hit
ting his attacker, who was slain by backup
officers. Even though he was still fighting,
he was not doing so effectively; had he
been alone, he might well have been killed
after the first .45 slug dumped him to the
floor.

To understand why the two schools of
thought differ, we must look at the phys

.Continued on page 52
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How about it GOBs, do I get some
ammo?
Dave Reynolds
Languid, Texas
Dear Dave:

Your study is interesting. Here's a box
and-a-half of Blazer ammo. Let's see what
you can do with it.
The GOBs
Lewiston, Idaho

When I arrived at the test site, I got out
of the car and opened another can of bev
erage, certain that a suitable target would
present itself in due time. Due time ar
rived,just as I finished the can. In my hand
I was holding a perfect target; why had I
not thought of it before? The Eastern
brand ammo was reputed to be less power
ful than CCI. The beverage can should
make a pelfeel target.

By this time, it was getting to be late af
ternoon, but since I am a man of action, I
decided to proceed at once. Consequently,
I marched 500 yards down the road, placed
the beverage can on top of a fence post,
and returned to my firing point. I loaded
one round of the Eastern brand of ammo
into my trusty revolver, aimed super-care
fully at the beverage can (since "darkness
was approaching)-and fired.

I hurried to the target to see the results.
Upon arrival, I immediately noticed that
the can was still sitting solidly atop the
post, right where I had placed it. Ob
viously, the bullet had not struck hard
enough to move the can from its perch. A
thorough examination revealed that there
wasn't even a dent in it. How about that!
At a distance of a mere 500 yards, this soft
aluminum can was not marked in any way
by the Eastern-manufactured product,
which fact may be verified by the accom
panying photo. By golly, those folks at CCI
sure know what thetre talking about.

PR~FERS EASTERNPREFERS CCl

Dear GOBs,
If generosity is a fault, you folks must be

faultless. I ran out of ammo the first day
and had to go to the store and get some
more. Good thing it's cheap. Anyhow,
here's my report.
Dave
Languid, Texas
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Down here in Languid, Texas, things
move kinda slow. We don't tear down
buildings; we just wait a while and they
fall down by themselves. Anyhow, there
are only three buildings here, and they're
all being used. The only thing to do was to
go to Dallas and look.

In a few days I found a perfect one, an
old hotel in downtown Dallas that was to
be demolished to make way for a new
parking lot. But this, too, presented prob
lems. There is an ordinance that prohibits
discharging firearms in the city. Being a
law abiding citizen, I·was stymied. I
co.uldn't break the law, even in the interest
of science.

Pondering the magnitude of this stum
bling block, I decided to refresh myself
with a six-pack of Mountain Dew, shortly
after which I had a brilliant inspiration. I
could simply go outside of the city limits to
shoot at the building. I hurriedly packed
the needed items: a box of CCI Mini
Mags, a box of Eastern-made ammo, my
trusty revolver, the rest of the six pack, and
headed for the city limits.

Dallas is a pretty fair sized country town
these days, so I had to drive 12 miles before
I saw a sign saying City Limits. To be cer
tain that I was within the law and without
the city, I went another mile and stopped.
Here, I prepared to conduct the experi
ment. I loaded one round of the CCI prod
uct into my trusty revolver, aimed directly
at the doomed hotel, and fired.

Anxious to see the results of my test, I
loaded everything back into the car' and
hurried downtown. The accompanying
photo tells the story. Looking at the mass
of metal and mortar, I determined that an
other target might be needed to test the
Eastern brand of ammo. As I drove back to
the original firing point, I decided that, in
fairness to both brands of ammo, another
target would be required.
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Dear GOBs:
I sure have. In fact, I did my own study

of CCI .22 ammo a few years back, after
seeing results of a test you reported in the
GOB Gazette. You'll remember the arti
cle; it was headed by the photos shown
with this story. Though I was sure your
peopie adhered to the highest scientific
principles in the study, the figures
presented just didn't tell the whole story.
Accordingly I did my own testing.

Since I'm a cautious person, I decided to
accept your premise that the Mini-Mag
has truly awesome power. To fully test that
power would require a target of great
mass, such as a large building. However,
since I'm a perso~ of frugal nature, I didn't
want to destroy a buil.ding of value. Ob
viously, I should find one that was going to
be torn down.

Dear Mr. Reynolds:
Thank you for your interest in our prod

ucts. Before we can consider allowing you
to do any testing for us, we'll have to know
something about your abilities. Have you
done any serious research?
The Good 01' Boys
Lewiston, Idaho

Result: free ammo...

(between
Dave Reynolds

and eel)

LETTERS
&.

ANSWERS

Dear Good 01' Boys:
I just noticed an ad in the A meriean

Handgunner about your new Blazer .38
Special ammo, about how good it is and
that it doesn't cost much. Since it's so
cheap, maybe you can send me some of it
to test and write an article about. I know
you are interested in scientific tests; I've
read about some of them in your paper, the
GOB Gazette, and I do good work.
Dave Reynolds
Languid, Texas



BALLISTIC DATA/.38 SPECIAL BLAZER
(Average Velocity vs. Standard Deviation)

Note: All above figures are fps.

mainly because of military interest in the
9mm cartridge.

Logically, the .357 will be the next offer
ing by CCI because cases can be made on
the same equipment used for the .38 Spe
cial. My guess is that the 9mm will follow,
then the .22LR, or perhaps the other way
around. It's possible that the higher pres
sures of the .357 and the 9mm may cause
some problems; but they'll be solved, in
my opinion. Best other candidate is the
.223. These are the calibers I bet represent
the best market potential.

The military possibilities of Blazer
ammo are interesting, too. The lighter
weight of the aluminum case will have
considerable logistic value. An empty
Blazer case weighs 22 grains, while its
brass counterpart tips the scales at 65
grains; Blazer saves 67 percent of case
weight. Assuming about equal percentage
in weight savings for 9mm and .223 cases,
G I Joe would be able to carry 25 percent
more 9mm ammo or 40 percent more .223
ammo for the same weight.

The test guns selected to assess Blazer's
performance included a IO-inch TIC
Contender, a Dan Wesson with several
barrel lengths, a five-inch S&W M27, a
four-inch S&W M64 and a two-inch Colt

Continued 011 page 64
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971-12
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1041-38
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1044-31
1042-11
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12S-grain JHP + P

Hard to reload...
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640-13
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.38 SPECIAL
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Berdan primers are

of non-standard size,
not offered for sale.

Concept reduces
ammo costs. Other

loads, calibers being
considered by CCI.

I48-grain HBWC
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792-3
789-7
795-7

678-4

730-5

702-11

956-6

670-11

804-8

IS8-grain RN

T/C-l0"

GUN

DWA-6"

DWA-3,i

Colt-2"

S&W M27-5"

DWA-2"

DWA-4"

S&W M64-4"

By Dave Reynolds

A few years ago, the folks at CCI began a
.t"\.. project to develop less expensive
ammo.

The result was Blazer, an aluminum
cased, Berdan-primed cartridge.

The first caliber off the production line
was the .38 Special, in three loadings: 148
grain target wadcutter, 158-grain round
nose lead, and 125-grain JHP + P.

How CCI got to this point, and where it
goes from here, is an interesting story.

Blazer is said to be non-reloadable. It
wasn't planned that way; it just happened.
The marriage of aluminum cases and Ber
dan primers is great for the honeymoon,
but no good for the long haul.

In the Berdan system, the anvil that the
priming compound is crushed against is a
part of the case, not built into the primer
as in the Boxer system. The soft aluminum
anvil in the Blazer case will sometimes be
deformed on first firing. When this hap
pens, the next time around will produce a
misfire.

It is possible to reload Blazer cases. CCI
technicians discovered the misfire problem
while shooting reloads. However, the diffi
culty of removing Berdan primers, plus the
potential for misfires, makes reloading
hardly worth the effort. The people at CCI,
after discovering the problem, decided to
make reloading Blazer more difficult. It
was at this point that the Berdan primers
were changed to a non-standard size. These
primers will not be offered for sale.

Berdan primers were part of the original
design concept, because they are less ex
pensive than Boxer primers. The Berdan
primer consists of only two parts, the cup
and the priming compound. The Boxer
primer also requires an anvil (an extra
part) and an extra assembly operation. In
Berdan primers, the anvil is an integral
part of the case, a section of the primer
pocket itself.

The three original Blazer loadings offer
enough variety to satisfy the needs of most
.38 Special shooters. The first additions to
the CCI line will be two cartridges in the
same caliber, a 1~8-grain JHP + P and a
150-grain FMC + P. The latter load is de
signed primarily for the European market.
The same load, in a conventional brass
case, is now being sold to the French Na
tional Police.

Blazer ammo appears to be an instant
success. Orders are running far ahead of
production, so it may be a while before it is
readily available everywhere.

Meanwhile, CCI is busy working on
other calibers, from the .22LR to the .257
Magnum. ."

I doubt if you'll see Blazer ammo in AI,
044, or 045 calibers, because nearly all the
big bore shooters are reloaders-if they do
much shooting. There have never been as
many Al and 044 shooters as there have
been those who fire .38s and .357s. The 045
auto is beginning to lose its popularity,
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1966: "Who wants an underpowered single-shot?"
1982: 'the most versatile handgun in existence, strong,

accurate, moderately priced:'

Obviously many of uS thought that way,
as sales were mediocre at first, barely
enough to keep the new company going.

Little did we realize that Warren Center
and his little one-shooter were writing a
new chapter in the history of sporting
handguns.

Without a doubt, the T /C is the most
versatile handgun in existence today. It's
extremely strong, exceptionally accurate,
highly versatile (through its system of in
terchangeable and inexpensive barrels in
various calibers) moderately priced, easily
scoped and backed by a lifetime warranty.

This little gun, through its performance
in the field and on the competitive range,
has done much to change the thinking of
the public as to what constitutes a sporting
handgun.

Gradually, the Contender became ac
c~pted; more through word of mouth and
field performance than through advertis
ing, in my opinion. I bought my first one
about 1969 and immediately became
hooked because it simply out-performed
every other handgun available at the time
for my type of shooting, which was gener
ally recreational and hunting.

By J.D. Jones

N ot many men have the opportunity to
create a dream and watch it come

true.
Warren Center, designer of the

Thompson/Center Contender (and other
T /C guns) is one of those fortunate
individuals who made it happen.

He designed, built and refined the ex
perimental Contender pistols until they
were ready for production. Then he found
a way to manufacture and distribute them
by joining forces with K.W. Thompson
(now deceased). Thompson/Center Arms
became a reality; but in the mid-late 1960s,
who on earth wanted a single-shot pistol!

I remember Bob Gustafsen in 1966 or
1967 in Chicago at the NSGA Show telling
me about this new single-shot Contender
chambered'for the .22 LR and .38 Special.
The price was about $125 then, and I re
member wondering who the devil is going
to spend that much for an underpowered
single-shot, when you could get a S&W
.357 for a Colt Python for about the same
money.
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Many calibers were added--'-and
dropped when they didn't sell well. Many
of these have become valuable collectors'
items. An organization of T/C collectors
was formed for the purpose of swapping
information-and collectibles and appears
to be doing a good job. (Contender Collec
tors Association, c/o Dr. Leonard
Gammel, 205 Carrie Road, Lawton, OK
73501.)

Currently, T /C chambers 25 different
calibers, from .22 through .45 and makes
barrels in lO-inch and 14-inch lengths.

Now, I'd like to clear up some miscon
ceptions about Contenders:

Frames: Any T/C barrel will fit any T/C
frame. Guns with serial numbers under
20,000 (or thereabouts) may need some
modification of the trigger group to accept
new barrels with a step in the underlug.
Original T /C barrels had flat-bottomed
lugs.

There is no difference between a stan
dard lO-inch T/C frame and a Super 14
inch frame.

All frames numbered under 195,000 are
essentially the same, with only minor man
ufacturing changes that do not affect bar-
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rei interchangeability.
NEW, TWO-PIECE BOLT

Guns made after number 195,000 incor
porate a new, easy-release opening device
(and trigger mechanism), which feature
new, tight, lock-up bolts and springs. Some
minor dimensional changes in the frame
occurred at this point, but they do not af
fect barrel interchangeability. All TIC
barrels fit all TIC frames.

Bolts: Over the years, the design of the
bolt-the "tongue" that protrudes from the
barrel'lug to lock the barrel-has been
changed. The current bolt is of a two-piece
design. All one-piece bolts, in my opinion,
should be replaced with the new, two=piece
bolt. Result: a much tighter lock-up and
increased accuracy. A replacement bolt
and bolt spring is available from the fac
tory at a nominal cost.

You can check your bolt to see if it is
one- or two-piece by trying to spread it
apart at the notch with your thumbs. If it
"splits;' it's a two-piece. If not, it should be
replaced. Changing the bolt is easily done
by anyone with the correct punch and
hammer-or Allen wrench, in the case of
really old barrels.

Much has been written on filing or ston
ing bolts to make the gun open easier and
make the bolt "fit" better. Filing or stoning
bolts is, in my opinion, an absolutely stu
pid and dangerous practice. If you change
the angle of the bolt locking surface, go
through the hardened portion of the bolt,
or file or stone too far, you create a condi
tion which can cause the gun to unlock and
open on firing, with the possibility of eject
ing the case with deadly force.

If you have a bolt that's been worked
over you had better not shoot it; 'replace it
immediately with a TIC two-piece bolt. A
TIC should lock up tight. To break a hard
opening TIC, simply pull on the opening
lever with the middle finger; then bump
that finger with the heel of the other hand.
The gun will pop open.

Triggers: It's not uncommon, par
ticularly in silhouette matches, to see un
safe triggers in a TIC (and any other gun).
Unsafe triggers usually are the result of too
much polishing of the engaging surfaces,
or shortening the trigger return spring. If
the trigger mechanism fails to retain en
gagement when the barrel is firmly dosed,
the trigger mechanism is out of adjust
ment, has been excessively worked over, or
is defective. Whatever, it's unsafe and
should be changed.

The standard TIC trigger will usually
adjust to well under 2112 pounds without
doing any stoning. If you have any doubts
about your trigger or bolt, you should im
mediately return the gun to the factory (at
tention: Ken French) for an inspection or
repair-whichever is necessary. .,

Rear Sight: Some time ago, TIC
changed the design of the rear sight on
both lO-inch and 14-inch barrels to a new
design and notch width. The new notch
width does not work well on lO-inch bar
rels not equipped with the new, narrower
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SSKs "Arrestor" muzzle brake is ex
tremely effective and does much to
help correct muzzle flip, lateral torque.

front sight. On older barrels, replacing the
rear sight makes sense if you file either the
front sight blade or rear notch to match the
other sight. The new sight replaces the
original14-inch "side-saddle" sight and
matches the front sight perfectly. The new
sight is a considerable improvement over
the older ones, which had a habit of
"jumping" adjustment.

Here is SSKs "SOB" bcse, which uses six screws and three or four rings. Rig re
mains in' position on any TIC pistol, irregardless of severity of recoil.

The new trigger group mechanism (right) is different from old, in many ways. They
are not interchangeable. New provides easy opening of tight barrels.
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New Calibers: The 7mm TCU
(Thompson/Center Ugaldie) is a .223 case
opened to 7mm. It's been around for about
a year in factory TIC barrels and has
dominated the production single-shot sil
houette match category.

The single-shot guns-basically the
TICs-were separated from competition
from revolvers which simply we"ren't com
petitive with them. They still shoot to
gether in the offband position, but that's
probably going to go by the wayside one of
these days.

New for this year is the 6.5mm TCU: the
.223 necked up to 6.5mm in both IO-inch
and 14-inch barrels and a 14-inch .22 LR
and IO-inch .22 Magnum bull barrel.

WILDCATS THAT MAKE SENSE
The 6.5mm and the 7mm TCU are wild

cats that make sense. Simply run the case
into the full-length sizing die, which ex
pands the neck to the appropriate diame
ter, and load it. No shortening or reaming
is necessary. It's a handload-only proposi
tion, but certainly no harder to load than a
standard .223.

I've been shooting a 6.5mm TCU
IO-inch for about a year and it's a fine
accurate, flat-shooting cartridge. The suc
cesses and failures of these two cartridges
on the silhouette ranges depends mainly
on the ram targets. If they go over easy, the
6.5mm or the 7mm TC U will shoot 40s for
ever. On ranges where ram targets are
bent, wobbly, or set to maximum allowable
hardness, both cartridges will lose some
rams. So do .44 magnums, but not as
many.

In the hunting field, I'm not too enthuas
tic about anything under .30 caliber for
anything larger than varmints. Most of
these bullets are designed for rifles, and
give little or no expansion at handgun ve
locities. There are exceptions, but to cata
log all would require considerable testing.

The very popular magnum pistol
cartridges-.22 LR, .222, .223, .30-30, .30
Herrett, .357 Herrett and .35 Remington
continue to be available, along with many
others, including shot barrels.

Accurizing: Vern Juenke (Accuracy
Den, 25 Bitterbrush Road, Reno, N V
89523) has a relatively simple, unique and
inexpensive accuracy job worked up for
the Contender that will do wonders for any
old, worn-out gun. He also has developed
a few target cartridges, such as the .270 VJ
and offers custom barrels and dies.

Juenke is the only TIC accurizer that I
personally recommend. He knows what
he's doing, and does it right.

Rechambering: Rechambering the .30
Herrett to cartridges that give more power
and eliminate case forming and case life
problems makes -sense. Some barrels
those in .22 CF, .30, .35, .41 and .44-can
successfully be recham bered for worth
while 'gains in velocity andlor energy,
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while still retaining or improving the basic
accuracy of the gun.

The .30 Herrett or .30-30 conversion to
.30-30 Ackley, .30-40 Krag or a couple of
other similar cartridges can be iecham
bered to provide good accuracy.

Anyone willing to change a TIC over to
.308, .358 or .350 Remington Magnum is
simply unknowledgeable, or irresponsi
ble-or both.

SSK Industries has developed and
tested a line of cartridges for the TIC and
recommends the .30 Herrett or .30-30 be
rechambered to .30-40 Krag, in most in
stances. The .357 Herrett or .35 Remington
can be rechambered to the .358 JDJ: a.444
Marlin necked to .35 caliber. It's great with
250-grain bullets, and just about doubles
the power, without excessive pressures or
stress.

The .41 and .44 Magnums can be re
chambered to the .411, .430 or .444 for very
useful increases in power, particularly with
heavy cast bullets.

Rechambering is worthwhile to increase
power, gain accuracy and eliminate case
problems, such as those found with the .30
and .357 Herrett cartridges. Recrowning
with a benchrest type crown also does
much toward increasing the accuracy of
some barrels.

One company, 3K Industries (POB
2020, Boise, ID 83701), rechambers .44
Magnum TICs to the .444 Schaffer
Magnum. This chamber uses brass avail
able only from 3K, but has the advantage
of accepting .44 Russian, .44 Special, .44
Magn um and the .444 S. M. round. Its
power is the same as the .430 JDJ and .444
Marlin. ,

Custom Barreis: Good, bad and indif
ferent ones abound. Check the attachment
of the underlug to the barrel. The TIC is
electron beam-welded and the lug is then,
induction-hardened.

CHECK FOR DEFECTIVE BARRELS
There have been a lot of unsafe custom

barrels for the TIC floating around. I've
seen many barrels with what appeared to
be a couple of sloppy arc weld spots on
each side of the lug that were applied to
help hold it in place, including several that
were cracked before firing. If it looks like a
TIC weld it's fine; if not, I would be very
leery about it.

SSK Industries (Rt. 1, Della Drive,
Bloomingdale, OH 43910) has a line of
custom barrels with about 50 calibers
available, from a .14 through a black
powder .58. All are hard chrome-finished;
nu,merous other accessories, such as scope
mounts and sling studs, are available from
SSK. The JDJ wildcat SSK barrels offer
match-grade accuracy and impressive
power increases ov,er standard TIC
barrels. The .226, 6mm, 6.5mm and 7mm
are based on the strong .225 Winchester
case. The .338 is based on the .303 British

case. The .358, .375, .411 and .430 all utilize
the .444 Marlin case and are very powerful
cartridges. The old .45-70 is the most pop
ular custom barrel. It's capable of 1Y2 inch
groups at 100 yards and is quite powerful
with handloads. Velocities of 1500-1600 fps
with 400-grain bullets are easily handled
by both the gun and shooter. I dropped a
running caribou with one at about 150
yards and recovered two 400-grain Speer
bullets expanded to .88 and .93 caliber.

The .375 JDJ is second most popular.
Simply run a .444 case into the .375 JDJ
full length sizing die to neck it to accept a
.375 bullet and load it.

It pushes the 270-grain Homady at 1950
fps and has successfully taken almost all
big game animals. That includes six ele
phants I'm aware of, and the 300-grain
Homady solid completely penetrated the
heads of all three. This caliber is very
rapidly becoming the choice of discrimi
nating big game hunters worldwide. It has
seen extensive use in the U.S. and Africa
and offers the best combination offeatures
for hunting now available: Adequate cali
ber, heavy-weight bullets, solids for dan
gerous game, accuracy on the order of one
inch groups at 100 yards with hunting
loads, soft bullets such as the 220-grain
Hornady, excellent penetration, reason
ably flat trajectory and moderate recoil
(particularly when equipped with Mag-

a-Port or the highly effective SSK "Ar
restor" brake).

Larry Kelly, owner of Mag-Na-Port
Arms (30016 South River Rd., Mt. Clem
ens, MI 48045) is one of the leading hand
gun hunters in the world today, and for the
last four years has used the .375 JDJ al
most exclusively. He considers it simply
the best hunting handgun in the world.

In many respects, the TIC is rough to
keep a scope on. SSK also has scope bases
that will stay on most any caliber gun. One,
for moderate recoil, uses the existing four
TIC sight base sqews. Another, the tough
SOB base, is designed fOT any cartridge
and uses six screws and three or four rings.

W.H. Siebert (22720 S.E. 56 St., Issa
quah, WA 98027) is the scope sight magi
cian. A high percentage of bench shooters
use this modified scope. He does a fantas
tic job ofchanging the Leupold 12 and 24X
scopes to long eye relief for pistol use. It
cuts the power almost 50 percent; but for
serious testing or varminting, I wouldn't
use anything but one of his rigs. Groups of
less than Y2 inch at 100 yards are quite com
mon, and a 300-yard effective range on
prairie dogs with some of the more accur
ate TICs (assuming good hunting
conditions) is not out of line.

Such are the basic options available for
the most useful handgun in existence to
day. Many not mentioned are out there;
some are worthwhile, some are not. The
firms I've mentioned specialize IIIiM
in TIC work. ~



ters
By Frank Kerr

Do double duty for police; save money

Shown here is a variety of belt slide holsters available on the market.
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Most law enforcement officers carry a
large-caliber duty weapon in an

area where it is easily accessible, usually in
plain sight.

The backup weapons, tucked away be
hind a zipper or strapped to an ankle, are
there for a specific mission, and not,usually
carried that way for everyday wear.

A handgun of adequate caliber usually
is carried in some type of belt or shoulder
holster. For those who carry asix-inch re
volver as a concealed weapon, a shoulder
holster is almost mandatory. Typical police
guns tend to be two- or four-inch revolvers
or automatics ofsimilar overall length, and
are normally carried in strong~side belt
holsters.

While there are a myriad of belt holsters
available for concealed carry, I think less is
definitely better. I believe strongly in the
KISS principle (Keep It Simple, Stupid).

That is why I have been carrying my con
cealed weapons in belt slide holsters for
some time. Several companies make belt
slides, among them Bianchi, Safariland,
Don Hume and Jackass. At first glance, the
belt slide resembles nothing more than two
flaps ofleather haphazardly sewn together.
Actually, many hours of research and de
velopment have been lavished on the
design, and all are so'mewhat differently
constructed.

I am fl}ost familiar with Gordon Davis'
belt slide. Gordon is justly famous for his
superb and innovative IPSC. competition
rig. It is a quality piece, sturdy, well

\ crafted, slim and professionally finished. I
first purchased it for IPSC competition,
but soon found that it concealed very well,
and did an excellent job of retaining my
weapon, despite any bodily gyrations I was
likely to engage in.

The holster has no safety strap, but due
to excellent design, it needs none. I have
assumed some undignified positions
during pistol matches, and my pistol has
never come adrift. It is very fast and suita
ble for most barrel lengths, including the
six-inch long slide Colt autos, commonly
seen at IPSC matches.

Continued on page 6iJ
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Collected by Jon Winokur

Basic Barricade. . . .

Technique

I ~

Basic barricade position is steady and comfortable.
Body weight is forward and feet are square with
shoulders for maximum balance. Heel of opposite
foot is slightly raised. Hand and gun position will
change depending on type of event and angle
to target.
46

From the left side: trigger guard and
l~nucl~lesof weal~ hand <;:Ire pressed
into barricade. Gun is canted to
allow free operation of slide.

MIKE FICHMAN, Combat Moster,
1979 Southwest Pistol League Closs
Champion, Team Captain and Bronze
Medalist-1981lPSCWorld
Cha mpionship.

From the right side: thumb qnd
l~nucl~lesof weal~ hand are pressed
into barricade, creating a steady,'
"tripod" effeet.©JonWinokur 1982
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Mickey fowler, right, receives the coveted Bianchi Cup from John Bianchi, president of the firm that sponsors annual event.

For Three Straight Years ...

MICKEY FOWLER WINS
1982 BIANCHI CUP

By Jim Woods time, not only by stiff competition from
other super-shooters, but by some shoot-

The fourth annual Bianchi Invitational ing equipment new to the Bianchi Cup
Pistol Tournament, held in May at Ray scene this year.

Chapman's Shooting Academy in Colum- Shooting matches, especially one so rich
bia, Missouri, gave 189 shooters and sev- and prestigious as the Bianchi Cup has
eral hundred spectators several new things come to be, are expected to spawn spe
to talk about. .<: cialized equipment to provide the com-

California's Mickey Fowler won it petitors with subtle, but significant, advan
again; and one is tempted to say he won it tages.
again "as usual;' since he has taken top The most visible new equipment at the
honors for the last three consecutive years. Bianchi Cup this year was the Aimpoint

Fowler's win, however, was not really so projected-light-dot sight. About a dozen
routine as to be business-as-usual. His cool shooters used them, and generally they ac
expertise was pressed to new limits this quitted themselves well.
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Overall second-place finisher, Brian
Enos of Phoenix, Arizona, provided a
good deal of suspense to the final outcome
with his Aimpoint-equipped revolver.
Enos placed second by just one point be
hind Fowler, and completed all his four
events with a tournament record score-at
the time-of 1902 out of a possible 1920.

Fowler did come on to win, however,
with a score of 1903. He used some spe
cialized equipment of his own. Fowler's
winning gun was a Don Nygord-built Colt
.45 auto that outwardly looked to be an
other long-slide model. The slide was, in
fact, shortened from the normal by :Vs of an
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An unidentified shooter at the Bianchi match is shown firing on the falling plate
targets, all 48 of which were shot down by Mickey fowler and Brian Enos.

inch. A recoil-reducing, ported chamber
muzzle weight-machined.to match the
lines of the conventional muzzle end of a
Colt auto-added the additional length to
the gun. Fowler's winning gun has a Bo
Clerke barrel, Wichita rear sight, and
Swensen safety. Trigger work was done by

Jack Breskovich of Advantage Competi
tion Shooting Accessories of Whittier, Cal
ifornia. (Weight: under three pounds.)
Breskovich added a special grip system to
Fowler's reworked .45, which increased its
weight and helped reduce recoil.

Colt .45 pistols, in a wide variety ofcom-

petition modifications, were the most used
guns in the latest Bianchi Tournament (as
they were in all three previous events). Ap
proximately two-thirds of the 189 shooters
in Bianchi Cup IV used the Colt auto sys
tem. The Colt autos outnumbered the sec
ond most used system, Smith & Wesson
revolvers, by a margin of about two-to
one.

One of the basic timbers in the tourna
ment's original construction was to avoid
any advantage of one shooting discipline
over another. There were no speed-loading
requirements that would give advantage to
the magazine-fed autos, and each stage of
each event is completed with six rounds
fired, in deference to revolvers. In spite of
these provisions, a revolver has placed no
better than second, as one did last year and
this year, too. Some individual matches



have been won by a revolver, and there's
no real reason why a revolver shouldn't
take the whole shooting match-some day.

Brian Enos has come the closest so far.
With his Frank Glenn customized S&W
MIO .38 Special revolver equipped with a
heavy, six-inch Douglas 1l/l6-inch
diameter barrel and Aimpoint sight, Enos
took second in the Barricade Event, which
Fowler won; he beat Fowler in the Falling
Plate event, and placed second in the Prac:
tical Event.

NO PRONE POSITION
For the three previous years of the

Bianchi Tournament, the course of fire has
remained the same. Match No.1 is the
Practical Event, this year sponsored by the
American Handgunner. Shooters fired at
ranges from 10 to 50 yards. The 50-yard

Winner of the Practica' Event was
Officer Fred Romero of the LAPD.

stage has been shot prone by most shoot
ers, particularly those shooters with IPSC
(International Practical Shooting Con
federation) backgrounds. Bianchi Cup IV

TOP 20
Shooter Total score Xs

1. Mickey Fowler 1903 145
2. Brian Enos 1902 168
3. Mark Duncan 1879 128
4. Mitchell McNeese 1866 1!9
5. Bill Wilson 1866 117
6. Roger Burgess 1859 123
7. Royce Weddle 1856 114
8. Craig Gifford 1852 133
9. Tom Campbell 1850 115

10. Nick Stamatiadis 1844 89
11. John Shaw 1843 126
12. Ken Dunlap 1843 114
13. Jerry Eason 1839 116
14. William Rogers 1839 109
15. Robert Leatham 1837 124
16. Chip McCormick 1834 118
17. Ross Seyfried 1828 114
18. Gavin Carson 1825 123
19. Mike Dalton 1822 113
20. J. P. Nelson 1822 109



GUNS

plates in any of the three previous tourna
ments. Now, in the fourth and final event
that would determine his aggregate score
for Bianchi Cup IV, he faced some real
pressures.

Before either of them shot the plates,
Fowler was one lone point in front of Enos,
and Enos had cleaned the plates. If Fowler
were to leave just one plate standing, he
would drop the match, the 1900 club, and
the championship.

This Spilborghs 6
inch ribbed long
slide .45 auto was
built for the J982
Bianchi Cup match.
It features a pat
ented barrel exten-
sion and bushing.

Los Angeles Police Dept. Officer
Fred Romero won Practical Event
wiff1 tf1is S&.W MJ5. Trigger stop
is a glued-on pencil eraser.

on shooting the string until he misses. The
shooter's aggregate score, however, bene
fits from only the 480 points.

The falling plates of Bianchi Cup IV
provided the biggest drama of the tourna
ment. Brian Enos, shooting his Aimpoint
equipped revolver, and Mickey Fowler
shooting his special .45 auto, had been
dogging each other at nearly every event.
Enos finished the plates with a perfect 480,
for an aggregate score of 1902 out of a pos
Soible InO-the first shooter ever in Bianchi
Cup history to break into the 1900 club. He FOWLER WINS
continued to drop plates until he missed He cooly shot down the plates, all 48 of
the 67th one. them, to take the lead in the 1900 club at

A bit later the same day, along came 1903, one point more than Enos and more
Fowler to shoot the plates. He has totally importantly towin his third consecutive
conquered the Bianchi Cup in past years, Bianchi Cup title. Fowler continued to
except that he has never cleaned all 48 shoot the plates, but lost ~umber 54. Brian
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Aimpoint shooters, left to right: David
Bradshaw, Brian Enos, John Shaw and Joe
Pascarella. Enos took second-place in
match with a blazing J902 out of J920.

disallowed the prone position in any event.
There were considerable complaints by
shooters about this revision of the rules,
yet scores for the event and the entire
match were the highest ever.

Match No.2 is the Barricade Event, shot
from four ranges out to 35 yards. There
were no changes this year, except that it
was cleaned-a 480 score-by Mickey
Fot'r/er. Five others finished just two points
down, and another five were four points
down. The Barricade Event has been
pretty well solved by Bianchi Cup
shooters.

Match No.3 is the Moving Target Event,
shot at 10, 15,20 and 25 yards. No shooter
has scored a perfect 480 score.

Match No.4 is the Falling Plate Event.
It's the most popular with spectators, since
the plates clang and tip over-at least they
do a good part of the time. It's the toughest
on the shooters. The plates have no 8-ring
or 5-area as do the cardboard targets on all
other events. Plates are either hits-IO
points-or misses.

Bianchi Cup II sawall plates fall for
PPC (Practical Pistol Course) shooter
Mike Murray. Cup III had three perfect
shooters in a shoot-off, two IPSC .45 autos
against one PPC revolver. This year, a rules
change was instituted, to eliminate the tie
breaking shoot-off.

The new tie-breaker for the event calls
for a shooter who cleans the plaies-':"'-48
plates shot down for a 480 score-to keep
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Enos thus salvaged the match win, but
Mickey Fowler-once again-beat back all
challengers for the big prize: high tourna
ment score.

There was a fifth event, ofsorts, after the
tournament hact already been decided by
the four events that has comprised the
tournament since it started. The Speed
Event was a combination exhibition and
bonus match for the top 20 finishers in the
Bianchi Cup: Shooters shot against the
clock at five steel targets, the last of which
was a stop plate. The top six shoo~rs,

those recording the lowest times, then went

with a revolver shot by LAPD officer Fred
Romero. He has been with the LAPD for
more than 16 years and has served as fire
arms instructor at the LAPD Academy.
Romero is now Senior Patrol Training Of
ficer. He has fired with the LAPD pistol
team for 10 years, and five times has made
the Governor's 20 list. His gun, which he
has used in his 10 years of PPC competi
tion, is affectionally referred to by its
owner and his LAPD team members as a
"pterodactyl" (an ancient flying reptile). It
is a S&W MIS with a six-inch Apex barrel
and Bo-Mar rib/sight. Stocks are by John

Bianchi Cup I had a cartridge power
standard, equivalent to factory-loaded
158-grain .38 Specials, but it was a paper
rule only. Officials never checked to see if
the shooter's handloads were on tHe light
side, arid therefore more controllable than
the minimum power standard required.
The uninforced rule remained on the
books through Cup II and Cup Ill, and
was still a part of the rules of Cup IV. The
difference with Cup IV, however, was that
the rule was enforced. At each event, shoo
ters were required to provide officials with
six rounds for power checks.

AT THE BIANCHI SHoot

Brian Enos of Phoenix, Arizona
fired fbis· Airripoint-equipped
Glenn Custom S&W MIO to tOke
a close second place in this
year's SiaiJchi Cup tournament.

On display at the Bianchi Cup match
was this H&K Model P7-A13 9mm
auto with its 13-round magazine. It
was not fired in this year's match.

Mickey Fowler used fbis Don Nygord
built .45 auto to win 1982 Bianchi
Cup match. Note recoil-reducing,
ported chamber muzzle weight.
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into a round-robin elimination. After
everyone had shot against everyone else,
Mickey Fowler was the winner of more
honors and, of course, more money.

(Fowler won about $36,000 in merchan
dise and prize money, including $22,500 in
cash. Enos won $9,400 in c.ash, plus
merchandise.)

The top woman shooter was Edith Al
meida ofJohannesburg, South Africa, who
placed 64th w~th a score of 1725.

She fired an HKP-9 AS auto.
It was her third consecutive win as "top

woman shooter" in the Bianchi Cup tour
nament.

Mickey Fowler described her as "the
best female combat shooter in the world."

The American Handgunnercsponsored
Match No.1 (the Practical Event) was won

Hurst. An interesting addition is the trig
ger stop-a pencil eraser, su per-glued to
the inside rear of the trigger guard.

This, the Bianchi tournament IV, was
Romero's first. He said he found the A mer
ican Handgunner event "comfortable,"
which was somewhat obvious by his
475/24X out of a possible 480 score.
Romero said he felt that "there are no
events in the Bianchi tournament that a
good shooter shouldn't be able to compete
well in." The difference in the Bianchi Cup
and other shooting matches in which he
has participated is the "pressure," greatly
enhanced in the Bianchi.

Romero finished in 26th place overall
with 1816, a score good enough to win the
whole affair four years ago when the first
Bianchi Cup Tournament was held.

In previous years, shooters could show
up for the match with the bare minimum
of ammo-l92 rounds-if they so chose.
Now, they must not only have 192 car
tridges with which to shoot the match, but
24 additional rounds for power checks. at
all events, plus another 192 rounds in re
serve in case one or more events must be
re-shot. So, the new minimum at the
Bianchi Cup is 408 rounds. Naturally,
more are required if any practice rounds
are fired.

PRIZE MONEY CLIMBS
The Bianchi Cup is too crowded with

shooters.to allow practice rounds. Buck
Toddy, however, set up a practice range on
a nearby farm used by several competitors
for a last-minute tune-up.

Continued on page 55
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TED BLOCKER'S HOLSTERS ARE THE CHOICE OF CHAMPIONS
Mickey Fowler wins 3rd straight Bianchi Cup and the man v Is man speed
event using Ted Blocker's 1.5.1. competition rig.

STOPPING POWER
Continued from page 37

For More
Information

Contact:

iological mechanisms of rendering an 0p.
ponent immobile with a gunshot wound.
Obviously, a wound that instantly causes
total cessation of body functions will be far
more effective than one which strikes an
area of only peripheral importance to
body functions. A .22 slug through the ce
rebral cortex, or through the cervical spi
nal cord, drops a man like shutting off a
light switch.

But I know of cases where men were
shot with .44 Magnum bullets in the torso
and kept fighting; and one man crawled
down a flight of stairs and out to his car
after being shot in the head with a .44
Magnum 240-grain SWC that didn't touch
the vital sectors of his brain.

Placement is the first imperative. But
what about destruction inside the body?
Physicians are mixed in their opinions.
Some will say, "Only the location of the
wound track and the extent of damage
done is meaningful." Others, like Dr. Di
Maio of the Southwest Institute of Foren
sic Sciences, believe that "kinetic energy
dump" of high-velocity bullets is critical to
wound effect.

There are certain parts of the body
where a hit with a high-velocity bullet of
almost any shape or weight has a more de
structive effect than a fat, slow-moving .45
slug. Bones shatter more from high-ve
locity, while they just more or less break
into compound or comminuted fractures
when you hit them with 230-grain ball.
Even a crushing, comminuted fracture is
not always difficult to recover from. But
high-velocity bullets pulverize bone for a
great distance, and also send splintered
bone shards flying through the adjacent
soft tissues-the well-documented
"secondary missile effect." A .357 slug that
strikes a bone in your arm or leg is likely to
cost you four to six inches of that bone, if
you don't lose the whole limb. A .45 slug is
more likely to just "break your leg real
bad."

Similarly, higher velocity projectiles are
more destructive in a liquid medium.
That's why you can shoot ajug of water
with a .45 hardball, and the jug falls over
and water flows out. But if you shoot it
with a .38 Super Vel load, that sucker ex
plodes. The faster a liquid is flung outward
from the wound track, the more adjacent
damage it can cause.

This can mean bruised and "stunned"
surrounding organs-the "temporary
wound channel effect" the new breed of
combat ballisticians refer to-and it can
also mean hyper-extravasation; that is, a
stretching, or breaking, of capillaries and
other small blood vessels around the bullet
track that causes more bleeding.

Big, slow-moving bullets give you some
other advantages, however, when you hit
other parts of the body. There is a larger
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Safety Direct, Inc.
23 Snider Way

Sparks. NV 89..31

PATENTED

I.S.1 CANNON SAFE TEAM Mickey
Fowler, Mike Dalton, Craig Gifford
and Mike Fichman remain unde
feated in the Bianchi Cup Team
Match using Blocker's I.S.1. Com
petition Rig. These winning team
members know and demand the
very best leather equipment avail
able. Write for free brochure or see
advertisement elsewhere in this
issue.

A Superior Design that offers MORE.

Quality. Comfort & Custom Fit

lilenaia

LEAD BUILD-UP

GUN CLEANING CLOTH KIT

JUST WIPE AWAY LEAD, BURN RINGS, & CARBON BUILD-UP
ON HANDGUNS. RiflES & SHOTGUNS

*WIPE AWAyTM

THIS AMAZING CLOTH KIT CLEANS, LEAVES A SPARKLING FINISH.
IS INEXPENSIVE & LONG-LASTING

Look for it at your Local Dealer, or send $4.95 & 1.00 P & H to:

Belltown. Ltd.-33 Belltown Road, Stamford, CT. 06905 (203)348-0911

-BObZwirz
Eastern Editorial Director
Gun World And Annuals

PERFECTION IS OUR STANDARD

Send SI.OO for new Brochure
refundable Dn first purchase.

WESTERN GUNSTOCK MFG. CO.
550 Valencia School Road.

Dept. AH, Aplos, Calilornia 95003
Phone: 408-688-5884

•.... I can vouch for it really working. Just one or
two swipes of the cloth and leading around barrel
disappears .... ~

-Jerome Rakusan (Editor)
American Handgunner

Magazine
•.... For removing leading & carbon build-up
WIPE AWAY is Ihe besllhat I have worked
with 10 date."

TOM'S GUN BLUING SHOP
1818 Crestview Drive, Carroll, Iowa 51401
(712) 792-4238

Specializing in Douglas barrel target conversions on
Rugers and High Standard 22's. PPC, Hunting and
Silhouette Conversions on Smith, Colt and Ruger.
In-Shop bluing, satin nickel and gold plating.
Write or call after 4:30 p.m. Central Standard time
for details. .

1. Removing lead from the forcing cone, barrel and cy
linders is no longer a task. Simply cut a 112·x1l2"
patch and wrap it around an old brush of the same cal
iber. A little scrubbing and the lead is gone. Follow Ihis
with a clean gun patch and that pari is done.

2. To clean the face of Ihe cylinders simply wipe the
lead away.

3. lightly wipe the exterior with the WIPE AWAY
followed by a clean clot~ and the job is finished.
With the WIPE AWAY, it is no longer a messy and time
consuming job to clean a handgun.
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• Drop-in installation
• Release slide without

shifting grip

• Ideal shape for
speed and (omfort

. $ 24.95 each

EXTENI)ED SLIDE RELEASE

U.S. J:>RICE $2.95

FOREIGN $3.95

World's largeSI
supplier 01
·gun pariS.

NUMRICH ARMS, the world's
largest supplier of gun parts
offers new Catalog NO.1 0
covering a 150 million parts
inventory with information
never before in print.

I
CYlINDEfi&$lIDE $/IDP INC,

~ P.D. BfJK 9J1
FlttMfJNT.NE. 6IIJ2S

"::::"' PH. .(12 121-4211

Dealers please Inquire

EXTENDED MAG. RELEASE

• Drop mag. without
shifting grip

• No snag design
• Also fits Colt autos
• Easy instaUation
(drill & tap 1hole)
installatilln available $ 10.

$19.95 each

Safari land's New Compll Speed Loaders are the
smoothest and fastest one-motion loaders available.

New features Include larger knob, hoode<! top and easier
charging with sheils. Compare with any other loader, and we're

sure you will agree;. This Is truly the. finest and only...SPEED LOADER.

complete with detailed instructions

please add $1.00 postage per order

For alt S.&W K-Frame .38/
.357 plus some Dan Wesson
.38/.357.
For Colt Python, D.M.M. &old
model Trooper and O.P.

• Drop-in installation
.Spedal design will not

snag on holsters
• Redum felt trigger pull
• Ideal for combat and

target shooters
• Eliminates mag. safety

$ 24.95 each

WIDE COMBAT TRIGGER

R4C For Double Action Rugers of LIC For S&W's "L" Frame revol-
.38 and .357 calibre. vers Models 586 and 686.

T8C For Colt Trooper MKIII, Law- D9C For Colt Del. Sp., Cobra,
man MKIII and other MKIII Agent P.P., Diamond Back and
.38/.357's. • other "0" Frames.

We accept Master Charge, Visa, or personal checks. Sorry no C.O.Do'S. CA. res. add 6% sales
tax. Add 10% for shipping. Call us now Toll Free: except CA, Alaska, Hawaii .

(800)423~7148
Also available at all Safariland Dealers Worldwide.

E;~'I=~'I=lII_~'I'II:J
1941 South Walker· Dept. AH • Monrovia· California· 91016

THE CYLINDER & SLIDE SHOP ANNOUNCES
3 NEW PRODUCTS FOR SHOOTERS OF THE. . .

BRO\NNING HI-PO\NER

K2C
P~C

GUN
PARTS

1·r~ON.W Catalog

The most
comprehensive

guide of its type!
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TYLER'S
BETTER SHOOTING ilIIIi.....ji.
with this improved
cost Aluminum Grip
ADAPTOR. For Colt.
S & W ond Ruger D.A.
Revolvers. DURABLE, PRAC
TICAL-EASY TO' INSTALL.
THREE ATTRACTIVE FINISH COLORS.
POLISHED or BLACK $5.00; GOLD $5.25
_... TYLER'S TRIGGER SHOE---."
Durable light weight cost aluminum for Colt,S & W
(IOel mOlly uihc( modfo-rn pistols, rifles ond shotguns.
POLISHED or BLACK $3.75; GOLD FINISH $4.00
ORDER DIRECT O~ATYOUR-FAVORITE DEALER. Send
make & mouel of gUll, No CO.D.'s please. Add $1.00
for Shipping Charges. Fully Guaranteed. Genuine
Stog-Wood" & Synthetic Gun Grips. Lee looders
Bullet Molds - Gun Accessories. Buck Knives - Hond·
mode Holsters & Belts. leother & Clorino.
- Deoler Inquiries Welcome - Add $1.00 postage.

MELVIN TYLER MFG. AND DIST.
1326 W. Britton Rd.• Oklohomo City, Okla. 73114

Call toll free 800-654-8415 Outside Oklohomo

COMPUTER PRINTOUTS
What you come down to, when you try

to defend the Hatcher and Thompson
LaGarde theories, is whether pure impact
momentum makes a difference. The "new
breed" of gunfight researchers tell you it
doesn't. And they've got the computer
printouts to prove it. Right?

Wrong. There is something to the "im
pact theory." It does seem impossible that a
bullet weighing a fraction of an ounce
could "knock down" a man weighing 150
or 200 pounds. Men have been "knocked
off their feet" when hit with .22s, according
to eyewitness reports. Yet, I know of men
who were shot with full l2-gauge 00 buck
shot charges twice and ran; and a couple
who were hit with .44 Magnums ran, too.

Much of the "knockdown" is a psycho
logical reaction to someone shooting at
you (your body throws you back in
stinctively), or reaction to pain, which
causes violent muscular convulsions that
can fling a man backward, as if he'd been
struck with a.giant fist. But that doesn't ex
plain every case of observed knockdown.

For the Last LO years, a great many more
police officers have had access to bullet-re
sistant vests. With the Second Chance
brand alone, more than a hundred cops
have been shot "on their vest" on the
street. When that happens with this "soft
body armor," which doesn't absorb impact
shock any better than a leather jacket, we
know that all the "kinetic energy has been
dumped." When I began interviewing
"vest survivors" in the early 1970s, I knew
that these men had absorbed the max
imum impact energy of the .38, 9mm, .357
Magnum and .45 ACP bullets that had
struck them.

These men had, unwittingly, performed
the "great experiment" as to knockdown
power. They weren't recoiling from the

Continued on page 54

permanent wound cavity; that is, more
tissue is instantly and irrevocably de
stroyed. A bigger hole that allows more air
to rush in creates the pneumothorax effect
that· squeezes down the heart and lungs
with air pressure. This also promotes more
hemorrhage, meaning that the bad guy
goes into traumatic shock quicker and
passes out sooner; if he hasn't been killed
outright.



AN AFFORDABLE LEGEND

DISCOVIA .1.1
AELOADING

pain ofabullet ripping through their inter
nal organs. They were a unique test sam
ple. I have interviewed more of these sur
vivors than anyone outside the body armor
industry.

The men I talked to who absorbed the,
total energy of handgun bullets on their
soft vests in actual combat report a much
more violent and painful impact with .45s
than they do with high-velocity, mid-cali
ber bullets. I've talked to several who've
been shot with the .357 Magnum. Most de
scribe it as like taking a solid punch; two
said it was like "somebody poking you in
the chest with stiff fingers." Yet, everyone
I've talked to who stopped a .45 on his vest
was flung violently backward and
described it as like being kicked in the
chest.

If I have to shoot an attacker, I want him
to be flung backward like that:
Disoriented, off-balance, less able to shoot
me before I finish him. Street experience
with the vests proves what street and bat
tlefield observations have suggested since
before the turn of the cent~ry: People hit
with slow, heavy, big-caliber bullets are
more likely to be knocked back or down
than those hit with little, fast ones.

The fallacy of judging a bullet's shock
effect by how much gook it blows out of a
block of Jello is that you are measuring
tissue destruction, and the relative likeli
hood of eventual death. You are not, nec
essarily, measuring the instant reaction to
being shot. You don't care if the attacker
dies, you just what to make him incapable
of shooting you.

If the high-velocity bullet hits some
place where hyper-extravasation can take
effect and kill him instantly, fine. If not, it
takes him five seconds to 'five minutes to
"bleed out" through the additional sev
ered blood vessels caused by your fast, lit
tle bullet. He can kill you several times
rver in that period. No, you want to slam
him back. .

You do want to expend all the bullet en
ergy in his body; that's why I like hollow
points for every caliber. The more velocity
the better, in all calibers. But at pistol ve
locities (below 2,000 feet per second,
where explosive hydraulic shock develops
wherever the person is hit); the width of the
bullet may well be more important than
speed.

A fast, 125-grain .357 hollow-point bul
let hits harder than a 230-grain hardball
slug. But they're.close. Hatcher himself
ranked the .357 and the .45 about the same
on his scale of stopping power, and both of
them about twice as high as the .38 Special
or the 9mm Parabellum.

Continued on page 56

For further info
see your Dealer.

440-AH Miller Valley Road
Prescott, Arizona 86301

Telephone: 1-602-445-9650

CASE-GARO®
Ammo Protection for Handgunners

By 1il~1il • Dirt and moisture resistant
• Virtually indestrucible
• Guaranteed for 3 years

Auto Ordnance introduces
its production of the Govern
ment Model 1911 A1 .45 ACP
Automatic Pistol. The mystique of tbis
widely recognized pistol is now intensified
by the reputation that accompanies the
Auto Ordnance name. From the select
materials to the handsome finish, this is
the gun you'll be as proud to own as we are to
manufacture. Accuracy of the Auto Ordnance
.45 we tested was significantly better than the
ayerage as-issued M1911: A~erican Rifleman,Nov.~981

SMITH & WESSON and RUGER
MOST MODELS ;\
IN STOCK

We have'Bushnell & Weaver scopes at tremendous
discounts. We also offer many specials on Ruger, Colt,
Remington, S&W, SAKO, TIC, Winchester, Armalite,
Hardballer, Back-Up. Leupold, Weaver, Bushnell, Etc.
Please send us $1.00 in stamps or change to cover
shipping and handling on our large illustrated list. Your'
dollar is refundable on firs.t order over $100.00.

HIGH QUALITY MERCHANDISE AT
REASONABLE MARKET PRICES.

(A) The NEW Mag-100 $3.19
(B) The ORIGINAL Case-Gard 50's $1.61
(C) The GENUINE Ammo Wallet (TM) ; . $2.69 to $3.23

.(D) The UNIQUE Magazine Wallet (TM) $3.99
For complete information see your MTM Dealer, or send 1.00 for our 12 page, Full
Color 1982 Catalog. If ordering direct from company, add $1.75 for handling and

61
·- 61"" postage.

I .. I MTM Molded Products Company••••••••"
P.O. 8011438 • Dayton, Ohio 45414
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CUStOM 'IMITH PROFILI,

TSON'S .45 SHOP

Short Cylinder P.P.C. Conversion u.s. Palent
Douglas 1·10 twist BBL 1,oao" Dis. 6" Long
Square recess roozzIe
Cylinder is shortened to function with 38 spc.
H.BW.C. only

PPC, ISPC, DUTY, TARGET, • Reduced Leading
SILHOUETTt, AND SPORT •No bullet jump Fred SChmidt

'Reduced recoil TeL (ro4)7_
X-Ring Accuracy 5004 Signal Hili Rd.
Each gun irdividually built Mechanicsville, Va 23111

1J1rrba ~UU §!1UP
CUSTOM COMPEnTION HANDGUNS

QUICKLINE™
SIGHT FOR COLT .45

PYTHON AND DIAMONDBACK
"AS QUICK AS POINTING YOUR FINGER"

~OLT .45 CONVERSIO~S ~
AND PPC REVOLVER~

GUTRIDGE, INC.
2143 Gettler Street, Dyer, Indiana 46311

Custom sights, Complete Gunsmithing Service
Long guns, Silhouette, Bluing, Stocks, Muzzleloading

Send 40¢ in stamps for information-219-865-8617

DEMPSEY CUSTOM GUN

Silhouette Rifles
Silhouette Pistols

19715 Bolton Bridge· Humble, Texas 77338. 713-446-7842

PPC REVOLVERS
IPSC 45 AUTOS
CONVERSIONS

SSK
HAND

CANNONS

Revolver Cleaning Kit. Removes leading from
Forcing Cone, Cylinder, and Barrel. Available in
either 38·41·44·46 cal. Bra•• cloth patches (Pk. 10)
$1.90. Order direct OJ: from your dealer. Check or
Money Order. or Mane)' Order.

~ GUN SPECIALTIES INC.
~ College Park. Georgia P.O. Box 31

THE LEWIS LEAD REMOVER II
SAT1SFACTION -=====_=",,~=~=:;II'rlGUARANTEED

$9.75 I.

BIANCHI CUP

.45-70, .375 JDJ.. 17 Remington and 34
other CUSTOM CONTENDER Barrel5.
CUSTOM CONTENDERS - CUSTOM
SCOPE MOUNTS for HANDGUNS thaI
will 5tay on. CUSTOM RIBS - HEAVY
BULLET MOLDS in .357. .41 and .44
Caliber - Spring Kit5 - White Oulline
Sight Blade5 - Hard Chrome Plating _
Rechambering - CU5tom XP 100

Conver5ion5.
Stomp For Information.

S S K INDUSTRIES
Rl. 1. Della Drive

Blqomingdale. OH 43910

614-264-0176
SUPPORT HANDGUN HUNTERS

INTERNAT10NAL

Continued from page 51

Several shooting clubs around the coun
try have duplicated the Bianchi courses of
fire for year-round practice prior to the
match. Small wonder that scores have
climbed higher and higher each year.

The prize money also has climbed
higher. The total purse of Bianchi Cup IV
was in excess of $150,000 ($59,000 of that
was in cash awards). In contrast, Cup I,
boasting the title of the "richest handgun
shoot in history:' offered a total purs~ of
$20,000. Thanks to industry-wide support
of the match with cash and merchandise
donations, the Bianchi Tournament truly is
the richest handgun shoot on record.

The awards were on the minds of every
shooter and spectator throughout the
match; but there were many other things
to think about, too. New rules, new enfor
cement of old rules, new events, new
equipment (including a selective SA/DA
.45 auto pistol by Smith & Wesson in the
hands of shooter Tom Campbell), and new
controversies, the most prominent of
which was the use·of Aimpoint sights.

Three-time-winner Fowler, with three
different .45 autos, proclaimed that a PPC
revolver equipped with an Aimpoint sight
is the "superior equipment" for the
Bianchi match in its existing format. Per
haps Fowler is hearing footsteps of re
volver shooters closing in on him (he was
seen shopping for an Aimpoint).

Maybe next year will be the year for the
revolver; and that would really ~
be something new to talk about. ~
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REAL LIFE GUNFIGHTS

Continued from page 54

STOPPING POWER

In real life-on the street-as proven in
the hundreds of incidents I document as I
travel the country studying real-life
gunfights, the .45 hardball is a much more
decisive fight-stopper than any non
expanding bullet of9mm or .38 caliber, in
cluding the .357 Magnum. A hollow
pointed .38 or 9mm slug flying fast and
light stops more positively than a solid
nose .357 and approaches, but doesn't
quite equal, the .45 ball.

Yet, a lighter, faster .45 hollow-point will
once again be doubly as effective as the
mid-calibers, unless they are hollow-points
traveling at .357 velocity.

I can't explain it on a slide rule. I don't
have to. Real life gunfights speak for them
selves. And all other things being equal,
.45 caliber bullets generally stop better
than .38 caliber bullets. Thousands of gun-

, fight survivors, both police and military,
can attest to that, and I rank their real
world experience more highly than I do
the theories of lab technicians in white
smocks who have never been in lethal dan
ger.

For all the millions of dollars they have
invested in their computers, I favor Gen
eral Hatcher and his formula over the
technologists. It stands the test of time,
when you compare bullet shape-for bullet
shape, gunfight-for gunfight.

As Jeff Cooper has noted, real-life tab
ulations of instant one-shot stops in
shootouts conform almost exactly to the
probabilities suggested by the Hatcher for-
mula. Compare round-nose .38s and
9mms to round-nose .45s, and then do the
same when you make them all lighter and
faster and hollow-pointed, and the
Hatcher formula still holds true.

If you doubt it, talk to the men who've
been there. I have.

In every study of real-life gunfights, the
.45 automatic with ball cartridges (es
pecially with hollow-points), and the .357
Magnum in 125-grain JHP loads have far
outperformed the .38 and 9mm loads that
the scientists said were the way to go.

What do I carry? A .45 Auto; or a .357
Mag. What else?

Hatcher was right. I don't like to put
down the people who study stopping
power with slide rules and computers and
Jello, because I'm a child of the Univac
Generation and I don't want to be a fossil.
But I also don't want to be dead.

Hatcher and his ilk drew their studies
from real life, and those studies are still the
most relevant, the safest to trust when you
or your loved ones are going to ~
live or die by the advice you take. ~
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I BUEHLER MOUNT
• RUGER .22 AUTO

Most durable grips made, precision-fitted for
foreign and domestic handguns. Conven
tional, Conversion, and Target styles. Four

." lu.strous colors, plus Sta horn.

Highest Quality Combat
Modifications

If you want to see how accurate
your Ruger .22 Auto really is,
try a BUEHLER pistol mount.

Installation is easy. Base is installed
on top of the receiver with screws. Quality
and dependable pistol mounts available for

.22's to .44 Mag.
Send for FREE Catalog 37H

Swain Drive
Pleasant Valley
New York 12569
(914) 635-3210

DICK CRAWFORD PISTOLSMITH

Send two 20¢ stamps
for Picture Bros:;hure.

CRAWFORD COMBAT PISTOLS
CUSTOM BUILT

.45 AUTOS

BUY RIGHT WITH
FRANZIIE

Send $2 check or money order
for illustrated 32-page catalog.

O~ Please do not send cash.

~~~~~
<:) SPORTS, INC., po. Box 683-AH, Park Ridge, IL 60068

~ GUN BLUING~
NICKEL PLATING

We Guarantee Satisfaction!
3 Week Service or LESS. We do QUALITY WORK.

We DON'T GRIND them up· SEND FOR PRICE LIST.

REBEL GUN REFINISHING, INC.
1620 No.. Magnolia Ave.• Dept. A· Ocala, Florida 32670

PHONE (904) 629-5465
DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED-SEND F.F.L.
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rromThe ®®®ID ®!1F®£l1~
It CrowDlit, lrms •••

.'Survivalist leelssorils

c

r,,< > '! CROWN
~~, : CITY

C1:A
c- -> ARMS

P.O. Box 1126, Dept. AH
Cortland, N.Y. 13045
Information: (607)753-8238

Orders Only (24-Hours a Day):
Toll Free (800)847-6703

AR-15 - M-16 Parts and Accessories Mini-14 Parts and Accessories

7.00

PRICE

$ 69.95
49.95

124.95
18.50
14.95
10.50
12.50

UZI

DESCRIPTION
Black Warriot M-l022 Scout

Folding Stock (As Illustrated)
MK III Folding Stock
Falcon (Side-Folding) Walnut

Stock
Magazine (25-rdl
Magazine w/ Adapter (30-rd)
Magazine Body Only (3D-rd)
Flashider
Executive Letter Opener (Fiber·

glass-filled Plastic Combat
Knife)

MFG.
Masen

Fed.Ord.
Feather

Condor
Bingham
Bingham
Feather
Choate

Ruger 1022 AutovV crJ
STOCK
NO.
1022

1025
NEW 1026
NEW 1027
NEW 1030

1600

1023
NEW 1024

n==:==w .8••

STOCK
NO. MFG. DESCRIPTION PRICE
1400 Choate Folding Chief Stock (Side Folding

as Illustrated) Blue $ 99.00

1401 Choate Folding Chief Stock (Side Folding
as Illusirated) Nitex . 111.00

1402 Fed.Ord. MK III Folding Stock (Clears
30-rd. Magazine! 49.95 .

NEW 1460 Ram-Line Folding Stock (Side Folping with
Premium Walnut) 99.00

1403 Fed.Ord. Handguard Ventilated Steel 5.75
NEW 1404 Fed.Ord. Handguard Ventilated Stainless 8.50

1405 Choate Handguard 13.50
1406 Drasen Handguard (Copy of Factory) • 6.50
1407 Fed.Ord. Flashider (Locks around Front

Sight) 9.50
1408 Fed.Ord. Flashider Permanent Blue 12.75
1409 Fed.Ord. Flashider Permanent Stainless 17.50
1411 Masen Flashider and Front Sight (M-l

Style) 24.95
1417 Drasen Flashider 6.50

NEW 1418 Feather Flashider Blue w/Lug 20.95
NEW 1419 Feather Flashider SS w/Lug 26.95

1420 Fed.Ord. Magazine (20-rd) 6.50
NEW 1421 Fed.Ord. Magazine Stainless (20-rd) 8.95

1430 Fed.Ord. Magazine (3D-rd) 8.25
NEW 1431 Fed.Ord. Magazine Stainless (30-rd) 10.95

1440 Fed.Ord. Magazine (40-rd! 17.85
NEW 1441 Fed.Ord. Magazine Stainless (40-rd) 20.95
NEW 1445 Bingham Magazine Loader SS (Allows use

of GI stripper clips! 8.95
1450 Fed.Ord. Scope Mount (No Drilling or

Tapping) 14.95
NEW 1453 Ram-Line Sight Adjustment Kit 14.95

1455 Drasen Target Rear Sight Aperture .95
NEW 1456 Feather Hooded Rear Sight Aperture 1.95

1457 Masen Sight Adjustment Tool 5.95
1472 Masen Sling Silent 2.50
1474 Masen Sling Padded 5.95
;473 Masen Sling 1.95
1475 Masen Shell Catcher with Handguard

(Velcro Bottom! 29.95

69.95

PRICE
$ 49.95

STOCK
NO. MFG. DESCRIPTION PRICE
1650 SGW Barrell0~" $ 40.75

NEW 1655 UZI Barrel Shroud 16" 49.95
NEW 1656 UZI Barrel Shroud 10-~ " 42.50
NEW 1625 Action Magazine (25-rd) 20.95
NEW 1632 Action Magazine (n-rd) 27.95

for barrel or stock, $4.00 maximum. Blue Label addf.~==.
$1.50. Alaska/Hawaii. double shipping amounts. ~. .
DISCOUNT $1.00 IF YOU LIST ALL CROWN STOCK • • • ......
NUMBERS IN ORDERING. Supply street address for
U.P.S. delivery. Send current F.F.L. for Frame or Gun Illustrations r"eprinled by per~i~i~ of

orders. Prices are subject to change without notice. Garin Choate, and Colt IAdustries.

Prices in effect at ~ime of shipment prevail, Copyright 198tby Crown City Arms. Inc.
All rights reserved

MFG.
Fed.Ord.
Bingham

Send Money Order or Cashier',S Check only. Company
and personal checks clear. Sorry no COD orders unless
accompanied by a 25% deposit. MC/VISA orders are
welcomed supply complete card information.
MC/VISA charges are subject to a 4% surcharge which
is what the bank charges us. NY State residents add 7%
Sales Tax or send Resale Certificate. Add shipping:
$2.00 for first item, 50 cents for each additional, $3.00

DESCRIPTION
M-III Foldfng Stock
Folding Stock Walnut Original

M-l Style ._

To Order From The (5(oY])OO ®r1F@ml1~

STOCK
NO.

NEW1300
NEW1301

STOCK
NO. MFG. DESCRIPTION PRICE

NEW BOOO Crown AR-15 Lower Receiver $ 91.95
(3/245.00)

NEW BOOl NUARMCO M-16 Stainless Lower Receiver 137.50
B020 GI Receiver Extension 10.95
6300 Colt AR-15 Upper Receiver 54.95

NEW 6227 Colt M-16 Upper Receiver with For-
ward Assist 70.95

1500 Masen Bolt Assist 11.25
1502 GI Cam for Bolt 2.50
1505 Drasen Shorty Front Section (Complete) 83.95

(3/235.00)
1507 Drasen Shorty Buttstock 34.95
1510 SGW CAR-15 Barrel Assembly

Complete 89.95
NEW 1512 SGW AR-1520" Standard Barrel with

Sight Threaded 62.95
NEW 1513 .SGW AR-1520" Heavy Match Barrel

with Sight Threaded 69.95
NEW 1514 SGW AR-1524" Heavy Match Barrel

with Sight Threaded 83.95
1515 SGW AR-15 20" Standard Barrel with

Sight Crowned 62.95
151~ SGW AR-15 20" Heavy Match Barrel

with Sight Crowned 69.95
1517 SGW AR-15 24" Heavy Match Barrel

with Sight Crowned 83.95
1518 SGW Delta Ring (Aluminum! 4.95
1521 SGW CAR-15 Flash Suppressor 9.95
1522 Masen Long Flashider 12.95
1523 Masen Slip-Over Flashider (Adds ~"

Overall) 14.95
1525 GI M-16 Trigger 8.95
6301 Colt Magazine (5-rd! 11.95
6210 Colt Magazine (20-rd) 12.50
6232 Colt Magazine (30-rd) 14.25

NEW 6224 Colt Bolt Carrier 57.95
NEW 6226 Colt Forward Assist 22.50
NEW 1520 Adventure Magazine (20-rd! 6.50

1530 Adventure Magazine (30-rd! 7.50
1540 Adventure Magazine (40-rd) 17.85
1535 GI M-16 Safety Selector 8.95
1541 GI AR-15 Sear 7.95
1543 GI M-16 Hammer 8.95
1545 GI M-16 Firing Pin 4.95
1550 GI M-16 Trigger Spring .75
1551 GI Hammer Spring .75
1555 Masen Shell Catcher (Velcro Bottom) 24.95
1560 GI M-16 Dust Cover with Pin and

Spring 9.95
1570 SGW M-16 Barrel Wrench 9.95
1580 Drasen Bipod (Universall 5.95

NEW1581 Feather Bipod (Universal) 11.95
1585 GI Conversion Pin 2.95

NEW1590 Leatherwood Scope Mount 12.75
NEW1591 Feather Scope Mount 7.50

f5P~
lIB

M-1 Carbine
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No. 103
Double

For Information Write

132 FIFTH STREET, DAYTON, KY.41074

Forward Correct remittance in
cash. check or M.O. along

with 10% or $2.50 postage to:

Kings Extended Safties 18.50
Ambidextrous Safties-M-S Safari 34.50

Colt 47.95
Extended Slide Release 19.50
Wilson Shok-buff 5.50
Wilson-Dwyer Group Gripper Govt. 22.95

Comm. 27.95
Wolff 18'/2Ib. recoil spring 4.50
MK IV recoil spring 1.50
Extended Magazine Release 17.50
Micro adjustable sights 31.50
Wichita adjustable sights 49.95
King-Tappan fixed sights 29.00
MMC Bar Cross fixed sights 26.00
Mellett fixed sights 26.00
Beavertail grip safties- M-S Safari 16.00

Colt 23.00
Long Match Triggers 10.40
Magazines- Colt. blue 16.00

Laka. stainless 15.00
Laka. modified for 7 rds 18.95

Flat Mainspring hoysing- Colt. cked. 23.00
Colt. serrated 23.00
Pachmayr 9.95

Colt Barrell and Bushing sets 48.60
Colt Commander Hammers 16.50
Micro Bushing 8.90
Bianchi "Askins Avenger" 32.50
Bianchi "Chapman Hi-Ride" 38.85
Blocker "Security" (teflon lined) 35.95
Blocker "X-16" 26.95
Rogers "Idaho Reloader" pouch 5.95
Rogers E-Z load 9.95
Bianchi "clip grip" 19.00
Blocker "double clip" 19.95
Rogers PPS Grips 15.25
Bianchi "Lightning" grips 21.00
Pachmayr "combat" grips 17.50
Extended Recoil Spring Guide 29.95
IPSC Hat Pins 6.75

S/H[(()(()TIST
S((J }})I»}LY

6225th
Belle Fourche. SD 57717

C.O.D.·s Welcome
or call your Visa and Mastercharge

orders to
(605) 892-2822

Attention!
i{C(()M 1\ tAT

SlH~()(()T1EI{S
Now you can purchase the

accessories you need in one
convenient place. We offer:

We have considerable experience
in performing IPSC style modifica
tions. InqUire for details.

We are a Colt's Warranty Repair
Station and carry a wide variety
of Colt Parts. I~~u}~~ for details.

We offer a complete money back
guarantee --

HEMMINGS MARKETING CO.
DEPT. AHND
1802 W. RIVERVIEW OR.
BELLE. WV 25015

People Are Crea t ed
Large And Small

Samual Colt
Made Us Equal

HAND SILKSCREENED ON

lOP QUALITY AMERICAN

MADE I-SHIRT

STATE SIZE· S, M, L, XL

SEND $7.49.1.00 S.H.
W. VA. RESIDENTS ADD 5·0 SALES TAX

IPSC-45 AUTOS~COMBAT
Lull r~ange 01 Combat Modifications

CUSTOM SIGHTS-ACCURIZING
TRIGGER WORK

50-~ound Test FIre & F1ansom Target on Accuracy Work
Imoroved Rellabilltv

BROWN CUSTOM, INC.
{)l)~O Rocv..v (:1ldge Road ~ong SASE
'ld a'la:Jo1's IN .11')2 1 7 for Brochure & Prices

I

GUN OF MONTH

LIMITED EDITION T-SHIRT

Continued from page 41

curacy job with Behlert's special screw-in
bushing. The outside configuration of the
Browning is changed to include finger
grooved front strap, hooked trigger guard,
and stippling on backstrap and guard.

A complete action job by Behlert makes
this the smoothest operating, most reliable
.Browning around; it starts with a Behlert
custom combat trigger, smoothing and fit
ting of all action parts, removal of the
magazine safety, polishing of feed ramp,
and installation of combat reliable Wolff
springs.

The sights are Behlert's adjustable, tri
ple dot system, with the rear sight "melted
in:' To round out the custom work, Behlert
has installed an oversize magazine release
button, a custom extended thumb safety,
and has finished the gun with his Royal
Blue slide and satin glass bead blue frame.

All of this adds up to one hell of a fine
custom com bat gun, but there's still more.
Included with the Browning is a Behlert
JGA custom holster, the "Victor" and (not
shown in the photo) a pair of custom fuIl
checkered walnut combat grips.

Behlert does custom work on all types of
handguns, for combat, silhouette, PPC,
etc. His 1982 catalog of services and ac
cessories is availa ble for $2.00. Write:
Behlert Custom Guns, Box 227, Mon
mount Junction, NJ 08562.

Note: the Gun Guard hard shell case is
courtesy of Doskocil Mfg. See their com
plete line of fine gun cases at your dealer,
or write for full catalog: Doskocil Mfg.
Co., P.O. Box 1246, Arlington, TX 76010.

Editor's note: Gun ofthe Month winners
selected so far this year, and the guns won,
are Jackie Whisenhunt, Offutt AFB, NE
(January-February), Custom Ruger Su
preme .22; Harry Wong, San Francisco,
CA (March-April), Custom Spilborgh .45
'Auto, and Bud King, Colorado Springs, CO
(May-June), Custom Ruger Super Black
hawk.

H.K.S. PRODUCTS

Over 1 MILLION
sold to Sportsmen & Law
Enforcement Agencies

• 7 NEW MODELS WITH NO CARTRIDGE JIGGLE
ARE AVAILABLE IN .38 and .357 ONLY

• GUARANTEED-ONE FULL YEARI':r."': ~....
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~ I.."4,, Schulz Leather Co. Inc.
• 16247 Minnesota Ave.

eo ~~' Paramount, CA 90723
",panp. (213) 633-1081 or 636-7718
HANDGUNNERS: Send $1 for catalog

Get $1 off any item.

j.
814.95
5ugg. retail

COMBAT GUARD
TRIGGER GUARD EXTENSION

available in:

Blue - Stainless - Satin Nickel

Installs in minutes with super strong epoxy

or 5il ver solder. Wi 11 not damage ori gi na1

configuration of the guard.

Designed by Career Law Enforcement Armorer

Dealer & Pol ice price - $10.00 ea or 10/$85.00

incl ude $2.00 per order for postage/handl i ng

Money Order or Cashiers ~heck only please.

to: HARRY R. BALIAN, pistolsmith

4207 W. STATE AVE.

PHOENIX, ARIZONA 85021
(602) 937-1118

Arizona residents include 5% sales tax

SOKOLOVSKY
Continued from page 33

of defect which would affect its proper
functioning.

Paul has installed a low ramp front sight
on his pistols, since this gun's primary
function will be for target shooting over
the 2700 course.

I recommended to Paul that he change
his production run to a Patridge front
sight, because it allows the shooter to get a
much clearer front sight picture during
firing.

Other than the front sight, I could find
nothing in Paul's pistol that I objected to,
so I made arrangements to acquire one of
his first production run models.

His first run of 50 pistols will be
engraved with the words, "First Edition, I
of 50" and so forth. They will be cased in
hardwood presentation boxes. Consider
ing the care and attention'to detail which
Paul puts into his work, this pistol will truly
be the "Rolls Royce of the .45 Auto."

Anyone interested in these unique and
finely made stainless steel pistols should
contact Paul at Sokolovsky, Incorporated,
Dept. AH, POB ~

70113, Sunnyvale, CA 94086. ~

\

FITS
Small revolv
ers (both left
and right) in
cluding the SW
Model 36-60"
Cold Detective
Special, Cobra
and Agent, Char-
ter Arms Five shot
.38 and similar sizes.
Cal. Residence Add 6Y2%
Send Check or M.a. to:

OUR DEAL
IS TO

CONCEAL
Our Orthopedic elk
ankle carrier. takes
the shape of your
gun. It has an easy
thumb-break snap.
Asnug adjustment
is made by secur-
ing the elastic
straps to the Vel
cro clousers. The
back has a non
slip suede sur
face that's foam
padded to insure
comfort.
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BELT-SLIDE HOLSTERS
Continued from page 45

If you feel uneasy about carrying yotlr
auto cocked and locked without a safety
strap, Bianchi makes an excellent belt slide
with thumb-break retention. The holster is
thin, comfortable and conceals well.
Bianchi's belt slides are available for both
autos and revolvers. The beauty of the de
sign is that the holster is valuable for sev
eral missions, including on- or off-duty
wear and match use.

The Jackass model belt slide is fash
ioned to be worn insidt: or outside the belt.
Wearing it inside the belt adds belt tension
to the holster design and helps retain the
weapon if engaged in physical activities of
a rough-house nature.

Don Humes' Agent Nine Series is an
other example of a well made belt slide
with a retaining strap for positive retention
of your weapon. Belt slide holsters are
equally useful for auto pistols or revolvers,
though all the revolver belt slides I have
seen have a retaining strap of some kind,
due to different configurations of revolver
~ylinders.

One of the beauties of a belt slide is the
fact that it can do double or triple duty. In
the revolver models, it can easily accept a
two-, four- or six-inch barrel and can han
dle different makes of revolvers, if they are
of similar frame size. For example, the
S&W K and L frames, the Colt J and I
frames and the Ruger Security series
frames can be securely retained by a
Bianchi Black Widow model. This cuts
down on the expense of being forced to
buy a conventional holster for each
weapon and, maybe two for different uses.

For those handgunners who acquire
various makes and models of firearms, this
"new holster for every new gun" syndrome
can lead to a large box of leather with ex
pensive prices and only limited use. My
belt slide does double duty as an off-duty
rig for my three-inch S&W M65 and a
match holster when I shoot an L frame.

There are a couple of instances where a
belt slide would not be appropriate. Duty
use in uniform would not be a proper ap
plication, due to the unconventional look
of the belt slide and the fact that the
weapon's barrel would be subject to
damage by the very nature of a lawman's
duties. Also, for those hearty souls who
brave the wilderness as hikers and camp
ers, a full coverage holster would better
serve their purpose, as it would protect the
weapon from the environment.

MINIMUM COST

Patents
Pending

P.O. Box 233 • Budd Lake, NJ 07828

~U-1fiiUl~ ®uns, ~nc.
Dept. AH

1053 CAULKS HILL ROAD
HARVESTER. MISSOURI 63303
(314) 44'-4500 (314) 447-4501

S & W and COLT WARRANTY STATION
S & Wand COLT PARTS DISTRIBUTOR

Quality Service Since 1972

MATCH TESTED f PROVEN

MAC'S .45 SHOP

COMBAT "ACCU-GUIDE"TM SYSTEM

Doesn't Think Lead Bullet Selection
Should be a Compromise

MAXIMUM RESULTS

THE ALBERTS CORPORArION

The Alberts line of swaged lead pistol
bullets now totals 18, from .32 and .380
to .45. And, later in the year, 3 new
designs will be introduced!

Pre-lubed, subject to the most exacting
quality control standards, and competi
tively priced, Alberts bullets have estab
lished new performance standards.
For complete information send $ .50 for our
latest brochure and Loading Data - 8 info
packed pages. For another $ .25 you can
order a 5" decal for your equipment box.

Made
in

USA

My Combat "Accu-Gulde" System properly aligns the slide assembly with the frame. Thus giving
you these immediate and exceptional results:
- Immediate "felt" smoother operation due to elimination of all distortion during movement.
- Improves accuracy because barrel locks up in same position everytime.
- Reduces felt recoil and torque greatly improving control and reliability.
- Greatly reduced parts wear due to proper alignment.

All parts are: Precision Machined-Heat Treated-Centerless Ground & each unit comes
complete with spring.

PYTHON BBLS: 8"-$94 6"-$82

IIINO STRINGS LIFETIME WARRANTYIII
If for any reason my system faiis, just return complete unit & I will send youa new one "ABSOLUTELY FREE",

no questions asked.

FITS-COLT-AMT-VEGA-ETC
ALL MODELS""ALL CALIBERS

-NO MODIFICATIONS-DO IT YOURSELF INSTALLATION-

6" & 8" Python Bbl's fitted to K & N frame S&W
S&W Model 28 converted to 44SP & 45LC, etc.
K frame S&W converted to 25-20, 32, etc.
S&W N-frame-convertible to 45LC & 45ACP
S&W N-frame converted to K Round Butt
Ruger SA 357 converted to 44/40, 44SP, 45LC, etc.
Ruger SA fitted with 10" barrel, any caliber
Cylinders rechambered-Barrels relined
PPC guns built-Bull barrels fitted-Actions tuned
Electroless Nickel-Parkerizing-Reblueing

S&W rear sight with our front sight fitted
to Colt slide & other Combat Modifications!

W h£ d Q9 un <lE 0 It tJ £f 5 i 0 It

ORDERING INFORMATION

M.O. or CERT. check will ship immediately. All others must clear.
C.O.D.'s ok for "CASH ONLY".
STD. or COMM. model: LIST $18.50
6" or 7" LONG SLIDE model: LIST $28.50
Specify exact model-add $1.50 for H.I:S ..
Calif. res. add 6% tax.

Send to: MAC'S .45 SHOP
P.O. Box 2028

Seal Beach, Calif.
ZIP: 90740-1028

PH: (213) 438-5056

DEALER-DISTRIBUTOR INQUIRY INVITED
COMPLETE ACCURIZING & PARTS SERVICE-lend Ige. SASE tor catalog.

PISTOL BULLET SWAGING DIES
AND COMPONENTS

Swage half iacket and zinc base bullets in caliber 30, 9mm.
357. 44 and 45. Zinc base bullets may be fired at Jacketed
bullet velocities and at a fraction of the cost.
For information and pnces contact SPORT FLITE MFG.. INC.

2520 INOUSTRIAL ROW. TROY, MI 48084
/3131 280-Q648.
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Dealer Inquiries Invited. Write or call for additional information.

8.95

8.95
2.25
5.95
6.95
5.95

.85

.35
1.25
1.50
1.95
1.95

.30

.45

.30

.30

.30

.30
1.50

.55

.30

.30

.30

.30

.30
7.95

.30

.30

.25

.30
7.95

TEXAS
ARMAMENT CO.·

.45 AUTOMATIC PISTOL PARTS

Hammer Strut . $1.25
Hammer Strut Pin . . . . . . . . . .20
Barrel Link .75
No. 13 Barrel Link

(For Matching Guns) 12.6x19.4
Barrel Link Pin •

Firing Pin
Firing Pin Stop
plunger Tube

Ejector
Grip Screw
Recoil Spring
Magazine Catch Spring
Firing Pin Spring.
Main Spring

Plunger Tube Spring
Recoil Spring Plug
Grip Screw Bushing
Main Spring Cap
Main Spring Cap Pin
Main Spring Retainer
Slide Stop Plunger
Safety Plunger
Grip Safety (Long)
Hammer Pin
Sear Pin
Ejector Pin
Main Spring Housing Retainer Pin
Mainspring Housing (Flat)
Mainspring Housing

(Gold Cup Style)
Recoil Spring Guide
Disconnector
Trigger (Long)
Trigger (Short)
Trigger (Adjustable Match,

Aluminum)

Trigger (Adjustable Match,
Blue Steel) .. 10.95

Sear Spring . . . .. .. .95
Hammer (1911A1) 8.95
Barrel Bushing 5.95
Sear 6.95
Magazine Catch Lock 1.25
MagaZine Catch 5.50
Grips (G.!.) 3.95
MagaZine 5.95
Slide ... 65.00
Rear Sight _ . 1.50
Front Sight 1.50
Extractor. 4.75
Thumb Safety 6.95
Slide Stop 6.95
Barrel .35.00
Pin Set 1.50
Spring Set. . 2.50
Please include postage. Texas residents
please include 4% sales tax. COD and
Visa and Master Charge orders accepted.

Write or call to get our monthly mailing
of bargain priced gun parts and
accessories.

.~.~. , '''~I - ;;Q.... :.
Makes removing dents In shotgun barrels

Oj9~~~Deasy Use our one bronze expanding plug in-
stead 01 several expensIve solid ones Won·'
mar or Jam bore Center dill IS about 020
less than standard dill or corre~pondlng bore

(~;\~~io) ..~28NEW GUNSMITH CATALOG S2.00

FRANK MITTERMEIER.INC. (Est.1936)
Dept. AH·ll. 3577 East Tremont Avenue. New York. 10465

But these applications are not conceal
ment applications, and it is here that the
belt slide is in its milieu. Originally, the belt
slide was seen only for automatics; but
now a revolver is equally well served by
newer designs.

Most U.S. police officers carry their
weapons, revolvers or automatics on their
strong side, at belt level. An off-duty
holster, therefore, should be of a type simi
lar in function to the duty holster. The
normal reflex action of a weapon draw
should be the same for on- and off-duty.
This relieves the conscious mind of one ex
traneous decision, and enables the police
officer to concentrate on the unfolding sit
uation. A police officer's concealment
holster should be no less secure than his
duty holster. A thumb-break belt slide
closely resembles in function most of the
more popular duty holster designs.

The important point is that a belt slide
model, manufactured by any of the repu
table makers, will fill your concealment
holster needs as well as any other design;
and it'll do it with less bulk, weight, and
cost. Also, you will be able to utilize the
same holster for several applications, and
probably with different weapons; an
added plus not possible with conventional
design models.

Try one of the new belt slide designs.
Give it an honest test, and I'll bet
you will become a ~

convert, too. ~

WE'VE GOT A
VENT RIB

FOR IT!
Install it yoursell. It's
easy. No cutting, filing or
fitting and you'll get
professional results.
Available for all Ruger
Centerfires.

SEE YOUR DEALER OR DIRECT

CLARK AIMPOINT
SCOPE MOUNT
6 oz. aluminum mount made specifically for the Aimpoint.
Replaces left grip on the .45 auto and designed to put the Aim
point scope directly over the bore. Mount clears guns with rib
sights attached. Right or left handed. Mount has 2 extra pre
drilled holes with screws for positive anchoring. Liquid metal
anchoring kit supplied to be used at shooter's option. Use of
screws, metal kit or both, controls all mount movement. Complete
with full instructions. $37.00 plus $1.50 postage.

PO. BOX 40529
SANTA BARBARA

CA. 93/03-/529

JOHN
SPILBORGHS

Jam~sC.Clark
PISTOlSMITH

CLARK .45 GRIP SCOPE MOUNT
also available

$27.00 plus $1.50 postage

(Please specify Aimpoint or scope.)
Available from Gil Hebard and Brownell.,.

SPECIALIZING IN
6".45 LONG SLIDE

IF YOU'VE GOT A
10%" RUGER SUPER

BLACKHAWK

$19.95
Complete

WRITE~
R 150 PARK AVEUI_~E HARTFORD.CT

~ 06108

Rt. 2, Box 22A • Keithville, Louisiana 71047 • (318) 925-0836
p.o. Box 135, AHll, Brownwood, TX 76801

91.5/646·5827
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Continued from page 35

What John Shaw would like to see is an
other national championship for profl!s
sional shooters. In the meantime, he has
joined the ranks of other combat shooters
who have formed their own schools, pat
terned after Jeff Cooper's Gunsite facility
in Arizona. Shaw's Mid-South Institute of
Self-Defense Shooting (see story, this is
sue) began operations in the Spring ofl982
with local police officers lining up for the
courses he offered. What he hopes to teach
each student is the secret of mental condi
tioning.

"You've got to think out each shot,
every place you're going to put your foot
down!" he says. "I run it all through in
my head five or six times. You've got to
shoot it all in your .....
mind, first." ~

Hornady has new .41
silhouetters' bullet

JOHN SHAW

• equipment for all calibers

• special presses &dies

• lead wire, jackets

• books, accessories
And,3 tor Handbook/Cata/Oft
FI". boole library '30

Hornady Manufacturing Company has
added a new pistol bullet to its silhouette
target line.
. It's the Al caliber, 2l0-grain FMJ IFp,

which has the same flat point design as
the Hornady 044 caliber, 240-grain
FMJ IFP silhouette bullet.

The truncated cone, flat point design is
an outgrowth of the highly successful
9mm, 124-grain bullet originally
developed by Hornady in conjunction
with ballisticians from Eglin Air Force
Base, Florida.

The new bullet brings to 14 the
number of silhouette bullets Hornady
now offers this popular shooting sport.

The ballistic coefficient for the new
Al bullet is .141; sectional density is .178.

Shooters who wish complete ballistic
information can refer to the tables in
the Hornady Handbook of Cartridge
Reloading.

The new bullet retails for $11.65 per
box of 100.

For more information, write the
company at POB 1848 (Box AH),
Grand Island, NE 68802-1848.

J

_ G

Specializing In
Custom Combat

Modifications For
The 45 Auto.

Q

CUSTOM
HAND GUNS

For More Information Write

Bill Kohuth
3937 Risher Road

Youngstown, Ohio 44511

your order as personal cnecl<S must clear before
order is sent.

If amount for shipping and handling is not aOe
quate, the balance will be sent COD (Cash Only).

(216) 783-0950

CUSTOM
~tNG'~A.,,~~~!!

Micro, Bomar front sights 18.50
B. King's Bushing Wrench. 3.00
C. King's White Outline Blade will fit Ruger, Colt,

Micro sights.. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. 5.50
D. King's Recoil Buffer & Heavy Duty Plug Set for

Colt 45 Auto; 416 stainless steel, RC 30-35
(specify Government or Commander). 25.00

E. Magazine Base Pad. 1.95
F. King's Wide Combat Grip Safety - no alteration

to frame (specify Gov't or Commander). 22.50
G. King's Recoil Spring Guides; 416 stainless steel,

ground, heat treated finish (specify Government
or Commander) . 24.00

H. King's Trigger Boot for Colt 45 Auto, acts as
stop, Gold Cup Width. .. 12.00

I. King's Target Bushing (blued), 45, 38, 9mm. 8.50
J. King's N.M. Bushing; 416 stainless steel

RC30-35; 45, 38, 9mm . 15.00
K. King-Tappan Combat Sight, the famous original

for Colt 45 Auto. . Set 29.00
l. King Hard Ball Sight Set 18.00

King's Hard Ball wlWhite Outline. Set 21.00
M. King's Combat Speed Safety. 18.00
N. King's Extended Slide Stop 30.00
O. King's Recoil Compensator - with National

Match Bushing, machined from one piece .416
stainless RC30-35 for 45 Autos.
Must be fitted 32.00

P. King's Ramp Kit - specify color: Red, Orange,
Yellow or White:
Standard, one color, 1/. oz. material, will do 25

E sights, standard accessories. . 9.95
Deluxe, one color, Jh oz. material, will do 50

sights, deluxe accessories 20.00
Q. King's Custom Narrow Slot Grips Screws

.416 stainless 1.25
tAlso available in blue finish)

Gunsmiths inquire about quantity prices

~
Gunsmlthfng at Its flnestl Have your Colt Auto or
ours customized as only King's can do it! We've been

N
satisfying our customers nationwide for over 30
years! Inquire for prices.

Please give street address for shipping as we pre
fer to ship UPS although we will ship by U.S. Postal
Service if necessary.

A cashier's check or money order will speed up

For inquiries, send self-addressed stamped envelope to:

KING'S GUN WOR'''KS 1837 W. Glenoaks Blvd.' Glendale,
CA 91201 '(213) 956-6010

COD (Cash Only). MASTER CARD, VISA ACCEPTED.
*CA. RESIDENTS ADD 6%. SHIPPING & HANDLING 1.50.

M
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SHAW'S SCHOOL
Continued from page 35 FedOrd

AH·0237

79.95
AH·0238

89.95

AH·0236

65.95

M·1911
BARREL

(W/Bushing'l
AH·0235

$65.95

AH·0004

76.95

AH·0232 AH·0240

51.95 65.95
AH·0233 AH·0241

67.95 76.95

AH·0002

49.95
AH·0003

63.95

AH·OOOl

$49.95

MK IV MK IV
BARREL BARREL

(No Bushing) (W/Bushing')

M·1911
BARREL

(No Bushing)

COMPARE THE ROTO·4M BARREL
FOR ROUNDNESS AGAINST A STAN·
DARD BROACHED BARREL FROM A

WELL KNOWN MANUFACTURER.

BARREL
LENGTH

6"**

4%"

BARREL
LENGTH

7"**

6"**

5"

5"

VISA AND MASTERCARD ACCEPTED

TO ORDER-SEE YOUR DEALER
OR CALL TOLL·FREE

800·423·4552
Except in California, Alaska and
Hawaii, call collect, 213-350-4304, or
write to:

Federal Ordnance, Inc., Dept. AH11
1443 Potrero Ave., P.O. Box 6050
So. EI Monte, CA 91733

California residents add 6% sales tax.

AH·0234 AH·0242

7" ** 78.95 89.95
.. Perfect for Magna-Porting or installation of muzo
zle brake, etc.
'National Match Bushing. 'MK IV Type Bushing.

ALL ROTO·4M BARRELS ARE MADE IN
THE USA. GET THE BARREL THArS

GUARANTEED FOR 100 YEARS!

Bullets leave the bore balanced for
a truer trajectory ... just like a well
balanced wheel.

SHOOT LONGER
WITH LESS FATIGUE.

The unique 4-groove right hand
twist of the Roto-4M barrel fights
recoil and reduces shooter fatigue.

HAMMERFORGED
.45 BARRELS.
GUARANTEED

FOR 100 YEARS

Federal Ordnance, Inc.• 1443 Potrero Avenue, P.O. Box 6050 • So. EI Monte, California 91733

Our Roto-4M Hammerforged Bar
rels are built to such precise
tolerances, you'll automatically
become a better shot. And we
guarantee their durability-if you
can shoot one out, we'll replace
it-FREE, for 100 years!

THE HAMMERFORGING PROCESS.
WE'VE MADE IT AFFORDABLE!

Because of the expense involved
in this high technology process,
hammerforged barrels were
previously available from only the
largest gun manufacturers. Now,
exclusively from Fed Ord, com
pletely finished (4140 blued steel)
custom length Roto-4M Hammer
forged Barrels are available at
"off-the-shelf" prices.

MANUFACTURED TO TOLERANCES
SMALLER THAN THE SIZE OF THE

AVERAGE HUMAN HAIR.
Hammerforging forms Roto-4M
Barrels around a precision man
drel, creating a near perfect rifling
with a tolerance of .0001" (one ten
thousandth of an inch!). This
makes it very difficult to see any
difference from one barrel to
another, even under extreme
magnification.

SHOOTING FROM A STANDARD
BROACHED BARREL CAN BE LIKE

DRIVING A CAR WITH THE WHEELS
OUT OF BALANCE.

The Roto-4M Barrel's near perfect
symmetry and even distribution of
the metal grain along the center
(longitudinal axis) means the bar
rel contracts and expands uniform
ly in freezing temperatures or
under the intense heat of rapid fire.lanark,IL6104687 lanark Ave,

---""·Since 1937
di tools &

• Reloa ng
accessones ls &

• GUI\smitn tOO

gages ",der loading
• Black po

tools ... rret Press .-
• NEW ,u

INFO 'QUICKIE'
For maximum accuracy with a hand

gun, focus your shooting eye upon the
front sight, allowing both the rear sight
and the target to blur slightly.

It will require a certain amount of
conscious effort to form this habit, but
it will become instinctive with sufficient
practice-and payoff, handsomely.

petition.
At the end of the introductory course,

the shooter is thoroughly familiar with
handguns and better qualified to use them
in a variety of situations.

This course is also available on a con
centrated two-day weekend basis.

The "Advanced Pis/alcraft" course is an
intensive five-day program designed for
the serious student of competition of self
defense.

All aspects of practical pistol shooting
are covered, as well as continued emphasis
on the basics of marksmanship and mental
conditioning.

Skills in hitting stationary, reactive and
moving targets are honed, liS are advanced
techniques in barricade shooting, night
shooting, prone position shooting, speed
loading, point and hip shooting, weak
hand shooting, and running assault
courses.

The course is also available on a week
end basis.

The Mid-South Institute of Self
Defense Shooting is situated on three acres
in Hollywood, Mississippi, a 3D-minute
drive from downtown Memphis.

All students are personally supervised
by Shaw. Class sizes are kept small and
manageable for maximum learning poten
tial and safety. Upon completion of the
course, each' student receives a certificate
of graduation. ~
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BLAZER

Continued from page 39

Detective Special. The Colt was picked be
cause of its too-soft hammer blow, which
came with a super-slick action job.

Blazer's primer cup is brass-plated steel,
so it can't be de-primed with one of the
hook jobs. (CCI doesn't want you trying to
reload Blazer ammo.) I figured that the
steel primers might be a bit hard, so if this
two-inch Colt will.bust 'em, most anything
will.

The Colt performed as expected, pro
ducing very light primer indentations.
Only one round, a 148-grain WC, failed to
fire. I didn't try the round a second time.
No + P ammo was fired in the Colt, be-
cause most manufacturers say don't use
+ P in small guns.

The Contender was included in the bat
tery for accuracy testing. Five-shot gfoups
with the 158-grain RN and 125-grain JHP
from a bench at 25 yards, averaged about
J112 inches, with the JHP groups being
slightly smaller than the RN. The 148
grain WC, surprisingly, didn't do as well.

The Dan Wesson .357 was equipped
with two-, three-, four-, and six-inch bar
rels. The two-inch and three-inch are "spe
cials" I had made for another project. This
gun is my basic ballistic test bed for all .38/
.357 loads. The S&W M27 and M64 were
included for DA, IPSC and PPC style
shooting.

The Oehler Chronotach dutifully re
corded all the numbers, which are sum
marized in the accompanying table. I was
particularly amazed at the uniformity of
the 158-grain RN loads, and somewhat
perplexed that the 148-grain wadcutters
didn't do as well. I called Dave Andrews at
C<;:I and asked why. It turns out that CCI
had a batch of the 148s that had the bullets
seated too deep. This caused non-uniform
crimps, which played havoc with both ve
locity and accuracy. I got some of the bad
ones, and there wasn't time to get o·thers
for this test.

A total of 30 groups-IO of each bullet
style-were fired over the Chronotach,
using all guns for all loads; except that
+Ps were not fed to the Detective Special.
The extra groups fired with different gun/
load combinations were shot for various
reasons, usually because the resulting data
looked too good or too bad. An analysis of
velocity deviation by bullet style shows an
average of 7.1 fps for the 158-grain RN,
14.6 fps. for the 148-grain We and 19.8 fps
for the 125-grain JHP.

Blazer offers a viable alternative for
shooters who don't reload. Its low price
compares favorably with commercial re
loads, and ballistic quality seems to be
better.

Now, ifCCI will just learn how to adjust
the seating die on those wadcutters,~
they'll really have something. ~
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Don Malson-Captain, U.S.
Muzzle Loading Team and
Leading Medalist at the
i980 World Championships

Black PowderChampioDS
WinWith
Hornady!

.
Hornady round lead balls helped the U.s. Muzzle Load-

ing Team dominate the 1980 Muzzle Loading World Cham
pionships at Quantico, Virginia. U.S. shooters captured 13
of 20 events, including 5 world records - an accomplishment
unequaled in the history of competitive black powder shoot
ing. We're very proud of the U.S. team's performance and of
the fact that they chose Hornady balls for many of these events.

Hornady round balls are winners because we make
them with the same attention to uniformity used in our cen
terfire bullets. There's no worry about sprue tips or con
taminates. Each ball is precisely cold formed - swaged from
pure lead - to be perfect in size and weight.

Whether it's for fun, or for medals, you can make every
shot count with Hornady round balls. Sample the extra con
venience and the precision they provide. See your black
powder shooting supplier and try a box today.

.,:
Available now in 12 popular sizes
.350 I .433 I .445 I .454 I .490 I .535
.375 .440 .451 .457 .530 .570

H orn.ad :~R;l~!:F':~~>@III III B II Yoept:AH-ll, r.o Box 1848
. "U e~s Grand Island, Nebraska 68802-1848
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HORNADY MANUFACTURING co.
p.o, Box 1848, Dept. AH-11
Grand Island, Nebraska 68802-1848

[
II[ o:r:n.ad'7"
U Hu.lletis 'J ~«r:mll!!ll2!J

John Shaw has always been very impressed
with the excellence of Hornady Bullets. He
won the coveted 1980 IPSC championship
using the Hornady 230 gr. 45 FMJ FP.

Now he is even more impressed after using the new
COMBAT/TARGET Match, a 45 cal. 200 gr. Jacketed
Semi-Wadcutter (JSWC). This was the winning combi
nation for John in the 1981 Steel Challenge speed
shooting championship, as well as the 1981 IPSC·

What makes the Combat Target Match bullet a
favorite of champions? Accuracy and dependability.
During an initial 4000 rounds of test firing, this
bullet performed flawlessly. The special point en
hances feeding in automatics. The new Semi-Wadcutter
design gives sharp, clean holes and the long bearing
surface means greater accuracy. In its' jacketed con
figuration, the bullet delivers consistent performance
at both combat and target velocities. / ...-..

Join the champions. Shoot
HGrnady bullets. We have over 110
jacketed bullets to choose from.
Send for free list or see your dealer.

.45 Combat/Target Match ...
a favorite of champions
like JOHN SHAW t

(Winner 1981 Steel Challenge 
. 1980and '81 IPSC Champion)

INFO 'QUICKIE'

Shooting gallery
plans available

T he handyman marksman now has
access to a complete set of plans

and specifications for building a port
able, table-size shooting gallery with
moving targets.

The ricochet-proof gallery-which is
46 inches long and weighs less than 50
pounds-was designed specifically for
those who want to hone their handgun
shooting ~kills with small-caliber fire
arms or air guns.

Another intended use is for fund
raising campaigns and competitive
shooting events.

The sturdy gallery, which operates on
ll5 volts, is simple to construct and as
semble with basic shop tools. Materials
used are standard, economical and
available at most hardware stores, ac
cording to its inventor, Harold R.
Scharp of Halmar Research
Productions.

The motor-driven unit consists of 14
illuminated silhouette targets mounted
on a conveyor, 'and two synchronized,
revolving shafts. The variable speeds of
the moving targets simulate the move
ments of a handgun hunter's quarry.

A mechanism utilizing the combined
forces of magnetism and gravity auto
matically resets each target after it is
shot down.

"Handglin hunters who use the gal
lery," said Scharp, "will sharpen their
skills more rapidly than those who
shoot at stationary targets:'

Use of the gallery minimizes tracking
time and reduces animal suffering, ac
cording to Sch-arp.

Cost of plans and specifications: $5.,
ppd.

For more information, write Scharp
at 29420 S.w. 199 Ave., (Dept. AH),
Homestead, FL 33030.

The New Service, produced from
about 1897 with various changes up to
1943, was the largest of all Colt re
volvers.

Most ofthese guns carried a lanyard
swivel in the butt, except the fine New
Service Target model, which featured a
flat top frame, target sights and check
ered walnut grips.

In 1917, when the U. S. entered World
War I, the New Service chambered for
the .45 auto cartridge, so it could fire
the same ammo as the M19ll Colt auto.

Other calibers for which the New
Service was chambered: the .44 Spe,
cial, .38-40, .44-40, .38 Special, .357
Magnum, .450, .455 and .476 Eley (the
last three are British cartridges).

For men with extra large hands, the
New Service has always been popular.
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Ayoob taken over coals
by Laser Products Corp.

OJ. Kelly
Vice President / Marketing
Laser Products Corporation
Fountain Valley. CA

Laser Products Corporation. as with
all manufacturers. enjoys publicity;
but we were very disheartened to
read the Massad Ayoob article
regarding our laser-aimed weapons in
your May-June 1982 issue.

It would seem to us that you
would first notify the company you
are running an article on its
product-and then check the facts.

Much of the article was correct.
with the exception of two major
points: the cost of all our weapons
has been greatly reduced (almost in
half. to make them more accessible
to our over-burdened. under
budgeted law enforcement agencies).
and our weapons are now available
to everyone: Class III dealers.
security companies and their licensed
personnel. individual police officers.
etc.

Anyone who can afford it can
purchase one through his local
dealer. Our variance through the
HEWs Bureau of Radiological Health
was officially lifted April 29 We have
been shipping steadily since that
date.

Editor's note: may 'we have a
copy of your "reduced, almost in
half" price list? Would
appreciate.

\.JQU1D BRASS
~~~CLEANE1t :flo

~ For cleaning 00
that extra dirty, corroded

or stained brass.
TRU-SQUARE METAL PRODUCTS

Box 585. Dept. AH-l1. Auburn WA 98002

Continued from page 10

SPEAK OUT

TIlE
"STINGRAY"

S~riu ofdouble
slotUti holskrr

for most gun suu.

THE DEPENDABLE DNE.

THE SOPHISTICATED HANDGUNNER DEMANDS
THE UTMOST IN DESIGN AND CRAFTSMANSHIP a
SO ONLY A COBRA WILL DO AT HIS SIDEI ~BRA

Send $2.00 for 24-page full color catalog. E I . GlJNSKIN'
xc uSlvely by

1865 New Highway, Farmingdale, N.Y. 11735/516-752-8544

The solid all·steel frame construction of Charter's Police Bulldog makes
this 6-shot a .38 Spl. you can really depend on. Charter's innovative engineering
makes them virtually stronger and more reliable because there's no side plate to
weaken the frame. You get rugged "dry-firing" endurance that only our unbreak
able spring-loaded Beryllium copper firing pin can give.

Here's a 6-shot that's an honest-to-goodness 6-shot - no need to leave
an empty chamber for safety, because the Charter hammer block design is truly
safe. The extra-wide trigger of the Police Bulldog must be in full rear position in
order to fire.

Charter offers the Police Bulldog in a choice of models with 2" or 4"
barrels and with regular extra-wide hammer or "no-snag" pocket hammer.
Checkered panel, neoprene, or square butt grips come 'standard according to
model, but grips are interchangeable within all models. This one has the guts for
u+P" ammo!

For dependabi Iity ... choose an all-steel frame ... and for a lot more
value for the dollar, choose Charter.

CHARfER ARMS·
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• PRONOUNCED HOP'-EEZ

DIVISION OF PENGUIN INDUSTRIES, INC.
AIRPORT INDUSTRIAL MALL, COATESVILLE, PA 19320

NITEX METAL FINISHING PROCESS
HARD, CORROSION RESISTANT

21 REASOIS WHY
IIIIER 9IS IIIIER 1.

i_~'~~I~_;;t .
1.

:#Jif"

••• provides handsome appearance of stainless steel
THIS IS THE FINISH! It protects ALL metal surfaces
by a combination of heat and chemical treatments.
The surface you see; the bore where deterioration
Is most deadly; moving parts-without harm to
close machine tolerances, without loss of temper
to springs. Far outlasts blueing. Lab and field
tested for several years. Provides like-new restora
tion for favorite older guns; special good-looking
protective finish for that new purchase. Results
guaranteed! Investigate.

WRITE FOR
Full color illustrated
brochure and name
of nearest
dealer

0-12.
10. w. - _. -t- 16.

! ~'ii1_..'::' __.-=:.
n. ~.

1.Clay target throwers 2.Pepperbox pistol 3.Target pistol 4.Side by side pistol 5.Gun stock products
6.Soundmaster sound muffler 7.Lubricating oils a.Black powder products 9.Shooting glasses
10.0fficial NRA targets 11.Gun cleaning rods 12.No. 9 Solvents 13.Shooter aids 14.Bench rests and
bags 15.Gun cloth 16.Barrel scrubbers 17.Decorative hangers la.Gun bluing products 19.Gun
cleaning kits 20.Lures and scents 21.Brushes, swabs and patches

THIS PROPERTY IS PROTECTEO BY

ARMED RESIDENT
CRIMINALS WHO PROCEEO BEYONO

THIS POINT WILL BE SHOT

Dept. 104

P. O. Box 2710

Mesa, AZ 85204

I want to thank the American
Handgunner for awarding me the
Gun of the Month for March-April
This customized 45 Colt will be
treasured by me for the rest of my
life

My deepest appreciation to a fine
magazine for handgunners.

Harry G. Wong
San Francisco

'Thank you' for AH
Gun of Month award

A 255-grain bullet with 18Y2 or 19
grains of 2400, in new brass, and a
gun of modern steel is a beautiful
police round-plus a powerful
defense load.

Another thing, try using a 45 ACP
with a 250-grain bullet and see if
you can get 1,000 fps out of it. The
45 Colt is made for big heavy
bullets, not varmint bullets.

I've been shooting Colts since
1939, so I'm no stranger. Another
thing, try and see if you can get
more shots quicker on the target with
a 44 Magnum or a 44 Special,
handloaded A good pistol shot will
make more hits with a 44 Special
loaded to 1.100 or 1,200 fps than
he will with a 44 Magnum at 1.450
fps.

And, when was the last time yciu
heard of anyone using balloon cases
for handloading? Wasn:t it Elmer
Keith?

Better do more homework. Ask
Elmer Keith about 45s
R.C. Paulsen
Tehachapi, California

'Do more homework; ask
Elmer Keith about .45s'
What do you experts do, copy each
other's material?

Anyone who would test a cartridge
with the potential that the 45 Colt
has in a gun 63 years old, better go
back to school. (The writer refers to
Claud Hamilton's article on the 45
Colt in the July-August issue of the
American Handgunner).

'Place these large 3" x 4Y/' two color vinyl
stickers on your home, car, camper, etc.

4 for S5.00 WARNIN·.'·G
10 for S10.00

North American Tech.

DISCOURAGE BURGLARS
PROTECT FAMILY & HOME

SHOW 'EM WHERE YOU STAND
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NEW CUSTOM QUALITY PARTS FOR COLT AUTOS

'In eye (not ear) of
beholder: says S&W
Regarding the" Look Allkes" section
of your" Industry Insider" column in
the July-August issue of the
American Handgunner. the answer
IS no.

Bangor Punta Corporation once
owned Taurus; however, its plant
(in Brazil) never produced
Smith & Wesson revolvers If the
guns "look alike," it is In the eye of
the beholder

Robert I. Hass
Senior Vice President
Marketing & Sales
Smith & Wesson
Spri ngfield. MA

We noticed in the July-August issue
of the Amencan Handgunner that
your "Industry Insider" column
mentioned Taurus revolvers look like
Smith & Wesson revolvers because
they are built In what was once
Smith & Wesson's plant in Brazil

To set the record straight. ForJas'
Taurus SA. was formed and went
Into business In Porto Alegre. Brazil
in the late 19 30s and operated as an
Independent corporation owned and
controlled by Brazilians until the early
1970s At that time. Bangor Punta
Corp. purchased stock in Foqas
Taurus. As you are aware. Bangor
Punta owns controlling interest in
Smith & Wesson Three years ago.
Bangor Punta sold its stock back to
Brazilian nationals so that. In fact,
ForJas Taurus is owned and operated
100 percent by Brazilians At no time
did Smith & Wesson. Inc. have any
Interest whatsoever in Foqas Taurus.

Over the years. the owners and
operators of ForJas TaufUs simply
copied the Smith and Wesson
designed handguns; however. in
recent years. they have made many
Improvements and departures from
the Smith & Wesson revolver

mechanism.
Therefore. at no time did

Smith & Wesson own. control or
have a financial interest in Taurus.
nor did ,hey have a plant in Brazil

With reference to the Taurus
pistols. approximately 18 months
ago. ForJas Taurus SA purchased
outright Beretta do Brasil The
purchase Included everything but the
Beretta name and the buildings.

Edward G. Davies
President
International Distributors. Inc.

Miami. FL

Editor's note: Who's on first?

S&W had no plant in
Brazil: Inti. Distrib.

To assure positive magazine lockup - help prevent pinching when speed
loading.

18 Ibs. square wire spring. For Coil Government Model, Gold Cup and
Combat Commander. This spring will help prevent slide to frame damage,
less felt recoil, quicker sight recovery, spring is tempered for long lasting
use. Please specify model.

High v.isibility fixed rear sight. Competition designed wifh one of the most
popular sight picfures that are used by top combat shooters. Installed into
ihe original Colt Dovetails made after 1970.

Competition long trigger made of super lightweight material and can be
adjusted to 2V, lb. trigger pull with no over travel. They are available in
serrated or smooth for the Colt Government Modei, Combat Commander
and the Gold Cup. Please specify model.

JB FIXED SIGHT
'29.95

JB TRIGGER
'24.95

All Parts Designed by Jim Boland and are Competition ProvenoJ.;~"~~~~~~'~;;~S
PHONE (213) 892-5255

9525'/2 VAN NUYS BLVD., DEPT C, PANORAMA CITY, CA 91402

JB BUMPER PADS
2 ~:g~ S2.98

JB RECOIL SPRING
m, '2.95
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Distributed exclusively by

J.L.GALEF & SON INC.

Galef COMPANION folding single with ventilated rib.
Here's an outstanding all purpose shotgun. Tang safety, 12
and 20 gauge chambered for 3" magnum, suitable for 2%"
shells. Also 16 and 28 gauge for 2%", 410 gauge for 3" and
2W' shells. Hand checkered rolled engraved receiver.

For full details, write Dept. D-ll
and include your dealer's name and address.
85 Chambers Street, New York, N.Y. 10007

Minx M2-CaI. 22 short. Overall Length 4¥.t,
Length of barrel 2'h" ... Weight 10 ozs ... 6 shots ...
Thumb safety ... Half cock safety

Jetfire-CaI. 25 ...Overall Length 41/2' Length of
barrel 2V2' ... Weight 8 ozs ... 8 shots Thumb
safety ...Half cock ~afety

The Magnificent Beretta
MINX .22 SHORT JETFIRE .25 CAL.

No extractor.
blowback
action·
only pisto
with instant
breech cleaning.
double safety
features.

An intensive, 40-hour "immersion course" in the legal,
moral, and practical aspects of the use of deadly force by
private citizens in self-defense.
Based on MASSAD AYOOB's acclaimed best-seller "In The
Gravest Extreme," the Institute's course goes 40 hours
beyond the book into subtleties too sensitive for the mass
market. Learn "Stress Fire" street gunfight training hands
on, in a course that takes you to Police Academy level and
beyond in the teaching of combat shooting and judicious
use of deadly force. Learn proper interaction with wit
nesses, responding officers, investigators, and press in
"the aftermath."
Taught PERSONALLY by acclaimed police combat instruc
tor MASSAD AYOOB. Courses are being taught coast to
coast in 5-day, 4-day, and consecutive weekend formats. For
schedule and further information, contact:

LETHAL FORCE INSTITUTE
P.O. Box 122

Concord, NH 03301
"Responsible, professional training in the highest level of self-defense."

MMC
Front Sight
Staking Tool
For M/1911 Pistols

For Gunsmiths & Serious Tinkers

INFO 'QUICKIE'

9mm & .38 Super
NEW .357 MAG.

AND OTHERS

Call For Quantity Prices
(512) 858-4441

THE BRASS WORKS
P.O. Box 315H

Dripping Springs, TX 78620

BRASS

Swages Tenon of Front
S,qht

Basic Tool: Wedge.
Body. Setscrew
Spacer. Anti-Seize

Compound only $81.20.
Cashier's Check. M.O. or C.O.D.
Add $2.00 postage & hdlg.

Shear. Adaptor Also Available.
W,ite or Call for Brochure & Price Lists.

Dealers Please Inquire.
No Collect Calls. Please'

Miniature Machine Company
210 E. Poplar

Deming, New Mexico 88030
505-546-2151

The first issue of the American Hand
gunner was September-October 1976.

Its first editor was Jerome Rakusan,
now Editorial Director of the AH and
two other firearms magazines: GUNS
and SHOOTING INDUSTRY

Included in the first AH issue were
articles on the Walter P-38, High Stan
dard's Mark IV revolver, the Dan Wes
son Pistol Pac and TICs Contender in
.218 caliber.

Today, Vol. I No. I is a collector's
item, unavailable from the publisher.

LAPD officer thanks AH
for Bianchi cup award
Thank you for the very generous
award your magazine donated to the
recent Bianchi Cup Match. and I was
fortu nate enough to Win.

Without a doubt. the Bianchi Cup
represented some of the finest
shooters and competitors that I have
ever gone up against. The match was
also enhanced by the first rate

·support It received from sponsors
such as American Handgunner
magazine.

Winning the Practical Event will •
always stand as one of the highlights
of my shooting career. Thanks again
for a truly fine award. and for backing
the Bianchi Match in such a positive
way

Fred Romero
LAPD Pistol Team
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HANDGUN
MARKET

Classified ads 35¢ per word per insertion, including name and address. Minimum charge
$4.90 per ad. Copy must be submitted with payment in advance. No cash or frequency
discount allowed. All ads must be received with advance payment by not later than the 14th of
the fourth month preceding date of issue. Example: Closing for January/February issue (on
sale November 1) is September 14th. Ads received after closing date will appear in the
following issue. Please type or print clearly. No proofs furnished. Include name, address, post
office, zip code, city and state as counted words. Abbreviations count as one word each. Mall
to AMERICAN HANDGUNNER Magazine, 591 Camino de la Reina, Suite 200, San Diego,
Calif. 92108.

ACCESSORIES
COATED CLEANING RODS. All sizes, all Cal. 5O¢ for list
of precision shooting access. J. Dewey Mfg. 186AH Skyview,
Southbury, CT 06488

GUN ENGRAVING on your firearms, Customized
Artwork-monogram, ornamentation, hunting scene
whatever you wish. No case hardened. Knife handles-no
blades. Hand rubbed walnut plaques for all your awards
presentations. Jewelry, Trophy and Gun work. Sundance
Engraving, PO Box 912, Reading, PA 19603

COWBOY GEAR: 1860-1900 period holsters, cartridge belts,
cuffs & More. Several styles to choose from. These are
faithful reproductions, using ong. gear as patterns & the
finest saddle leather available. For illustrated catalog send
$2. To: Rick M. Bachman, 1840 Stage Lane, Kalispell, MT
59901.

BOOKS
u.S. CARTS &THEIR HANDGUNS by Suydam. Softback
Only! Most info ever printed on tI:>e subject! $9.95 Softbound
& $15.95 Hardbound + $1.50 post. HANDGUNNER
~2?0~~~/DePt-C<", 591 Camino Reina, San Diego, CA

PISTOLS OF THE WORLD, Hogg & Weeks. THE
ABSOLUTE AUTHORITY reference manual on the mod
ern, unique, exotic, rare or otherwise handgun. $24.95 + $1.50
post. HANDGUNNER BOOKS/Dept-CA, 591 Camino
Reina, San Diego, CA 92108* * *

STATE PISTOL LAWS, latest pistol carrying, purchasing,
etc., regulations for all states and FEDERAL GUN LAWS.
Both booklets $4.00. POLICE EQUIPMENT CATALOG
$2.00 Schlesinger, Department E., P.O. Box 5127, New York,
NY 10150.

"SURVIVALIST" Book Catalog. l00's of titles covering
many subjects. Rush $1.00 Cash: I'll send free ifyou're broke,
BUT GET IT NOW. To: Ken Hale (205), McDonald, Ohio
4447-0395.

Books On Survival, Alternative Economics, New Energy
Systems, Food Sources. Low Cost Housing, Inflation Proof
Investments, Self-Defense, Dehydrated Foods, and other
Survival Products. Catalog only 25¢. Refunded upon first
order. M. Haley & Company, Dept. AH, Box 432, Charlotte,
MI48813. .

UNUSUAL BOOKS. Silencers, lockpicking, survival, knife
fighting, undercover investigations, weapons, fake ID, crime,
police manuals, more! 500 titles in huge illustrated catalog.
$2.00. Loompanics, Box 1197-F, Port Townsend, WA 98368.

"TARGET HANDGUNS IN AUSTRALIA;' the book that
covers the whole handgun scene "Down Under." $8 surface
($10 air) posted. Target Handgun, Box 22, North Drayton,
4350 Australia.

TRAVEL WITH A GUN? Know State and Federal
requirements for residents and non-residents transporting
handguns, rifles and shotguns by vehicle, interstate common
carrier or through the mail. "TRANSPORTING PER
SONAL FIREARMS." Send $4.95 (PPD) to Sparrow Pub
lishing House, Dept. AH, P.O. Box 121, Boulder City, NV
89005.

DEATH IN THE SILENT PLACES by Peter Hathaway
Capstick. A guide to dozens of true-life adventures as a
professional hunter. Exhilarating, suspenseful, authentic.
$13.95 + $1.50 post. HANDGUNNER BOOKS/Dept-CA,
591 Camino Reina, San Diego, CA 92108* *

MODERN HANDLOADING by Maj. George Nonte, Jr. For
the serious beginner or advanced expert. Up-to-date refer
ence provides more authoritative information and specific
loads than any other handloading book in print. Fully
illustrated with section on reloading tools. Lengthy reference
and appendix. Only $6.95 + $1.50 postage. HANDGUNNER
BOOKS/Dept-CA, 591 Camino Reina, San Diego, CA
92108* *

PISTOLSMITHING by Maj. George Nonte, Jr. Every detail
of pistolsmithing thoroughly covered. Everything from
basics to the most complicated problem. $15.95 + $1.50 post.
HANDGUNNER BOOKS/Dept-CA, 591 Camino Reina,
San Diego, CA 92108* *

TRACKING by Jack Kearny. A blueprint for learning how
by an unchallenged authority and author of the U.S. Border
Patrol course. His skills have led to scores of people lost in the
wild and solved criminal cases. $8.95 + $1 post. HANDGUN
NER BOOKS/Dept-CA, 591 Camino Reina, San Diego, CA
92108**

NO SECOND PLACE WINNER by Bill Jordan. A fascinat
Ing book about gun fighting and the equipment to use, from
loads to leather. $8.50 + $1 post. HANDGUNNER BOOKS/
Dept-CA, 591 Camino Reina, San Diego, CA 92108**

GUNS '82 ANNUAL AND SURVIVAL GUIDE. All new
collection of .infonnation for the gun buff. From do-it
yourself tips to black powder, there's great reading on all
types offireanns. Major section on Survival weapons tactics
and gear. $3.95 ineludes postage. HANDGUNNER BOOKS/
Dept-CA, 591 Camino Reina, San Diego, CA 92108.

AMERICAN HANDGUNNER '83 ANNUAL. Pre-publica
tion Issue Includes a catalog of handguns and accessories.
Each major handgun shooting sport is covered plus a run
down of ammo and ballistics information. Some outstanding
examples of leading custom pistolsmiths. $4.95 includes post.
HANDGUNNER BOOKS/Dept-CA 591 Camino Reina
San Diego, CA 92108. ' ,

GUERRILLA WARFARE/URBAN & RURAL
SURVIVAL/ALTERNATE IDENTITIES. Book List $2
(refundable). DEALERS WANTED! Discounts to 60%!!
TECHNOLOGY GROUp, Box 3125, Pasadena, CA 91103.

NEW! HANDY! Semi-Annual (Jan-Jun '82) subject index
for: SHOOTING TIMES, GUNS & AMMO, GUNS,
AMERICAN RIFLEMAN, AMERICAN HANDGUNNER
magazines. Send $5.00 to: A. Crawford, 1760 B-7 Monrovia,
Costa Mesa, CA 92627

Shooting Handguns Safely and Accurately. Excellent 28
page manual. Proven techniques. Instructive photographs.
$2.50, Seitzer Publications, Dept AH, Box 4414, Albany, GA
31706

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
"LEARN GUNSMITHING". Yavapai College is a fully
accredited community college with V.A. approval. Excellent
facilities, experienced instructors, great mountain climate
makes this the place to learn gunsmithing. Write to Yavapai
College, Attn: GUNSMITHING INSTRUCTOR, l!OO E.
Sheldon, Prescott, AZ 86301, 602-445-7300.

NEED WEAPONS? BECOME GUNS DEALER AT
HOME! Eliminate the MIDDLE-MAN! New Gun Dealers
Instruction Course, 23 Chapters, All Application Forms,
$4.95, Federal Laws, $2.00, your State Laws, $2.00, Directory
500 Wholesalers, $3.50, Class 03 License Manual, Forms,
$3.00, Dealer Record Books: Firearms or Ammo. $4.95.
Obtain Concealed Gun Permits, $2.00. Catalog $1,00 VISA/
MASTERCARD Accepted, REDDICK, 1821-C Bacon, San
Diego, CA 92107

MAKE MONEY AS PART-TIME GUN DEALER ... How
to receive your Federal Firearms License ... $2.00. 75-Top
Gun Wholesaler's Directory. $2.00. Your State Pistol Laws
... $2.00. How to receive·a Concealed Weapon Permit. $2.00
All four Publications $5.00 ppd. Moneyback Guarantee.
KEVCO HA, Box 1630 Bakersfield, CA 93302

BE A GUN DEALER, Official Federal Firearms License Kit,
Application Forms, Instructions, Wholesale Sources for Fire
arms, Ammo & Accessories. The Most Complete kit
Available. You can Start Selling Guns & Ammo for Full or
Part-time Income Today. Send $4.95 to: S.GB.E., P.O. Box
780, Mocksville, NC 27028.

FIREWORKS
List of Chinese and Domestic Fireworks sources, supplies,
plus fonnulas, instructions and sample safety fuse. Send
$5.00. DALTON, Box 2162, Williamsport, PA 17703

.,: Fireworks, Buy Direct Catalog. Send $2.00 to Falcon Fire
works, 8889 Lake Road, Seville, OH 44273, Dept. D Refund
able

FIREWORKS-Fun, safe, patriotic; top quality, lo~vest
prices; illustrated catalogue 50¢; Pyro-Sonic Devices, Box·
71!-G5, Grand Haven, MI 49417

FOR SALE
COLT .45 AUTO PISTOL. COMPLETE MANUAL. More
than 100 pages, 80 photos and illustrations. Details on
disassembly, repair, construction, and marksmanship. $6.50
Catalog $2.00. MONEY ORDER or CREDIT CARD ONLY.
SURVIVAL BOOKS, 11106 Magnolia Blvd., North Hol
lywood, CA 91601. (213) 763-0804.

Smith & Wesson 125 Anniversary Model 25, low serial No.
.0186, new, Write Craig Williams, Route 1, Cadott, WI 54727.

GUNS FOR SALE
Now is your opportunity to receive a FREE list from the
largest reputable dealer of collectible and investment auto
matics (LUGERS, P-38'S, COLTS, MAUSERS, etc,). Send
a Stamp Today: Midwest Firearms, 16580 Cedar Avenue S.,
Rosemount, MN 55068

Wholesale price on every new gun in America. Complete
ordering instructions. Thousands of gun prices. Hundreds of
sources, local contacts, phone numbers. One great reference.
Send $4.95 for latest issue. The Straight Shootin' Gazette,
3317 Montrose 11910, Houston, TX 77006.

INSTRUCTION
FUNDAMENTALS OF COMBAT PISTOLCRAFT. N.P.I.
is now accepting applications for the instruction of qualified
students in the basic practical skills of modern defensive
pistolcraft. For information and application, send $1.00 to:
Northeast Pistol Institute, Dept 714C, PO Box 453, Union,
NJ 07083

KNIVES & SWORDS
SURVIVAL KNIVES!! Extravagant selection, superlative
quality, factory production, swordcanes, daggers, hollow
handles, kideouts, hatchets, commandos, throwers, razors,
icepicks, and more. loo%-Satisfaction-Guaranteed, Quantity
DISCOUNTS to 35%, Airmailed silipment, itemized invoices,
plus FREE "Surprise" GIFTS! Photographic (40+page)
Discou ntl Reference/Catalogue, $2.00 (Airmailed!).
SELECTLINE, (established 1977), Box 391AHGW, P.C.,
Hawaii, 96782-0391.

MILITARY SURPLUS
,

JEEPS, CARS, pickups from $35. Available at local govern
ment Auctions. For Directory Call 805-687-6000. Extension
921, call refundable.

MISCELLANEOUS
SHORT-RUN CUSTOM BELT BUCKLES WITH YOUR
LOGO MY SPECIALTY. SOLID SANDCAST SILICON
BRONZE ALL HAND FINISHED. BUCKLES BY MIKE,
1225 MANZANITA, DEPT. AH, LOS ANGELES, CA 90029.

FREE CATALOG! Embroidered Emblems, Minimum order
5, Send Sketch. STADRIAH, 3760 Inverrary Drive,
Lauderhill, Florida 33319

UPDATED CATALOG FROM PALADIN PRESS. Wide
selection of books on weaponry, self-defense, sniping, silen
cers, survival, and creative revenge. Send $1.00 to Paladin
Press, PO Box 1307-AHC, Boulder, CO 80306

NINJA EQUIPMENT CATALOG-Nightsuits, handel"vs,
footspikes, calthrops, blowguns, shuriken, reference mate
rials for the "shadow warrior." Send $1.00 to Ninja, Box
28222/AHC, Atlanta, GA 30328

ADVENTURERS-Procurement Index for security
"consultants," agents, operatives, discerning individuals who
take life seriously. Offering: Specialized leathergear;
miniaturized electronics; disguised self-defense devices;
countenneasure specialties. Our illustrated catalog, $2.00
(refundable). ASP, PO Box 18595/AHC, Atlanta, GA 30326

POLICE TRAINING. Special courses for POLICE ONLY,
provided by POLICE MARKSMAN ASSOCIATION Ad
visor, Graham Knowles. Courses cover: DEFENSIVE TAC
TICS, S.W.A.T., NIGHT TACTICS, COUNTER SNIPER,
SHOTGUN, PISTOL. Send $2.00 for 1982 course catalog to:
Suite 417, 207 East 85th St., New York, NY 10028
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Continued from page 70

FANTASTIC AQUARIUM Fish Mailed! Filters, Medicines,
Water, air pumps. 1,000 Items. All -25%. Extremely fast.
Catalog 50' (refundable). (313) 627-2877. Aquadiscount,
33542 Mill, Ortonville, MI 48462

BURGLAR ALARMED CONCEALED CLOSET. Remote
controlled. Information $2.00. CJP ENTERPRISES, PO
Box 609, Windham, NH 03087

FEP'S FLY DOPE. BLACK FLY AND INSECT REPEL
LENT. Free sample. Send $1.00 for catalog. Farrington and
Farrington, Box 2163, Sarasota, FL 33578. Dealers Inquire.

Ideas, inventions, new products needed by innovative man
ufactu.rers. Marketing assistance available to indhiduals.
universities, companies. Call toll free 1-800-528-6050. In Ari·
zona, call 1·800-352·0458.

SCARCE OLD INDIAN head penny, buffalo nickel, and
emergency steel war cent only $2.50 plus 5()¢ fOT first class
postage and handling. To: G. Bellamy. Box 549-G,i...ancaster,
CA 93534.

FREE CATALOG of speciality products for tbe deer hunter.
Whitetail Products, (ARC) RR 2, Kingman, IN 47952.

FEDERAL FIREARMS license application kits! Official
Forms, \Vholesale Sources. BATF "BOO's," instructions. Only
$3.50. Graphics, Dept. A-H, 428 S. Main, Grapevine, TX
76051.

BBRIT4GB

WHY PAY MORE? 120 ft. Ranger Rappelling Rope $50, U.S.
Army Soldiers Manual $5.00, Karabiners $8.25, Camo T·
shirts $8.50, Heavy Quilt Camo Vest $20, Nylon Assault Rifte
Cases-Top Quality (Specify weapon) Black or Camo $55
plus $3.00 P & H for most items listed. GROUND ZERO
SURVIVAL, Box 24037A, Columhus, OH 43224.

MILITARY & MARTIALART~I.D. Cards & Certificates.
Airborne, Special Forces, C.I.A., Police, etc. Brochure 51
Kenwood, Box 66, Dept. H, Long Green, MD 21092.

See Jour Dearest
Heritage Irms
dealer tadaJ

Manufactured in Texas
4·3/4"·6"·7·1/2" Barrel Lengths
USPL ·45LC· 357 Magnum

and 451CP Calibers
HANDGUN SILHOUETTE SHOOTERS. 7mm·T/CU test
data and accuracy analysis. Ten and fourteen inch barrels, 4
bullets, 7 powders. Send $3 for report. Accuload Data Analy·
sis, 2339 W. Monte, Mesa, AZ 85202.

SURVIVAL
SMOKE GENERATING DEVICES (Candles, Bombs,
Grenades}-An essential part of the survivalist's inventory.
Excellent for smoke screens, dispersing crowds, signaling. fire
drills, etc. Large generating capacities and extremely dense
smoke. All fresh and fully guaranteed. We pay shipping
charges in U.S:A. Send $2.00 (refundahle with order), for
catalogue ofthese and other important products. Signus, Box
337l2·E, Phoenix, AZ 85067.

Survival Supplies, Assault Rifle Cases, Holsters, Guns and
Custom Combat Gunsmithing, 45 auto is our specialty. Food,
Books, Camouflage and much more outdoor gear. Low prices
for quality goods and services. Catalog $3.50 ppd. GROU ND
ZERO SURVIVAL SUPPLY COMPANY, Box 24037A. Co
lumbus, OH 43224.

• Trims cases fast ond easily. • New clamping
feature insures absolute uniformity. • All ad
justments mode with your fingers. • C-H Culters
are made with a 2 degree angle for maximum
life ond efficiency. • Case holders for 011 popu
lar calibers. Many are interchangeable.

Extra Case Holder, No. 303·1 $3.50

We have copper 'h jackets and 34 jackets in
stock. 38 cal. '12 jackets $30.70/M, 38 3f4
jackets $31.80/M. Other' calibers available.
Write for quantity prices.

Send $2.00 for 1982 Products Catalog
which will be refunded on first order.

(J08BER INQUIRIES INVITED)

•• • ••••••

====Distinctive Craftsmanship====

aSINILI aCTIDN RIVDLVIR of premium qualitJ allardable
to the mast demanding shooter tadaJ THE IMEIICIN HINDSUIUIEI.
Crafted for mgged performance and dependable accuracJ. Built with
pride bJ.

Heritage arms
11281 Lea Lane
Dallas, Tens 75229
214/147·8420

if you could have only ODe.. BEIUT4GE
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WHAi"S
NEW
Bullet casters oHered
three diHerent alloys

North Shore Arms Supply has
introduced three high-quality,
moderately-priced alloys specifically
designed for precision bullet casting.

Company president Dick Kraighman
described each, as follows:

Castmaster is a lead-alloy (Linotype)
for casters desiring maximum hardness.
Used "straight," it is excellent for high
velocity, gas-check bullets, and keeps
leading down to a minimum level.

Gamebuster is a high lead content alloy
designed with the hunter in mind. It
produces excellent expansion, even at
moderate velocities.

Matchgrade is an all-round blend
similar to Lyman's #2 alloy. It may be
used with or without gas-check bullets at
recommended velocities, and works
particularly well in semi-automatic
pistols.

ALLOW 12 TO 16 WEEKS FOR DELIVERY

All alloys are available in convenient,
four-segment ingots that weigh
approximately six pounds each.

Prices per pound are Castmaster,
91 cents; Gamebuster, $1.26, and
Malchgrade, $1.l4, based on orders of
250-499 pounds. Lesser or greater weight
orders are priced accordingly. North
Shore Arms Supply also sells pure lead,
tin and antimony in small ingot sizes.

For more information, write the
company at POB 384 (Dept. AH),
Port Washington, Y 11050.

Continued on page 74

SUGGESTED RETAIL
PRICE -$19.50

7 Round Capacity

All Moulded Parts are mfg.
from a new SPACE AGE
UN BR EA KA BL E synthetic
material

InterDational Shootist Inc.
P.O. Box 5254
Mission Hills, CalifonUa 91345
Ph. (213) 891-1723

Tolerances have been kept to
+-a minimum to assure

positive fit and function.

....Base Plate Retainer

TED BLOCKER'S CUSTOM: BOLSTl:RS
PROUDLY INTRODUCES ...

Mike Dalton aDd
Mickey Fowler
say, "1D today's
competitio.., this
is the 'State of the
Art' in leather
eqDipment.

ff[f]Jl /1o&o/1o.@@jjJjlPJlffl/ffl/@!i!lJ]]JJ(fj

Ted Blocker's Custom Holsters
P.O. Box 821
Rosemead, CalifonUa 91770 ,/li'l
Ph. (213) 442-5772 .1).~

Moulded Synthetic Follower,
Rounded Design with .....
Positive Slide Stop Operation

This rig was designed and made for International Shootist Inc. under the expert gui
dance of Mike Dalton and Mickey Fowler to handle the most grueling demands of top
level practical pistol competition, and exceeds all I.P.S.C. requirements. This is the rig
you have seen used by the I.s.i. team lead by Mickey Fowler and Mike Dalton at world
class events. All I.S.I. rigs feature full contour double thick belt, holster includes 18
gauge steel liner, metal lined hip plate, sight rails, adjustable tension device, muzzle
rake for strong side or cross draw. Revolutionary Tef-Lok double mag pouch which has
teflon coated spring retainers. Holster can also be ordered for strong side butt forward
and is available for Colt Commander Mark IV, Gold Cup, Hard Baller, Brgn. H.P., Safari
Arms, Pin Gun, guns with 6" or 7" long slide, guns with full Bomar Rib at no additional
charge. The competition rig as shown sells for $126.95 plus 5% shipping and handling.
Calif. residents add 6% sales tax. This standard model can be delivered in less than 30
days. IT ordering direct from Ted Blocker y(!JU may use Master Charge or Visa. Please
include your card number and expiration date.

One Piece Moulded Synthetic --+ 7
Base Plate and Base Pad

Add $2.50 postage & handling per order, COD's welcome.

AVAILABLE EXCLUSIVELY FROM n

Wilson's Gun Shop llogers Holsters
Rt.3!Box211-D or 1736 St. Johns Bluff Rd.

Berryville, Ark. 72616 Jacksonville FL 32216
PH, 501-545-3618 PH. 800-874-1610

Part No. 47 Dealer Inquiries Invited .. Part.No. 29003

I'THE ULTIMATE .45 MAGAZINE11

Intr~U~~gthe WILSON _ROGERS .45 AUTO
MAGAZINE

r:1
Wolff Extra Power Magazine--+ ~
Spring

Removable Base for easy
Cleaning.

Magazine Body Precision
Mfg. From Aircraft Grade

. Certified Stainless Steel.
Design and Mfg. Methods--+
Have Eliminated Cracking
Problems Common with
Other Magazines, Heat
treated to RIC 38
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All the big shots read GUNS. It offers the
best coverage of the firearms scene ever
assembled. Whether you own a giant
killer or a plinker, you'll get a lot more
enjoyment from it when you gain a
thorough knowledge of all types of guns
and their uses. •

If you're a sportsman who wants to
know more about reloading. competition
shooting, or even have black powder in
your blood, you'll be able to pick the
brains of some of the most
knowledgeable experts in the world,
right from the pages of GUNS magazine.
Twelve big issues a year, chock-full of
color stories and features, come your way
when you become a regUlar subscriber to
GUNS - and you save yourself a lot of
money over the S2.00 single copy price.
plus a trip to the newsstand.

For a sUbscription to GUNS, use the
attached postage-paid card or send your
check or money order for the term you
select: 3 years S33.45 (you save S38.55),
2 years S24.85 (you save S23.15). I year
S14.95 (you save S9.05). FREE 80NUS if
you order now: The GUNS PATCH for
jacket or hat ... a S3.50 va/uel

Write to: GUNS Magazine,
SUbscription Dept. 108,591 Camino de la
Reina. Suite 200, san Diego. CA 92108

•



GOVERNMENT MODEL BUSHING WRENCH
Pocket size, molded in tough plastic,
prevents scratching that valuable
finish. For all Government model
autos. Fits on your key ring and $1 00
has a handy bore reflector tab. each

All items $1.00 each or 7 for $5.00 or 15 for $10.00.
All orders under $10.00, include $1.00 for postage
and handling. Minimum order $2.00.

J.L. NUMBERS BOX 3178
SCOTTSDALE, ARIZONA 85257

WHAT'S NEW
Continued from page 72

Now, an all-stainless
steel handgun scope.

The first all-stainless steel handgun
scope has been introduced by the W.R.
Weaver Company.

The two-power P2S features precise
optics, excellent weatherproofing and a
patented Micro-Trac adjustment system
that insures sight consistency, even with
heavy magnum loads.

The scope's eye relief ranges from 10
to 24 inches, with a field of view of 24
feet at 100 yards,

GOLD CUP REAR SIGHT SUPPORT
Tired of your rear sight gelling ®
"bumped around"? This item can be -
installed out of sight in minutes ~

with no alteration and leaves your _-;..",""-. __1

sight adjustable but firm. 51 ~.Ch

RUBBER "COMBAT" SLAM PADS
Heavy black neoprene rubber, die~
cut to fit the bottom of your
magazines for those fast sure
combat reloads. Specify Government
model, High Power or S&W model 59. 51~.Ch

GOVERNMENT MODEL RECOIL BUMPER
Die cut neoprene pad slips onto your ry
recoil spring gUide to prevent the ~
"slide slap" which can damage your
guns close fits. For best results - 51 00 .
use with a stout recoil spring. each

J.L.Numbers

To complement the new P2S, Weaver
has introduced a complete line of
mounting systems (Model 304) available
in either stainless steel or Steel Lite II
finish, The no-drill, no-tap mounting
systems fit most popular handguns and
match the finish of stainless steel pistols
(Ruger) and revolvers,

The new systems-in kit form-are
compact and lightweight and can be
installed quickly by the shooter, without
any modification to expensive handguns.

For more information, contact the
company at 7125 Industrial Ave.
(Dept. AH), EI Paso, TX 79915.

Continued on page 76

WILSON COMBAT
No. 9 Commander Style
Hammer 4140 steel

$16.95

WILSON COMBAT
No. 12 DWYER" Group
Gripper"TM Kit (govl.,
G.C.) $22.95, No. 12C
commander model $27.95,

AAAAAAAAIIIM
o

WILSON COMBAT
SHOK-BUFFTM Shock
Absorber kit (govl. G.C.
or comm.) $5.50

Now Available!
You Can't Miss is the most comprehensive book
ever devoted to practical handgun shooting.
Written by twice-IPSC National Champion John
Shaw, You Can't Miss is a Master combat
shooter's book of trade secrets, a system for
learning the art of practical shooting.

"Using the system he developed, John Shaw became
the U,S, Champion twice and leader of the U.S. Gold
Team. He wasn't a super athlete with golden hair, either.
John Shaw is the champion you can be."

M••••d F. Ayoob, author
In The Gravest Extreme

"John Shaw is indisputably blessed with a great natural
talent, which accounts in part for the explosive manner
in which he has dominated combat competition. The
rest? Hard practice and the personally worked out
innovative technique described in his book..

Bill Jord.n, firearms authority
and author of
No Second Place Winner

"There are many excellent shooters, but few possess
the rare ability to pass this skill on to others. John has
the ability.

Send me.· copies of YOU CAN'T MISS @
$8.95 plus $1.00 postage and handling each .
Name _
Street _
City State Zip _
Send Orders To:
YOU CAN'T MISS .. AH
503 Stonewall
Memphis, Tennessee 38112

Jim Clerk, master gunsmith

FINE CUSTOM COMBAT HANDGUNS and
ACCESSORIES for the DISCRIMINATING

SHOOTER.
No. 2B SHOK-BUFFTM Replacement buffers (pkg. of
6) $5.50
No.6 Extended Combat Safety (blue or
stainless) 519.50
No. 7 Extended Combat Slide Release (blue or
stainless) 521.50
No. 10 Heavy Duty Recoil spring (govl. or comm.)52,50
No. 11 Heavy Duty Recoil Spring Kit (govl. or
comm.) , 54.50
NO.5 Magazine base pads 51.50
No. 34 WILSON COMBAT Extended Combat Ejector
(100% positive ejection) $15.95
No. 13 Pachmayr GM-45C Combat Grips $17.50
No. 14 Pachmayr Mainspring Housing (B or C) $10.50
No. 23 Break-Free CLP (90 gm.) $3,45
No, 16 Rogers E-Z Loader Magazine Well $9.95
No. 15 Rogers PPS Combat Grips (black) $14.95
No. 18 Rogers World Holster, black (govl.-G.C., comm,
or longslide) $36.95
No. 22 Bbl. Bushing Wrench $3.00
No. 31 Extended Magazine Release $21.95
No. 21 Combat Blue Magazine with base pad. 511.95
No. 32 Witchita Adjustable Combat Rear Sights549.95
No. 44 Hallock's ,45 Auto Handbook: $11.95

All M.D. Cart check and COD orders processed within 5 business days. Send SASE for price s~ OR $2.00
for 1982 picture Brochure of Custom Combat Modifications and Accessories.

Add $2.50 postage and handling per order, COD's welcome. NO Credit Card orders please. Ark. residents add
3% sales tax.

No. 4 Combat Stainless
Magazine with base pad,
7 rd. $15.95

WILSON COMBAT
No. 3 High Visibility
Combat Sights $25.00.
No. 3D with 3 dot sighting
system $32.00. We will
install within 3 wks. for a
$20.00 labor charge.

WILSON COMBAT
NO.1 Competition Match
Trigger (long-adjustable)

$15.95

Course. In comb.t
pl.tol .nd .hotgun
.hootlng .re
• Y8I1.ble from
John Sh.w .t the
MId-South In.tltute
of Self-Defen.e

Shooting.

Write for det.II•.

Only $8.95
Plus $1.00 postage
and handling

A substantial
discount is available
to dealers

-(
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COMBAT AND IPSC SHOOTERS

And there's a version
for medium frame
autos, too. [ZIiiJ
Each and every S&W
holster is designed
and made in our own
factory. Smith & Wes
son, 2100 Roosevelt
Avenue, Springfield,
Massachusetts 01101.

•INTERNATIONAL SHDOTISTS INC.

~ d BANGOR PUNTA Company

~.l "'....

i ';'11" IS YOUR
LIFE
SAFE?

Now you can join the champions, Mickey Fowler and
Mike Dalton, in the latest. most improved techniques
in the arts of self defense, competition, or just those
who must carry a pistol dally. Classes are now forming
with the personal supervision of Mickey and Mike at
their new facility in So. Cal. These international experts
will teach you to fire fast controlled shots. with the
mental conditioning to attain pin-point accuracy and
fulfill your personal goals!
Send $1.00 Postage and Handling For Full DeSCriptive Brochure To
International ShOOllsts Inc. P.O. 80lt 5254, MiSSion Hills. CA 91345

~ Smith&Wesson
75

lined in soft, protec
tive suede, has a wide
thumb break top
strap, built-in sight
protector and closed
muzzle. The Model
27 is the perfect mate
for your medium or
large frame, four or
six inch revolver.

protector and closed
muzzle. There's a
Model 22 to fit almost
any revolver or auto
matic you might
own. [ZIiiJ The
Model 27 is a dressy,
close riding holster
in the mocfern high
ride design. It's fUlly

Model 22

Continued from page 31

ACCU-COMP

creased 'mass of the slide being forced to
the rear. Since the Accu-Comp "eats up"
some of the rearward energy on unlocking,
and slightly decreases the mass of a normal
length slide, the felt recoil is softer than ei
ther a longslide or a standard length Gov
ernment Model.

Bill is also building his excellent Accu
Comp system on Commanders. While this
sacrifices velocity and sight radius, it
results in a compensated .45 that is the
length of a standard Government Model.

Test firing the pistol that Bill sent held
no surprises. I expected a great deal and
was not disa ppointed. The accuracy was
superb, the functioning flawless. We tested
light loads (5.4 gr. of WW23l with 200 gr.
SWC) up to heavy loads (7.2 gr. of Unique
with 230 gr. RN) and experienced no mal
functions of any kind. This was no doubt
aided by a special longer ejector that Bill is
making and marketing.

Bill considers the current Accu-Comp to
be a finished product and he's redirecting
his creative efforts in other areas (a new .45
magazine and special N iklad electro less
nickel finish are the next projects on his
drawing board).

For more information write: Wilson
Combat, Route 3, Box 211-D,
Berryville, AR 72616

the attention to detail
in the meticulous
sewing, hand burn
ishing and flawless
finish. [ZIiiJ Our
Model 22 holster is a
traditional design,
fully lined with soft
glove leather, with a
single retaining
strap, built-in sight

Extended Magazine Release
Button for Colt, AMT and
Crown City Autos. Completely
replaces the existing release.
No drilling or tapping
necessary. Instructions
included. $19.95 postpaid.
N.Y. res. add 7% tax. WE pay
ALL Shipping Charges.
Satisfaction or your money
back.

M-S Ambidextrous Safety (B/SS) 33.75
M-S or King Extended Combat Safety (B / SS) 17.50
M-S Extended Slide Release (B/SS) . . .. 17.50
M-5 Beavertail Grip Safety (B/SS). .14.95
Colt Drop·in Beavertail Grip Safety. . 24.00
King Drbp-in Beavertail Grip Safety (B/SS) 22.00
King-Tappan Combat Sights .. 28.50
Bianchi Holsters: Chapman # 5041.00; Askins #' 4 .35.00
Bianchi B-9 Belt (Please State Size) . . 23.50
Davis Holsters: Realist # 1145 or Usher :# 1045 .. 60.00
Davis Holsters: Liberty :::r 453 or Machaira :t= 4532 .. 30.00
Davis ~ 114 Belt 25.00; Davis 45MP Db!. Pouch 19.95
Alessi Db!. Mag Pouch 13.00; Single Pouch 9.00
Wolf Spring Kit (State weight & Gun) 4.80
Wilson Shok-Buff Kit (Gov't/Comm) . . ~ . 5.50
Checkered Magazine Pads (Black Neoprene) 1.00
Wilson Trigger 14.95; Deluxe Long Trigger 11.95
Combat Corner Quick Loader Magazine Well. . . 6.50

JIM'S FLYE SHOPPE, Dept. AHG. Rd. #1.9518 Rt. 60,
Fredonia, N.Y. 14063

If you own a

Ruger 9mm Revolver

H
RANCH PRODUCTS now has a 113 moon
clip for it with the same features that has
made our .45 acp clip such a success.
Thesa clips are reusable and storable in
standard boxes or ammo belts; try to do
that with Ruger clips. If you want to try
them. send your name and address on a
stamped envelope and specify 9mm or .45
aep. We also offer a line of scope mounts
for M-l's and Mini-14·s.

Clip price.: 25 for n.95; 50 for f6.95 ppd.

RANCH PRODUCTS
P.O. Box 145, MALINTA, OHIO 43535

Smith &Wesson
understands the way
a shooter feels about
a holster. You want
tha t perfect combina
tion of style, durabil
ity and comfort that's
just right for your
gun-and that feels
Just right on you.
Check these facts.
Then check out the
Smith & Wesson hol
sters a.tlt0;Afavorite
store.' Each

Thelaetis
youeanleel
the difference
inanSaW
holster

S&W holster is cut
and molded to fit the
gun, hold it securely
and minimize wear
on the finish. [ZIiiJ
Only select, top-grain
cowhide, chosen for
strength and thick
ness is used on Smith
& Wesson holsters.
[ZIiiJ You can see



WHAT'S NEW

FLUORESCENT COLORS!

Dept. ~H/1241 East Prince Road/P.O. Box 13446/Plastlcs Division
Tucson, Arizona 85732/602-298-6924

CALL TOLL-FREE 1-800-528-1142
BulishDoters' Supply is adivision of the B.E.W.B. Corp.

Se. Your Oealer Copyright 1981

BULLSHOOTERS·'· new FLUORESCENT
Sight Insert Kit ... An acrylic resin with
5 fluorescent colors: red. yellow, orange,
blue, green, and opaque white. A liquid
that hardens in 10 minutes, without heat.
Inserts won't fall out, withstand hot
bluing. Our Fluorescent kit includes side
forms, mixing bowl, and complete, illus
trated instructions on frDnl and rear sight
inserts. Immediate shipment, satisfaction guaranteed.

20 INSERT, I-COLOR KIT (YOUR CHOICE) . . S 8.95
20 INSERT FLUORESCENT 6COLOR KIT $16.95
150 INSERT FLUORESCENT 7COLOR KIT 538.50
300 INSERT FLUORESCENT 7 COLOR KIT $59.00

BULLSHOOTER'S SUPPLYlM

Like all Dillon presses, the RL 450
loads a completed round with every
stroke of the tool handle; it uses
standard 7/8 x 14 dies.

Its 450-rounds-per-hour cyclic rate
reportedly helps take the punishment out
of volume reloading.

Cost for a caliber change is $45; it can
be done in about 15 minutes, according
to the company.

The RL 450 is priced at $365,
complete with powder measure and both
large and small primer feed.

For more information, contact Dillon
at Suite 106, 7755 E. Gelding Drive
(Dept. AH), Scottsdale, AZ 85260.

Continued from page 74

Dillon introduces new
rotary loading press

Dillon Precision Products has
. introduced its new Rapid Load 450

Progressive Loader, a modification of the
company's RL 300.

The RL 450 is said to be faster,
stronger, better looking and simpler to
operate.

It utilizes a four-position rotary shell
plate that carries shells through various
die positions.

Ask your local dealer-or send $1 for our complete accessory catalog

Get the Picture!

Milletto Sights
16131 GOTHARD ST, HUNTINGTON BEACH, CA 92647 (714) 842-5575

Customize your handgun with precision-engineered Millett sights, Quality
craftsmanship, smooth styling, fine click adjustments make Millett the hand
gunner's choice for autos & revolvers, Ruggedly crafted in heat-treated
steel. White outline or target rear, Blaze orange, white bar, serrated ramp, or
plain post front sights far autos, ."

Colt'. Smith & Wesson • Ruger • Dan Wesson • Browning
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• 100% reinforced
ivory - white
nylon - no cheap
plastics

• Same features as
the original
Monogrip

==..
Call (805) 466-6266

Open 9-5 P.S.T.
Brochure available for $1.00

I
HOGUE®\
COMBAT GRIPS '.
P.O. Box 2038
Dept. AH3B
Atascadero, CA 93423

ALPHA PRECISION, INC.
CUSTOM

COMPETITION
HANDGUNS

PPC, IPSC, DUTY, TARGET,
SILHOUETTE AND SPORT

• COMPETITIVE PRICES· OVER 20 YEARS EXPERI
ENCE· PROFESSIONAL CRAFTSMANSHIp· ALL

WORK TESTED AND GUARANTEED
SEND $2.00 (REFUNDABLE) FOR INFORMATION:

ALPHA PRECISION, INC. Dept. 01
1231 Sunderland Ct., Atlanta, Georgia 30319

(404) 458-0477

Check or money order plus
$2.00 postage & handling (California
residents add 6% sales tax).

Made for:
-S& W: Sq. & Rd. Butt K, L& N; Rd. ButtJ
-COLT PYTHON (I Frame)
- RUGER: (Security Six*, Police

Service Six*, Speed Six*
·(Post 1976 serial numbers 151 and above)

K Rd. Butt Model
Now Available

$19951$18.95 For Original 81ack Model)

L'\~~ IVORY COLOR
l~ MONOGRlp®

LIGHTEN DOUBLE ACTION S & W & COLT
HIGH STANDARD SPECIALIST OLD & NEW
LUGER REBARRELING & TRIGGERWORK

CAMPBELL H. IRWIN
EAST HARTLAND, CONN. 06027

TEL. 203·653·3901

Yibra-Tek
Brass Polishers and Cleaners

Ten times faster than the

O
tumbler method without dam-

•
~. aging·cases, cleans inner and
~ outer surfaces, even primer

pockets. Leaves no residue. No
~ moving parts to repair or re

place. LIFETIME WARRAN
TY! Load always visible while operating. Complete
with media and extra tub for-cleaning with solvents.
REGULAR VIBRA·TEK 4 1/2 lb. load capacity. 2 lb.
media $69.95. MAGNUM VIBRA·TEK with 12 1/2 lb.
load capacity with 5 lb. media Sl38.00. extra 5 lb.
media Sl3.75. All Pre·paid.

HAYDEN·HOLMES COMPANY, INC.
1844 Arroya Rd .• Colorado Springs, Colorado 80906

CUSTOM WORK PISTOL & REVOLVER
REBARRELING & CHAMBERING

A two-shot .44 Magnum stainless steel
derringer is now available from the
American Derringer Corporation.

The new, U.S.-made over-and-under is
the smallest and lightest .44 Magnum
ever manufactured and was developed to
provide police officers with a compact
back-up gun with maximum stopping
power.

It has more recoil than any other pistol
currently made.

The derringer weighs l5Y2 ounces, has
an overall length of 4.82 inches and a
three-inch barrel.

Grips are either rosewood or zebra
wood; finish, either high polish or satin
stainless steel.

The gun is equipped with a manually
activated hammer block safety, which the
shooter must engage before loading or
canying.

Other calibers available include the
.45 ACP, .45 Colt, .45 X 2Y2 inch
Saunders, .44 Special, .357 Magnum,
.41 Magnum, 9mm Luger, .380 Auto,
.38 Special and .223 Remington.

For more information, contact the
company at POB 8983 (Box AH),
Waco, TX 76714

YOU CAN BE AN EXPERT

•
GUNSMITH IN LESS THAN

SIX MONTHS
• START NOW AND EARN YOUR DIPLOMA

AT HOME IN YOUR SPARE TIME.
• OUR FAMOUS STAFF OF EXPERTS WILL TEACH YOU:

•

• BASIC/MASTER GUN REPAIR· CUSTOMIZING· CHOKES
• ACCURIZING • BLUEING· SPORTERIZING • SCOPES
• BALLISTICS SECRETS· HOW TO BUY WHOLESALE

•
• RELOADING FOR PISTOL AND RIFLE· SHOTGUNS
• HOW TO GET YOUR FEDERAL FIREARMS LICENSE

•
PLUS MUCH MORE!

PROVEN METHODS-CHARTS-EXPLODED VIEWS

•
ACCREDITED & APPROVED BY STATE & NATIONAL

AGENCIES & BY THE V.A FOR GI BENEFITS

•
OVER 40,000 STUDENTS SINCE 1946 .,.•
MAIL TODAY OR CALL (602) 990-8346

1- --=- - - ~ase RuSH'iuiiTriTo on ho;TCa~o~ profesl

•

sional gunsmith the QUICK, ~asy home study way".
No obligation" No salesman Will call"

•

NAME AGE __I
AOORES5 _

•
CITY STATE __ ZIP __I
MODERN GUN REPAIR SCHOOldept'CG11:i1

• • 2538 N. 8TH ST. PHOENIX, ARIZONA 8S006 •

...-----------

Here's one you'll get
a kick out of shooting
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New device for Colt
autos reduces recoil
'l'l. That does a California civil en
VVgineer and land developer do

when the state's economy sags?
He develops a unique device for Colt

.45 autos, puts it on Mickey Fowler's
gun for the 1982 BiC'\nchi Cup match
and voila!

Jack Breskovich of Whittier has been
a combat pistol competitor for more
than four years. He knows guns. He's a
good shot.

But he wanted to better his scores, so
he developed a device that improves
natural point of aim, provides a more
relaxed hold and adds weight to a .45
auto to help reduce recoil; this shortens
recovery time, from shot to shot-an
important factor in many forms of
handgun competition.

How good is his device?
Good enough for Fowler-perhaps

the world's greatest combat shooter-to
use on his .45 auto in the prestigious
Bianchi Cup tournament.

What is it?
Simply, it's four pieces of steel, fitted

and contoured for accurate positioning
under the wooden grips of any Colt .45
auto.

The four pieces are spot-welded, two
for each side of the auto's frame. The
outer pieces, with screw holes, are the
same size as the grips; the inner pieces
fit the smaller, elongated opening in the
frame.

Breskovich told the American Hand
gunner that the additional weight-7Vz
ounces-not .only reduces recoil about
17 percent, but also results in thicker
grips, which makes them more hand
filling and distributes the recoil over a
larger area.

The checkered wooden grips, which
come with the welded steel plates, are
tapered-they are nearly \4 inch thicker
at the bottom than at the top-to help
fill the void below the heel of the
thumb; this provides a more consistent
and relaxed grip.

Another feature of Breskovich's
Advantage Grip System is the incor
poration of a magazine chute. This is
created by extending the bottoms of the
steel grip panels 1116 inch below the
base of the pistol's frame. The inside
edge at the bottom is beveled at a
30-degree angle to fOi~n the basic chute,
which is left oversize to be filed or
ground to blend !fito magazine wells.

Cost of the Advantage Grip System:
$40.

For additional information, write
him at POB 828 (Dept. AH), Whittier,
CA 90608.

TO INSURE AGAINST ACCIDENTS AND THEFT
MAIL COUPON TODAY!

Check these unique features:
D Child resistant, yet instant opening by adults. Even in the dark!
D' Dual locking system may be used with or without a key.
D Looks like a combination lock (discourages tampering).
D FREE Anti-Theft attachment to secure gun to a fixed object.
D 1 piece construction and easily applied to double action handguns.

AMAZING NEW
CHILD-RESISTANT

GUN GUARD

YOU~ CHILD'S
SAFETY IS

WORTH

$11 95

For further information and specificatiOns, contact:

Bob Greider
4625 Carrie Ann Lane • Abilene, Texas 79606

915-698-2006

PREVENT
(HllD-GIJN
TRAGEDY
In lour Homt !

• Highest Quality Work
• Target, IPSC, or Combat
Conversions

• Standard or Shooters Specifications.

Greider's Custom .45 Shop

---------------------1 CER-TEC INDUSTRIES (213) 782-0745 G1182 I
114758 Keswick St. Van Nuys, Calif. 91405 I
I 0 Please rush 1 GUN GUARD @ 11.95 + P.&H. I
I 0 Please rush __ (2 or more) GUN GUARDS @ 10.00 + 1.00 each J
I postage &f1'andling I
I NAME I
I ADDRESS I
I CITY I
I STATE ZIP I
I Calif. res. please add sales tax I

'Pat Pend Allow 4-6 weeks delivery MONEY BACK GUARANTEE I

----~~~---~~-------------------_.
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Isn't it about time you discovered HK quality? You can learn more about
why discriminating sportsmen choose HK by sending $3.00 for our full
color 24 page catalog.



7he new. Colt M. V
Superb double action in a lRediulR fralRe Cell

the bottomstrap has been short
ened by %" and 3/a", respectively.

The grip has been redesigned for more
comfort and to accommodate a wider variety
of custom wraparound grips, plus allowance
for speed loaders.

Vet with these Innovations, the
new revolver still keeps the tradi
tional Colt advantages of strength,
durability, better workmanship and
the highest quality finish of any
sidearm. Plus, the Colt MK V has
special features not available In
other guns like a clockwise rotating
cylinder, Independent ejector rod,
offset bolt notches, heavy duty
crane, and more. White outline rear
sight with orange Insert front sight.

When you consider the facts as
well as the feel, you'll want the new
Colt MK V on your side.

The result Is •.• one of the finest
shooting .357's on the market today.

To give a lighter trigger pull and
therefore a steadier sight picture, a
new, longer main spring has been
Installed at a radical new pivot an
gie. Average double action trigger
pUll of the MK III Trooper-has thus
been reduced by nearly 15%.

To shorten lock time and give a
smoother firing action, the hammer
arc has been reduced approximately
8°. Whether In police competition or
just casual target shooting, this
gives the new MK V a decided rapid
fire advantage over other double
action revolvers.

And to accommodate a full vari
ety of modern wraparound grips
while Improving comfort, feel and
control, the distance trom the back
strap to the trigger and the length of

The MK V's shortened hammer arc
means quicker action In the field. Less lock
time results In a steedler hold and better
accuracy too.

Be a safe shooter-Never chamber a round until you are ready to shoot.
Always read and follow the Instruction manuals which accompany each firearm.
Free Instruction manuals are also available from the factory on request.

TRIGGER DISPLACEMENT

A new main spring and sear release
design gives the MK V a lighter, faster double,
action trigger pull with a smooth, more
responsive touch. A. Old MK III Trooper
B. New MK V Trooper.

MK V Trooper model, white outline
rear sight with orange Insert front sight.
Available with eight, six and four-Inch barrels;
blue, nickel or Coltguard finishes.

Colt proudly pre
sents a superior new
double action .357

magnum-the
smoother, faster,

lighter-pulling
double action
MKV.

A totally re-engineered frame
and firing mechanism give the new
MK V a better feel and more respon
siveness than the famous Colt
Trooper MK III, which for years has
set the standard for rugged medlum
frame .357 magnum revolvers.

(OtJAn~
. in Precision
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